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No extension for Wells

95

By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Any doubts anyone may have
had about Bill Wells' future as
principal were put to rest at Wednesday's Murray High School
Site-Based Council meeting.
Wells will begin serving July 1
as the new director for the family
resource/youth services center.
Murray Superintendent W.A.
Franklin announced Wells' transfer May 26 after being notified
that the school system had
received a $50,000 grant to begin
a family resource/youth services
center, which is based on the
number of students who qualify
for the free lunch program.
However, Wells is not pleased
that his 13-year tenure at MHS is
ending and told council members
that he had re-applied June 5 for
the position.

-

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

WILD FLOWERS: A picturesque field of flowers at the intersection of Wiswell and Johnny Robertson roads illustrates how beneficial the recent rains have been.

In fact, he and many of his
supporters attended the June 8
school board meeting to lobby
board members to overrule the
move, but chairman Van Haverstock said the board would stand
behind Franklin's decision.
The principal search item was

"We need a
building leader who
knows the reform
movement and is
interested in participating in
W.A. Franklin
(Murray superintendent)

also listed on Wednesday's council agenda.
"We have some parents who
wanted to speak on that item,"
Wells said.
Four of the 10 audience members addressed the council
regarding Wells' performance as
principal.
"I have two children: one who
has already graduated and one
who is halfway through high
school," said Bobby Martin. "My
wife and 1 have volunteered in
areas of interest to our children
and we have felt good about the
leadership here. We appreciate
the job he has done and we are in

support of Mr. Wells. We would
support it if a way could be found
for him to continue "
Elizabeth Conklin told council
members that wells has been
instrumental in her childrens'
success in the school.
"He has always been here to
support the students and if there
is any way he can continue, we
arc very much in support of
him," she said.
Sheila Henry. who teaches at
Murray Middle School, said she
had been out of the country for
the hoard meeting.
"I am in support of him COMIshc said "I am concerned

that June 10 is upon us and I am
concerned what will happen." she
said "If at all possible, we wsiuld
like for him to stay on until a
prink ipal an be found Someone
has to mind the store Following the stwnments
the public. Welk addressed the
souncil
"I am glad Mr Franklin is here
because I would like to ask tot an
extension until the end ot July,Wells said "I would like the
month of July to wrap sonic
things up and I would also like an
extension Ito assisti whorneser
somes in "
Courts il members questtotbcd
whether they had the suthoritly to
offer an extension
"I think it is unprecedented.Wells said "It would have to he.
a cooperatise venture between
the site based council and the
superintendent At that point. Franklin
intervened and Janke., the
extension issue
"On June 10, your tots as prin
cipal will come to an end.
Franklin said "On July I. your
▪ See Page 2

Freedom Fest
activities
jam-packed
Red, white, blue and you! Murray's eighth annual Freedom Fest
comes alive June 30 and lasts until
July 4, and the only thing that is
missing is you!
Freedom Fest '95 is jam-packed
with fun-filled events for the entire
family. Family Night in the Park on
June 30 kicks off the excitement_
The night will feature everything
from country line dancing to delicious food, a petting zoo, rides in a
hot air balloon and much more!
Come to the park Saturday afternoon for the Garden Tractor Pull.
Then later, the night air will vibrate
with the country tunes of Nashville
star Ricky Van Shelton.
You may want to prove how
physically lit you arc in the Fun Run
on the morning of the Fourth.
Remember our veterans later that
morning in a special memorial service.
The fun and excitement will
continue in the Biggest Small Town
Parade in America with floats, cars,
horses and bands galore. Immediately following the parade. the
Street Fair on the Court Square will
feature games, food, and music for
all.

Later,spend the evening relaxing
and enjoying a Patriotic Musical.
Let the beautiful music tug at your
heart strings as you prepare for the
most spectacular sight you have
ever seen when the Briggs and
Stratton Fireworks Extravaganza
sets the night sky afire with a
fabulous display of lights and colors.
All day on the Fourth, the National Scouting Museum,located on
the campus of Murray State University, will host a Community Appreciation Day by offering discounted
admission rates to museum visitors
wishing to see the collection of
more than 50 priceless original
Norman Rockwell paintings on display or explore Gateway Park.
These events are just a sampling
of what Freedom Fest '95 has to
offer. Whatever the day, you're sure
to find something to do here in
Murray during Freedom Fest. Most
events are free and all are affordable
for a family. For more information
about Freedom Fest, or to receive
your free Freedom Fest Event
Guide, just call the Freedom Fest
Hotline at 1-800-715-5004.
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SPEECH AND DANCE: Erin Delaney (standing) practices sign language for Me word leer" with her Kentucky institute for Arts In
Education ciao before trying 11 na dance routine in Murray State University's Carr HatilT Budding. The institute is sponsored by the Kentucky
Center for the Arts.

Atlantis, Mir dock in historic space linkup
By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL
Associated Press Writer
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(AP) — An American shuttle
docked with a Russian space station floating 245 miles above
Earth today in an extraordinary
display of scientific cooperation
between two former rivals.
It was only the second time
ships from two countries linked
up in space: The first was 20

years ago between an American
Apollo capsule and a Soviet
Soyuz.
They were 245 miles over Central Asia near the RussianMongolian border when shuttle
commander Robert "Hoot" Gibson eased the Atlantis to first
contact of mating rings on the
shuttle and the Russian space station Mir.
"We have capture," said Gibson, precisely on time, at 9 a.m.

—cat'*kb o &-earlio

•

EDT. The Mir commander gave a
similar message to his home base.
With crews of both countries
on each of the ships. the spaceto-ground loops to flight controllers in Houston and Kaliningrad
crackled in English and Russian.
The Mir was the passive partner in the union; iu only task was
to stay at the proper attitude, and
it did.
The enure final sequence was
visible to ground controllers. One

screen showed the view of the
approaching shuttle from the Mir.
The other displayed what Gibson
was seeing, a greenish target
coming closer, slowly, slowly.
Cameras from Mir captured
images of astronauts and cosmonauts waving and smiling from
the Atlantis windows.
"It's a great feeling to be
here," Gibson said. "We're lucky and we're honored and privileged to be part of this. It's

great to be back joined in orbit
again

aimed at melding space efforts
that have become prohibitively
expensive for either MUM alone.
space officials hoped the union
would be a milestone in the effort
to build an international space
station
Gibson had the demanding task
of steering the 100-ton Atlantis to
within three inches of the 123 ton
Mu, at a closing rase no faster

Both ships had crews from
both countries Atlantis was ferrying a fresh pair of cosmonauts
to Mir for the next two months,
the Mir crew
two Russians
and American Norman Thagard
— looked forward to returning to
Earth next week aboard the
shuttle
After years of negotiations •Soo Page 2
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Canoed snesaber Mart Ether WS asked whether the counkil is
resisted to have a principal in
order to hire some additional
lacalty members Franklin told
114p "no
V•ells thee told the(MIK iithat
he has selected Opal Oakley. who
Lomita, serves as MHS secretary. to be his assistant at the (mail) resource/youth services
sew,
"II she warm to be your assistant, that will tic your choice.'
Franklin laid
In a ledger ~Islew following the rnecong. Franklin said
oaklev has not spoken aids him
sit her plans to become Skells•

•'

;

assistant

She would have. to resign
from her surrent position and
then re apply." he said "She has
not talked with me about it We
want the dues toe to find somconc
to he his assistant Floweser. Sue McNarr) questioned both %ells and Oakley

74..

Featuring fresh corn, beans,
cucumbers, okra, squash,
peas, and tomatoes.
OPENING SATURDAY, JULY 1!

leaving
"1 Liao* a kit of as will miss
Mr tells. but taking Mn Otakicy will law a great Yost" she
Slid.
Wells responded by saying that
he and Mrs Oakley have warted
together since 1982 and have a
"super working relationship "She has decided that she will
stay at least one year instead of
muting." Wells said "We made
the pitch for the extension and we
were turned down
Folloaing those comments.
Wells adjourned the hour-long
mccung After Wells left, the
council re-convened and went
into executive session with
Franklin to discuss the principal
sears h
In a 1 cdger interview following the open meeting. Franklin
discussed his role in the search
process
"My role is to simply screen
applications." he said "We have
already met the 30-day advertising deadline for the position and

By JIM MAHANES
Stan Writer
A 16-year-old Murray youth
remains in cnucal condition at
Vanderbilt University Hospital
following a early morning vehicle
aiiident Wednesday in Dickson,
Tenn.
Another 17-year-old boy was
admitted to Goodlark Regional
Medical Center in Dickson for

D & D U-Pick Vegetable Farm

ohsci%ation

The ac.cident occurred at 2 a.m.
Ilighwav 48 in Dickson

County.
The Murray Police Department
confirmed that a 1988 Buick was
reported stolen Tuesday and was
recovered after an accident
involving two juveniles.
Rosemary Kondratko, 1712
Farmer Ave., said her car was
taken from the parking lot of the
Murray Woman's Clinic someumc before 4 p.m. Tuesday.
The vehicle was traveling
north when a Dickson County
sheriff's deputy attempted to pull
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it over. When the driver failed to
stop, a high-speed pursuit
followed.
-The juveniles, not knowing
the area, missed a curve and
drove off the road at a high rate
of speed, rolling the vehicle several times. The driver was thrown
from the vehicle sustaining
severe head injuries," said Murray Sgt. Detective Mike Jump,
who—is handling the case in
Murray.
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FROM PAGE 1
than one foot in 10 seconds,
while the two ships sped in tandem around the Earth at 17,500
mph.
He had only two minutes to do
this, so that Mir could maintain
contact with a Russian ground
station. The shuttle had no such
constraints; it is in near-constant
contact with Mission Control via
satellite.
The danger was that the two
behemoths would bump with too
much force.
"It's not an easy thing to do,
but ... it's the kind of thing you
can train to do," Gibson, a former fighter and test pilot, said
before the flight. "It's kind of
along the lines of some of the
stuff I used to do, air-to-air
refueling and any of those precision tasks."
The docking tested a technique
needed for building an international space station beginning in
1997. It was the first of seven
dockings planned before the station construction starts.
The ships will fly twinned as a
single unit for five days — 77
orbits — forming the largest
manmade satellite ever. Duing
that time, Thagard and his two
Mir crewmates will undergo
extensive medical tests, conducted by astronauts Ellen Baker
and Bonnie Dunbar, in a laboratory carried up in the shuttle cargo
bay.
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"It is time to move on and that
is why 1 didn't agree to an extension," be said.
Some questions have focused
on the landing for the new faculty resonrce/youth services center.
"The 550.000 grant was never
going to pay for the director's
salary," Franklin said. "With the
small number of free lunches, we
knew that our grant wouldn't be
very big. We knew we would
have to supplement the program
with district, money because we
don't want a limited program."
Wells' transfer will not affect
his annual salary of $58,300.

Pork, Beef or Chicken

$13h99
0

K-Bobs
Marinate & (;r111

Thick London Broil Steak

$298 II)

$159
I ii)

Call AHEAD and We'll Have Your Order Ready •

753-MEAT

OLD TIME MEAT SHOPPE
Dixieland Center •

Kondratko's car was reported a
total loss.
The 16-year-old is charged
with vehicle theft and six counts
of misuse of electronic information to an automated bank, a class
D feloney. The 17-year-old is
charged with three counts of misuse of electronic information to
an automated bank and possession marijuana under eight
ounces.
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Franklin said he has already
received calls front people intercited in the position.
"We've had more interest than
1 thought we would have in this
amount of time, especially considenng that we only advertised
locally and in two state publicsuoru," Franklin said. "The timing
wasn't perfect for the
advertisements."
The most important responsibility for the new MHS principal
is to continue the quality within
the school, he said.
"We want someone who has
already demonstrated that he can
lead a school," Franklin said.

'We used a Wiwi leader who
knows the reform novesama and
is mierented in perUnpaiminga it
We have a mall hagli school that
his a badman and we want to be
able to continue that success."
Regardless of how long the
search takes or the process
involved. Franklin emphasized
that the time has come to look
toward the future.

Juveniles hospitalized after accident

•

5.0C

I wilirecomanand that the commit
unmediasely Imps the process
Is fact. Franklin said he
capons a new principal will be
hued by the middle of Judy.
"If we have any special needs
(during the interiai), we will take
care of diem." he said. '1 will try
to play as much a role as
possibk "

Mu r ray • Ilou i's: 9-6 Mon.-Fri. & Sat. 9-5

In that seuing, physiological
changes in the men during their
extended stay in space can be
evaluated more precisely. "We
know some of these parameters
change pretty rapidly even during
re-entry, so its important to get
the data while we're docked and
before we land," Dunbar said
Wednesday.
Thagard commented Wednesday from Mir that he, Vladimir
Dezhurov and Gennady Strekalov
have been in orbit for nearly four
months and are eagerly awaiting
"our ride home."
Gibson is making his fifth
space flight. The pilot, Lt. Col.
Precoun, is on his second flight.
The other Americans in the crew
are Baker, a physician who has
flown twice before; Dunbar, a
four-time space traveler; and Gregory Harbaugh, flight engineer on
his third trip.
The cosmonauts who will be
aboard the Mir until the end of
August are Anatoly Solovyev
who has already spent more than
a year aboard the space station
and Nikolai Budarin, in orbit for
the first time.

Jury dispenses
with charges
MONTICELLO, Ky. (AP) —
In the first criminal case of its
kind in Kentucky, a jury took less
than 90 minutes to absolve four
social workers of blame in a toddler's beating death.
The four employees of the
state Department for Social Services were indicted in 1993 for
complicity to murder for their
handling of the case of Daniel
Reynolds.
Reynolds was just 22-monthsold when his stepfather beat him
to death.
The charges sent a chill
through a cold bureaucracy. The
defendants -- Jimmy Collins,
Frances Waddle, Christy Keith
and-their supervisor, Martha Ble"ins — faced 20 years to life in
"prison If convicted.
The verdict removed all doubt
of whether the social workers did
their jobs, Blevins said after the
jury announced its decision
Wednesday.
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Unabomber threatens Los Angeles International
By JEFF Vf0.10
Aasemend Press Wrest
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Federal aishonues kept up the ughtest airport security sauce the Persin Gulf War today despsie the
Unlimber's claim that his threat
to blow up an airliner was a
prank.
Los Angeles Intasational Airport workers searched bags and
checked photo IDs as a dog
sniffed for bombs at a boarding
gate. Nervous passengers
switched or canceled flights, and
all mail in California was temporarily grounded.
In a letter received Wednesday
by The New York Times, the
bomber who has killed three pmpie and injured 23 said he didn't
actually intend to attack a plane
— the threat was just "one last
prank" to stir things up.
He got his wish.
The threat threw law enforcement. airport personnel and the
public into a stifling dilemma:
Either conduct some form of business as usual or shut down the
world's fifth-busiest airport.

David Holum. the Federal
Aviation Administration chief.
said in several self:v.8+os rarerviews this morning that he
thought everything possible was
being done to tighten security
without cutting into as travel.
We are going to cosmic to
treat this as a very real threat
until the FBI tells es ICS no longer credible." be said on NBC's
"Today" show.
Asked by a CNN IftatriltViCf if
the airport was safe, Hinson
replied: "Why, yes, sir. In fact,
my boas, the secretary of Innsponation, flew in there yesterday,
and he's there today, and he will
fly out.
Still. there were widespread
effects.
Mail backed up in processing
centers, airline passengers
throughout the state were forced
to stand in long lines and present
identification; trips were canceled
or rescheduled through smaller
airports in Burbank, Ontario and
Orange County.
"Since the public has a short
memory," the Unabomber said in

the loser to the Times, "we
decided to play one last rank so
remind diem who we are. 1s5.
no. we heveal tried to plus a
bomb oa an airline (remedy)
He also eapeessed remorse for
past attacks.
"We don't think it is necessary
for es to do any public soulsearching IO this klieg. But we
will say that we art 11101 insessi
Witt to the pain caused by our
bombings."
The Unabomber said he
shouldn't have planted a 1979
altitude-triggered incendiary
bomb that partially detonated in
the cargo hold of an American
Airlines flight. Twelve people
suffered smoke inhalation.
"In one case we attempted
unsuccessfully to blow up an airliner. The idea was to kill a lot of
business people who we assumed
would constitute the majority of
the passengers.
"But of course some of the
passengers likely would have
been innocent people — maybe
kids, or some wonting stiff going
to see his sick grandmother.

We're glad avni that that attempt
The FBI costumed that the Set
ser, and one The San Franvis:ii
Chronicle teceived Tuesday con
taming the threat, were from the
Limbo/Mier It as the first time
the bomber had threatened a
target in advame
News of the second missive
eased some cons:ems. but off
ciab said the heightened security
would continue ••We will be
keeping security measures as
long as it's necessary to protect
the traveling public." said Mitch
Barker, a Federal Aviation Administratson spokesman
Los Angeles International Auport handks nearly I million passengers a week Police there
added officers and posted one
with a bomb-sniffing dog near
the United Airlines shuttle gate
A United president was a past
target of the Unabomber
Some airlines waived fees foe
changing flights, but they said
there was no rush to cancel
flights in advance of the Independence Day holiday

Some passengers at were com
toned by news of the second
letter
• We saw all the police and 1%
cameras when we drove in It's a
relief. thank God." said Harts
HMI. 7l. of Long Beach. as he
waited at Los Angeles Intern,
uonal Airpon
Mail flights resumed late Wed
nesday under guidelines worked
out with the Federal Aviation
Administration Some of the mail
WWII) Measures weft similar to

those taken during the Gull Ilk at
said Postal Inspecuw Daniel I
Mihalko in Washington
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Flag burning amendment goes to senate
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Despite overwhelming support in
the House, a constitutional
amendment to curtail flag desecration faces a tough struggle in
the Senate, with one key Democrat opposed and the leading
sponsor conceding the measure is
shy of the two-thirds majority
needed for passage.
"Right now, we are very close
to the 67 votes we need in the
Senate," Sen. Orrin Hatch, RUtah, chairman of the Senate
Judiciary Committee, said shortly
after the House approved the
measure Wednesday.
At the same time, Sen. Joseph
Biden of Delaware, the senior
Democrat on the committee, said
he would oppose the measure as
drafted. "I'm not going to vote
for that amendment," which
would permit each state to write
its own flag-protection laws, he
said.
Two other lawmakers, Democratic Sen. Bob Kerrey of
Nebraska and Republican Sen.
John Chafee of Rhode Island, circulated a letter outlining their

opposition. "We would be carving out an exception, small
though it may be, to our constitutional guarantee of free speech,"
they wrote.
In addition, they said "community opposition and disdain"
is deterrent enough to flag desecration, and only seven incidents
of flag burning have occurred in
the past year.
No date has been set for a
Senate vote on the measure,
which cleared the House on a
lopsided vote of 312-120, 24
more than the two-thirds majority
necessary. .
The measure permits Congress
and the states to enact laws to
prohibit flag desecration. The bill
is a reaction to recent Supreme
Court rulings that threw out such
laws as a violation of constitutional protections of free speech.
A cheer went up from lawmakers on the House floor as the
measure climbed past the 290
votes needed for passage. Spectators in the gallery overlooking
the chamber joined in the celebration, although they were swiftly

silenced by guards enforcing the
rules.
While majority Republicans
supplied the impetus needed for
passage, the leadership seemed to
attach less importance to the
measure than to other key bills
that have cleared this year. House
Speaker Newt Gingrich, who frequently holds the gavel on important votes, was not presiding
when the roll was called on the
amendment.
Supporters said the measure
was necessary to reverse the
Supreme Court's rulings and to
"protect Old Glory," as Rep.
Gerald Solomon, R-N.Y., said.
"As tombstones are not for
toppling, as churches and synagogues and places of worship are
not for vandalizing, flags arc not
for burning," House Judiciary
Committee Chairman Henry
Hyde, R-111., said.
Added Rep. James Traficant,
D-Ohio, "Burn your bra, burn
your pantyhose, burn your BVDs.
But don't burn the flag."
Critics said they were as
devoted to the flag as anyone, but

WIENAVSJP & Freedom Fest
Present

the amendment was unnecessary
and impractical.
"I will never vote to amend
the Bill of Rights," said Rep.
Zoe Lofgren, D-Calif.
"It's unworkable, it's unreasonable," said Rep. John Bryant.
D-Texas, who said Republicans
had rushed the measure to the
floor in time for Congress'
upcoming Fourth of July tweak.
He said the provision permitting
each state to pass its own laws
would create a situation in which
activity outlawed in one state
might be permissible in another.
His attempt to change the measure so that only Congress could
pass flag desecration laws was
rejected overwhelmingly. 369-63.
Enactment of the measure in
the Senate would send it to the
states for a ratification drive.
Approval by three-fourths of the
legislatures would then make it
part of the Constitution..
Supporters said backing for the
amendment is overwhelming
among the states, noting that all
legislatures but Vermont had petitioned Congress to approve it.
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Keith's Lawn & Tractor
759-9831

80 E. Main St.

EARLY BIRD

SPECIALS
4 p.m.- 7 p.m. • Monday-Saturday
OPEN JULY 3RD & 4TH

ises

PRIME RIB DINNER: Fresh cut petite prime rib co()ked

fresh daik,
served with our jumbo baked potato or steak fries, garden fresh salad with V our
$5.95
choice of dressings, x•egetable of the day, and fresh baked garlic roll.
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RIBEYE STEAK DINNER: Cut fresh daily, this dinner otters a
petite ribeye steak, chargrilled to your taste, iumbo baked potato or steak tric,,,
our fresh garden salad with your choice of dressings, vegetable of the day, and
a fresh baked garlic roll.
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CHICKEN PARMESAN DINNER: White breast of c11i5.9
lightly breaded and fried, topped with our homema0Otalian sauce and topped
with Monterey Jack cheese, side order of spaghetti, our garden fresh salad with
homemade croutons and your choice of dressings, and served with a fresh
- $4.95
baked garlic roll.
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GRILLED CHICKEN PROVENt-ALE: White breast of chicken,chargrilled to perfection & topped with Sporty's own special Sink(' of diced
tomatoes, garlic butter, onions, & fresh leaves of spinach. Served with jumbo
baked potato or steak fries, garden fresh salad with your choice of dressings,
$4.95
vegetable of the day, and served with a garlic roll.
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PLENTY OF FREE PARKING -:- 753-1116

ro

Roy Stewart Stadium
Murray, Kentucky

t'111.11..

In Advance Reserved Box Seats

$20.00

Day of Show Reserved Box Seats

$25.00

In Advance General Admission

$12.00

Day of Show General Admission

$15.00

17,000 Seats • 730 p.m.
310

Phone (502) 753-2400
or (800) 879-9256

spoirO%
GRILL

15th & Oluve Blvd
Monday thru Saturday

Mut ray, Kent tie ky
10:00 .1111 to 10:00 pm
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FROM OUR READERS
Reader feels obligation

•

Dear Ednor
I feel obligated to declare to the public that honesty is not dead.
Upon returning from a shopping um,I discovered my wrist watch was
ousting from my win.
After desperately searching through my purchases, home, and car. I
decoded that die next thing to do was retrace my seeps, by phone il
possible. I immediately phoned the tan sop I had made. which was our
local Kroger store.
To my surprtse the manager said he had two watches that had been
turned in and asked ill could identify my watch. I could, and went to
pock it up.
I want 10 say thank you to the person *hi) found and returned my
watch.
its uplifting to know that there are still people who we honest and care
enough to do the nglu dung.
Veil= Paschall
Rowe 7 Box 669, MurraY, Ky. 42071

WASHINGTON TODAY

We have to do something
What do you do with 170,000
acres of public lend that spans
two states?
Lead Between the Lakes isn't
that old really — 30 odd years.
Bat that's enough time for homes
and towns to disappear. Enough
time for budget tightening.
immesh time for priorities and
commitments to change in
Congress.
But is it enough time for people in this area to forget? Is it
enough tnne for frustrations to
build? Is it enough time for us to
once again grapple with the
land's future?
As TVA was busy gobbling up
land back in the 1960s, the mentality seemed to be, "If you build
it. they will come."
"They" were tourists. And so
"they" remain, the people who
visit the area to enjoy nature,
boat, fish, hunt, camp and for just
all-out recreation.
But has it been the 2.4 million

Maybe the answers for LBL's
future is a piece of each of these
or maybe it isn't any of them.
And how should that future be
determined?

land, others call for more investment in environmental education
and there is always the call for
the land to be returned.
Something isn't right if 2.4
million people did visit LBL and
only 25,464 went to the Golden
Pond Planetarium.
More development isn't the
total answer. If we can't draw
visitors to the current "attractions" at LBL, more isn't necessarily the answer.
Land use and access will
change drastically if the Department of Fish & Wildlife take
over the area.

visitors in 1994 touted by LBL
officials?
As federal funding tightens,
TVA scrambles to make LBL
self-supporting.
But how to do that?
If tourists needed commercialization to draw them to the area,
wouldn't private investors have
already built them? And it is not
like such development hasn't
already occurred. Just drive over
to Eddyville or Benton.
Some suggest more involvement by state government, others
think the U.S. Department of Fish
& Wildlife need to take over the

Some are cynical about the
current public use planning process TVA is conducting.
Rep. Ed Whitfield proposed an
interesting idea in a recent telephone conversation,
He said the Columbia Institute
group in Washington wants to
conduct seminars in various congressional districts on issues of
public interest and develop
options for them.
The group has asked Whitfield
to host such a seminar. Maybe
Whitfield should take them up on
it.
We have to do something with
that 170,000 acres.
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Clinton seeks political
mileage in tough
stance against Japan
By TOY RAM
Associated Press Writer
PORTLAND. Ore. (AP) — Few U.S. politicians have ever lost
VOWS by bashing Japan on trade, and President Clinton is not about
to set an example.
With U.S.-James/ negotiators in Geneva struggling against
soday's midnight EDT deadline, Clinton has been getting as much
political mileage as be cast from tough talk.
He sought to assure a Pacific Rim economic conference here he
doesn't want "so launch a new era of protecuonism."
But be is clearly bedding for Ross Perot supporters and for the
disenfranchised blue-collar Democratic vote with heated-up
rbetonc. •
That's why there's little real incentive for reaching an agreement
as ume dwindles, despite Clinton's reputation for compromise over
confrontauon.
Clinton took a hard line on Japan at the economic summit of
isithstrial powers earlier this month.
At a Ford pickup truck assembly plant in Edison, NJ., last
Thursday, be put on his best good-old-boy airs and spoke of "the
average working stiff' and asserted that the Japanese are "rolling
in dough."
The tough-guy approach doesn't play quite as well here in the
Pacific Northwest, where trade with Japan is a vital part of the reg1011'11 resurgent economy.
Components for some Japanese-brand cars are manufactured in
Oregon and shipped beck to Japan for sale. And Clinton noted that.
Washington state is "the most trade-sufficient state" of all in trading with Asia.
Representatives from car dealerships and the ton of Portland
protested the threatened sanctions wan black balloons and "Save
Our Jobs" signs outside the Portland State University hall where
Clinton spoke.
But there was little discussion of the auto-trade issue inside as
Clinton, Vice President Al Gore and panelists droned on about timber. environmental protection, salmon, the information highway
and pressures on working families.
Clearly speaking to a wider national audience. Clinton said in his
opening remarks: "The bottom Ime as we want to open the (Japanese auto) markets for American products.•'
His vision: being the U.S. president who finally cracks the
Japanese trade wall. "Decades of American presidents have tried
and faded," be says.
Other political figures have sought political gain in taking on
Japan. House Democratic lender Richard Gephardt of Missouri has
loss courted labor support by staking out a tough stance on Japan.
Texas billionaire Perot has made it a stock pan of his speeches.
And even fanner President Bush took a delegation of U.S. auto
leaden to Tokyo in early 1992 so apply more pressure on Japan to.
open its markets to U.S. auto pans.
The Bush trip backfired when the delegation returned emptyhanded, and after an embarrassing incident in which Bush became
violently ill at a state dinner.
Clinton is vowing to hit Japanese luxury can with punitive tariffs that meld total S5.9 billion a year if agreement isn't reached by
midnight tonight
The administration is trying to pry open Japan's market for U.S.
cars and replacement pans and wants Japanese auto manufacturen
to adopt "voluntary" plaits to buy more imported pans. Tokyo has
refused to force quotas on private companies.
Of course. the danger — as with aU trade disputes — is that
Japan would retaliate with sanctions against U.S. prodacu — U.S.
beef, for instance. And the United Stases would conflict-retaliate.
And on and on.
"Except for 30-second ads at election time, there are no simple
answers to complicated problems," Clinton told Tuesday's
conference.' But Cliatoa has already moved into "election tune" mode, even
to &Sias his own 30-second ads, stepping up fund raising, and
unending regional conferences like the one Tuesday — the third of
five plumed — in which he showcases his policies before sympathetic, even admiring, poets-
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EDITORIAL
June 13 — The Clarion-Ledger, Jackson, Miss., on the Simpson trial:
The O.J. Simpson case has been called "the trial of the century." Perhaps so. Not because of its relevance to anyone, but for
its expense, its hype, its sensationalism.
Some would say the trial in the kidnap of Charles Lindbergh's
baby outweighs the 0.J. trial for that title. Maybe so. That, at least,
had an international audience.
(June 12) was the first anniversary of the murder of Nicole
Brown Simpson and Ronald Goldman. Judge Lance Ito, Marsha
Clark, Johnnie Cochran ... are all household names, now in what
appears to be a daily sitcom.

It's possible the trial expense is approaching $10 million, counting prosecution and defendant expenses, and it's not even half
over. Given the number of jurors excused, it could easily end in
mistrial with not enough jurors.
If that occurs, expect a backlash about the state of criminal justice in America, where the rich, such as 0.1.(see, initials alone tell
you who he is) can draw out a trial and bring justice to its knees,
while the poor get sent up to the Big House in mere days.
If OJ. Simpson were some out-of-luck drifter on trial for murder
with a court-appointed attorney or public defender, it's said, he
would have been tried and sentenced in a week.

The age ofAquarius
The Age of Aquarius finally
arrived in New Hampshire last
weekend — 30 years late — when
the President of the United States
and the Speaker of the House
demonstrated they could be civil to
each other. Harmony and understanding, sympathy and trust
abounded. Both of their mothers
would have been pleased. Their
sons' political table manners were
flawless.
Other than an agreement to name
a commission to recommend lobbying reform, nothing of substance
was achieved. Or was it? Newt
Gingrich had the most to prove and
to lose. He showed to all but a
fisherman — who had never met
him except in the press — that he
wasn't a bomb-throwing, meanspirited, love-the-rich, care nothing
for the poor, nght-wing fanatic.
Why,by the way, must conservatives always prove these things?
Barry Goldwater was branded by
liberals as a nuclear warmonger
who would blow up the world (and
get us more deeply involved in
Vietnam). Ronald Reagan had to
convince the voters(who had been
convinced otherwise by the press)
that he wouldn't start World War III.
And pow it's Newt Gingrich's turn
to prove he isn't what liberals and
big media say he is.
There is a difference between
being civil(-avoiding oven rudeacomidiesto one defuutponj

human beings.
We should not, it is true, be
calling each other names, but we
should be debating each other's
world view and philosophy, because policies will be based on those
philosophies, not on our manners.

or exhibiting a fawning attentiveness"). The two-character play in
New Hampshire tended more toward the latter than the former. But,
again, it had to or Gingrich would
have confirmed in the public mind
all that liberals have planted.
The nice-guy attitude is a holdover from bow liberals once
viewed the old Soviet Union. If we
could just convince them of ow
intentions, if we could show them
by our actions that we mean no
harm,they might he persuaded lobe
as nice as we are. In truth, it was

conviction, not niceties, which
broke the Soviet Union.
We are now in a battle for the
future of America. We haven't had a
real policy debate since the New
Deal, but we are having one now.
The President and Speaker have
different philosophies. Those pushing for 'civility" confuse form with
substance. While it might be possible for a Klansman and an AfricanAmerican to be civil to one another,
civility alone would do nothing to
bridge the gap between their opposing views on the dignity of all

Just drop us aline ...
Readers and residents we welcome and escosraged to express their
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Civility won't solve differences
of opinion on abortion, religious
freedom, the power of the Supreme
Court, taxes, welfare, reduced government spending, immigration,
foreign policy, downsizing of government or the Constitution. A
genuine,open and principled debate
on these and other subjects is in the
interest of every citizen. These are
issues that ought to be debated with
passion because we are asking people to follow one or the other way ol
thinking and because each of these
is critical to our future as a people.
If those who believe that civility
ranks first on the list of political
discourse are serious — if they
believe there ought to be more
kindness between Congress and the
White House — let them elect a
Republican President next year.
That will bring some of the friendlies dialogue we've seen in
Washington since the Democrats
regularly ran the two branches.
That would bring the harmony and
understanding some seek to the
nation's capital.
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Mr and Mrs Kant I McCord will he
honored at a rneistkr to
celebrate their ntarnage on Saturday. July I.
from 4 to ei p m in the
Annex of Chen) Comer Baptist Chun h.
Merrav
All friends and relatives are intact' to
attend
The couple was married Satiuday. June 10. i•osos.
at 4 pm at
Bethel Baptist Chants. Deet Part. Texas
Mrs McCord. the former Susan Viitoria
lierriskm. is the daughter
of Larry and Virginia Herndon of MiirTa She
is the granddaughter tst
Imogene Herndon and the late Thomas E.
Herndon and the late Onis
and Rubene Roberts
Mr McCord is the son of H W and
Jansse Mit'ord of Seabrook.
Texas

Need Line needs pantry items
Need Line Director Kathie Gentry and Caseworker Veloric Hunt
have listed pantry items needed to help fill the food baskets for
chews. Items needed this week include rice, dried pastas, instant
milk, canned meats, and crackers. These may be taken to the Need
Line office on the bottom floor of Weak: Community Center from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday.

Chester twins are born
Mr. and Mrs Jon Chester of
6008 Hilltop Dr. Watauga. Tex
as. are the parents of twins born
on Thursday. June 22. 149i. at
Hams Methodist Hospital. Fort
Worth, Texas
Justin Matthew Chester.
weighing two pounds IS ourkcs
and Measuring 15V. inshes.
arrived at 817 pm Jordyn
Nicole Chester. weighing two
pounds 10 ounces and measuring
I46 inches. arrived at 841 pm
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Grace Baptist Church will have its annual homecoming on Sunday. July 2. The Rev. Joe Eaton, pastor, will speak at 10:45 a.m.
worship service. A basket dinner will be served at noon in the Fellowship House. The church will provide the meat, bread and drinks.
and others are asked to bring vegetables, desserts, salads, etc. At
1:30 p.m. a gospel singing featuring the Melody Makers from West
Tennessee will be held. The public is invited to attend.

Quilting class is scheduled
Family Resource Center in cooperation with Murray Quilt Lovers
is sponsoring quilting classes. The class is free and refreshments and
child care will be provided. The class will meet Wednesday, July 5,
at 10 a.m. at the Resource Center. For more information or to register call 753-3070.

Twins Club meets tonight
The Paducah Pairs Mothers of Twins Club will meet tonight
(Thursday) at 7 p.m. in the Fellowship Hall of Concord United
Methodist Church, Paducah. For more information contact Jennifer
Gream at 1-502-362-0157.

Cards N Comics Show Tuesday
Cards N Comics Show will be Tuesday. July 4, from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. at the Methodist Youth Center, 204 South Fifth St.. Murray.
This will be sponsored by Murray Band Boosters. The show will
feature 20 tables and persons may shoot for Ed O'Bannon Signed
Basketball. For more information contact Bobby Martin, 753-5411
or 753-6992.

Heroes military service Tuesday
In celebration of Independence Day, local veterans will be honored and remembered in a military service. on Tuesday, July 4, at 7
a.m. on the Murray Middle School lawn. The VFW and 438th MP
Company will host the event in appreciation of those who currently
serve or have served their country. A Color Guard will also be present to represent the 101st at Fort Campbell.

Singles (SOS) plan Friday event
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Friday, June 30,
at 5:30 p.m. at the Chamber of Commerce to go to Willow Pond,
Aurora, for dinner and later to play miniature golf. The SOS is a
nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single
adults, whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For
more information call Marlene, 753-2350, or Janice, 474-8774.

County-wide WOW picnic Saturday
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All Woodmen of the World Camps in Murray and Calloway
County will have a summer picnic on Saturday, July 1, at the WOW
Youth Camp, Highway 641 North, Murray. The pool will be open
and activities for the whole family will be from 3 to 5 p.m. A meal
will be served at 6 p.m.

Windsor reunion planned Sunday
Descendants of the late John and Lala Windsor will meet Sunday,
July 2, for a reunion at the pavilion east of the swimming pool at
Paris Landing State Park. A potluck meal wil be served from 1:30 to
4 p.m. For information call 435-4346.

Hendon reunion will be Sunday
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Tate is new minister
The Rev. William Tate has
been appointed as new minister
of Good Shepherd and Martin's

Descendants of John and Elizabeth Hutchens Garland will have a
reunion on Saturday, July 1, at 11 a.m. at the Blues Pavilion at Kenlake State Resort Park. A potluck meal will be served at noon. For
more information call Charlotte McClure at 753-9656.

Sedalia special events Saturday
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New Hours
Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

(

1,000 Miles
or 6 Months
GuarantPPril

We Will Be Closed

From Sat., July lit noon till Wet, July 5
at 9 a.m. for the 4th of July holiday!
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Chapel United Methodist
Churches.
Rev. Tate received a degree in
business from University of Alabama and a Master's degree in
Divinity from Memphis Theologkal Seminary.
For five years he was minister
for Burrieu's Chapel, Sedalia and
St. Paul Charges. Then he transferred to St. Luke's Alderpte,
Paducah. where he pastored for
four years.
Worship services are at 9 a.m.
at Martin's Chapel and at 11 a.m.
at Good Shepherd.
Rev. Tate and wife. Marcia,
have two children, Amy. a student at University of Alabama,
and Craig. who will be a freshman at Murray High School this
fall.
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Jessica Kelley Brown and Michael Todd Winn were
mimed Saturday. May 20, 1995. at 3 p.m. at First United Methodi
st Church.
Mayfield.
The bride is'the daughter of Ms. Debbie Garland of
Mayfield and of
Mr. and Mrs. John Travis Brown Jr. of Santa Rosa.
Calif. The groom
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. William Winn of
Mayfield.
Dr. Charles Parker officiated at the ceremony. Music
was by Shanan Dunn, Pembroke, soloist, and Carl Averitt.
Paducah. organist.
Lalah Troutman of Paducah was scripture reader.
The bhde was given in marriage by her father.
Angela Wood of Benton was the maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were
Tami Rouse of Fort Lauderdale, Fla., and Marcy
Smith, Michelle
Winn Smith and Jen Brown Shultz, all of Mayfiel
d.
The flower girls were Whitney Shultz, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy Shultz of Mayfield, and Kayla West, daughte
r of Elizabeth
Brown and Shaun West of Mayfield.
Michael Lamb of Mayfield was best man. Groomsmen
were Barry
Layton of Orlando, Fla., Casey Preston of Bowling
Green, Jason
Smith of Mayfield, and Darrell Abell of Benton.
The ring bearer,,was Lawrence Brown, son of Mr.
and Mrs. John
Travis Brown Jr. -Of Santa Rosa, Calif.
Holly Sollman of Gilbertsville presided at the
guest register.
A reception followed the ceremony. Servers were
Elizabeth Brown
of Mayfield, Kim Conner of Dale, Ind., and Kim
Hargrove and Lalah
Troutman of Paducah.
The bride, a 1990 graduate of Mayfield High School,
is a 1994 Cum
Laude graduate of Murray State University with a Bachelo
r of Science
in Elementary Education. She is an alumna of
Alpha 011110•011 Pi
sorohty.
The groom, a 1988 graduate of Mayfield High School
, is a 1995
graduate of Array State University with a Master
of Science in
Occupational Safety and Health Engineering. He is an
alumnus of Sigma Chi. fraternity.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Winn are residing in
Murray.

Garland reunion on Saturday

Sedalia Fire Department will sponsor its seventh annual Car,
Truck and Bike Show on Saturday. July 1. Registration will be from
8 a.m. to noon. Trophies will be presented in all classes. Funds will
be used for special equipment for the fire department. For more
information call 1-502-328-8270 or 1-502-328-8534.

7.00'

Brown-Winn wedding
vows said at Mayfield

The Hendon Family reunion will be Sunday, July 2, at the Lakeview Shelter at Kenlake State Park. A potluck lunch will be spread
about noon. This is for all Hendon family members, neighbors and
friends by the Land Between the Lakes area. For more information
call Josephine Hendon Whalin, 759-4326.
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Jennifer Carol Garland
and Bryan Keith- Underhill
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Garland and Underhill
wedding to be July 22

50% on
30% Off

• Pee kneitrxe

We Accept:
visa, MC.
Discover

Ley-Away*
Welcome

Mr. and Mrs. Randy Garland of Almo announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Jennifer Carol Garland. to
Bryan Keith Underhill, son of Donnie Underhill and Terry Downey.
Miss Garland is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Norman Carroll
of Alm and of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Garland of Dexter. She is the greatgranddaughter of Mrs. Bertha Manness of Dexter.
Mr. Underhill is the grandson of Henry Underhill and the late Mrs.
Underhill and of Ms. Peggy Downey and the late Mr. Downey.
The bride-elect, a 1989 graduate of Calloway County High School,
is a 1994 graduate of Murray State University with Bachelor of Science degree in Management. She is newly employed with West Kentucky Educational Cooperative.
The groom-elect, a 1989 graduate of Calloway County High School,
will be a 1995 graduate of Murray State University with a Bachelor of
Science degree in Recreational Management. He is currently doing his
internship with Tennessee Valley Authority, Land Between the Lakes.
The wedding will be Saturday, July 22, 1995, at 6 p.m. in the garden of Murray Woman's Club House. In the event of rain, the ceremony will be held inside the club house.
A reception will follow in the downstairs of the club house.
Only out-of-town invitations have been sent. All relatives and
friends are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

Rev. Jim Peyton

204 N. Brewee
Since 1981 Historic Downtown Paris, TN
9014424019 or 1400-748-9342
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By BEN GRAVES
Public Library Director
My great aunt used to talk to
her T.V. set.
She crocheted for a hobby and
she would set there working on a
table cloth, watching the soaps
and telling the characters just
exactly what she thought of them
and theirs.
And the tackier the show was,
the better she liked it. She hadn't
been fully entertained until she
had been moved to wag her finger at the character on the screen
and allow that he was a lying dog
and a no-count fool.
Auntie was a lot of fun.
• • • •
have liked this one:
would
She
it's The Magnates by Susan
Crosland.
Tile woman reporter, Zoe (our
heroine) goes to work for the rich
low-life publisher number one.
He's in violent competition with
rich low-life publisher number
two, who happens to be an English Lord.
The heroine is falling in love
with publisher number one when
publisher number two "suddenly
makes her the offer of a lifetime." Then the fat's REALLY in
the fire.
From the jacket blurb, speaking of the author: "With intelligence and insight, she explores
the aphrodisiac of power, the
shifting sands of marriage, and
the forces of lust, obsession, and
genuine love. Eight lives are
changed forever u Lord Scrope
corrupts Miles Brewster's
friends, his wife, and Zoe —
interlocking betrayals which culminate in a violent nemesis and a
final surprising twist."
I can see Auntie's finger wag-

ging right now.
• • • •
If you want more, try Joy
Fielding's Don't Cry Now. This
is a real chiller.
The wife of a well-to-do Boston businessman with a nice
house and a beautiful child is
suddenly thrust into a world of
frightening uncertainty when her
husband's ex-wife is found shot
through the heart. Then she realizes that someone is after her and
her child.
I looks first rate.

r•-•••

Rev. Roger Miller

Miller will
be speaker

The Rev. Roger Miller, Christian Church in Kentucky West
Area Minister since Jan. 1, 1995,
will be the pulpit guest on Sunday. July 2, at First Christian
Church.
Miller will make a presentation
.about the work of the West Area
during the Sunday School session. The session will be for the
Adult classes and will meet in the
fellowship hall at 9:15 cm.
Rev. Miller's topic for the 10
r(44
VIUDAL
411,
a.m. worship service will be
*Ai?
"Shoot-out in the Vineyard."
A Dative of lowa. Miller previously served as minims' of Ars(
Christian Church. Muscatine.
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ATTENTION!!
The Murray Ledger & Times is
conducting a survey in the
Hardin, Aurora and surrounding
area to see if there is enough
interest to start a new delivery
route.
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Murray Lodge to hear
Tanner speak Monday
By JOHN A. SALTER
Lodge Jundit Wardon

Worshipful Master Barton
Jones announced that Murray
Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons will be pnvileged to bear a special important address.
Past District Deputy Grand
Master in The Grand Lodge of
Masons of Louisiana Leslie Tanner will speak to the lodge on
Monday. July 3. at 7:30 p.m. "An
Emblem on the Master's Carpet
— The Beehive — Its correlation
with the meaning of Industry in
Masonry" will be the topic of
Tanner's talk.
Members of this and other
lodges are invited and encouraged to auend to hear this important message. Tanner and his wife
will be moving to Russellville
shortly.
Progress on the lodge roof
renovation is proceeding on
target. Past Masters Joe Lasater

and Charles Too will bring the
membership up to date on their
work.
On Tuesday. July 4. after the
Freedom Fest parade. lodge
members will be at a booth on
the courtsquare to provide free
watermelon to any and all who
visit them.
At the second July meeting of
the lodge on Monday. July 17,
Murray Lodge 105 and Masonic
guests will honor Past District
Deputy Grand Master in The
Grand Lodge of Mason of Kentucky Pete Farley for his Masonic
contributions to this and other
lodges of Western Kentucky.
Dinner will be at 6 p.m. followed
by the regular meeting at 7:30
p.m.
Another event being planned is
the fund-raising fish dinner to be
Saturday. Aug. 12, from 4 to 8
p.m. at the lodge. Tickets are
available from any Murray
Masonic member.

By MARILYN ARCOU
Animal Shelter Director
Bensana needs a home. She is
a very special terrier who has
been at the Animal Shelter since
October of 1994.
This gentle little lady is spayed
and has all of her inoculations.
She was adopted once; however
she was found to be positive for
heanworm so she was brought
back to the shelter.
Through the generosity of Dr.
Canerdy and the A.H.T. Program,
we were able to have her treated
and she is now a happy, healthy,
loving blonde, ball of fluff who

waits each day for someone who
will see her potential and realize
all the love she has to give.
For all the months at the shelter, Benjeana has never shown
any sign of aggression. She is
always happy to see us each
morning, and looks forward to
the few hours we are able to let
her run and exercise around the
,building as we clean; however
she deserves so much more than
we can provide for her life.
For more information about
this dog or any other pet at the
Animal Shelter, visit the Shelter
on East Sycamore Street, Murray.
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Daniel, Sisson are members
of Methodist Church staff
The Rev. Larry J.
Rev. Larry J. Daniel

Rev. Rouen B. Sims

Daniel is the
new pastor of First United
Methodist Church, Murray. He
was appointed at the annual conference of United Methodist
Church.
Serving as Minister of Program
at the church is the Rev. Russell
B. Sisson who was appointed on
Jan. 1 of this year.
Rev. Daniel, a native of Memphis, Tenn., received his Bachelor of Arts degree from Lambuth
University, Jackson, Tenn., and
his Master of Divinity degree
from Emory University, Atlanta,
Ga.
Some of his previous appointments include St. Marks Church,
Germantown, Tenn., Highland
Heights Church, Memphis, and

Lambeth Memorial Church, Jackson. In 1994 be was recipient of
the Memphis Conference Clergyman of the Year Award presented
by Lambeth University.
As a hobby, Rev. Daniel writes
books on the Civil War. He has
had three books published, and is
presently under contract for a
book, Shiloh: The Campaign.
Rev. Daniel and his wife. Marilyn, have two children, Lauren,
11, and Mark, 8. They will attend
Murray Middle School. Mrs.
Daniel taught kindergarten in
Memphis and was a substitute
teacher in Jackson.
Rev. Sisson, also a native of
Memphis, previously served
churches in Memphis and Medina, Tenn. He also has been an
instructor in New Testament and
Greek at Emory University, Columbia Presbyterian Theological
Seminary, and Memphis TheologThe shelter will be closed to the ical Seminary.
public on Monday and Tuesday,
Sisson earned a B.A. at Rhodes
July 3 and 4, so the staff can College, a M. Div. at Yale Unienjoy the Independence Day versity, and a Ph.D. at Emory
festivities.
University. He is an active member of the Society of Biblical Literature and American Academy
of Religion.
At First church, Rev. Sisson
oversees programs in education,
outreach, and evangelism. Within
the Memphis Conference, he is
chairman of Paris District Council on Ministries. He is also
active in Murray-Calloway County Ministerial Association.
Rev. Sisson's wife, Lori, is a
registered nurse at Murray Calloway County Hospital. His
son, Max, is a student at RobertBenjeana
son Elementary.

Terrier dog in need of new home
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JC PENNEY - MURRAY, KY. STORE ONLY

FREEDOM FEST SALE
1/2 PRICE OR LESS
WOMEN'S

50% OFF
Select Swimwear For Juniors And Misses

50% OFF
Rompers For Juniors
Reg. $14.99-$16.99 Now $6.99

50% OFF
Selected Summer Dresses

50% OFF

JCPenney welcomes MSU.
Golf Coach,Buddy Hewett and
former MSU golf player, Nan
Henson. Coach Hewett and Mr.
Henson will be in the store on
Saturday, July 1, 1995, between 10:00 a.m. and 12:00 p.m. Coach Hewett and
Henson will be located at the front of the store in the
Men's department to offer any suggestions or advice
and to answer any of your golfing questions. Coach
Hewett and Mr. Henson are volunteering their time as
part of an in-store promotion. Loose Bruce's Hot Dog
Caboose will be located out front, and free drinks will
be given away while supplies last.
JCPenney would like to recognize Murray Discount Golf Shop for their supplies donated and
Marshall County Battery and Golf Carts.

Silk Shells For Misses And Petites
Reg. $19.99 Now $9.99

50% OFF
Selected Short Sleeve White Blouses
Reg. $26-$34 Now $12.99

•

•
r.tJ

•

50% OFF
Select Group Of Shoes For
The Entire Family
'!"?.7`

m

JCPOnner Company

Prices GOOO At Murray, Ky. Only
Plo Special Orders Or Layaways
Offerings On In Stock items Only.
Does Not Include Smart Valve Items

sr
(

CHILDREN'S

MEN'S

50% OFF
Select Group Bad Boys T's

50% OFF
Zip Code® Short Sleeve Knit Pique Shyts
Reg. $21.99 Now $10.99
lit

50% OFF
Select Group

of Bugle Boy° Slacks And Jeans

50% OFF
Team Apparel

•

50% OFF

50% OFF

Select Group Of Stafford And Towncrafr
Dress Shirts

Select Sparklea Coordinates For Girls 4-6X

50% OFF

50% OFF
Selected New Moves* Coordinates For Girls 7-14

50% OFF
Selected Apparatus* Shirts For

Boys Sizes 8-20

JCP nney
C, cb'•

roa

tho•

•-•

Select Group Ties

50% OFF
Levi* 517 Rigid Boot Cut Jeans
Reg. $24.99 Now $12.50
Store Hours:
Mon. Sat. 10-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30
Salon Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 8-8
Sat:- 84. Sun. 1-5

•

Office Phone:
759-1400
Cataiog Phone:
759-4080
1400-2224181

Chestnut Hills

46.-411.
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Jazz combo to perform for
Freedom Fest aetivities
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"Chuck's Swingin' Buddies," a
jazz combo, will be one of the
featured acts at the Friday evening
"Freedom Fest" events to take place
in the Murray-Calloway County
Park. The combo will perform at the
new pavilion behind the Old
Schoolhouse between 5-6 p.m.
Members of the audience are advised to bring lawn chairs and
blankets for comfortable seating.
The group is made up of Roger
Reichmuth, saxophone, from Murray;Jim Frank,guitar,from Murray:
Richard Ready, piano; his nephew
Benji Bohannon, drums; and Elmo
Reed, bass. Ready, Bohannon and
Reed are all from Benton.
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The name "Chuck's Swingin'
Buddies" is a memorial tribute to
Charles E. "Chuck" Simons, who
dedicated his professional life to
music as a performer and local
merchant. Simons influenced hundreds of percussionists through his
teaching, writing and example. The
combo's drummer, Benji Bohannon, was a student of Mr. Simons.
Selections will include standards
ascoriatecl with the big band era and
solo features chosen by each performer. The audience will be invited to
offer request for favorite tunes. The
performance is free and open to the
general public.

The National Forensic League
held the National Speech Tournament last week at Nova High School
in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Over 2,500 high school students
from all over the United States
competed in debate, speech and
interpretation events, trying for a
national title. This tournament is
considered the Super Bowl of high
school speech and debate.
Three Calloway County High
Speech Team members competed in
the national competition, Andy
Rose, Caleb Brown, and Andreas
Resin.
Rose competed in United States
extemporaneous speaking and
placed 14th in the nation.
Rose was eliminated after 12
rounds of competition. German
exchange student Resin competed
in foreign extemporaneous speaking and was eliminated after six
rounds. Brown was entered in
student congress.
This marks the end of a very
successful year for the state champion Calloway County High School
Speech Team. Coach Larry England expressed his thanks for all of
the support from the administration
and the community.

ASHLEY CLEAVER

Cleaver awarded
two scholarships
Ashley Cleaver, a 1995 graduate of Calloway County High
School, has been awarded two
scholarships for the 1995-96
academic year at Murray State
University.
Cleaver, daguhter of Max and
Kathy Cleaver of Murray, has
been awarded a scholarship in
Journalism and an Achievement
Award. The latter award is presented to a student who has had
outstanding accomplishments and
have outstanding academic
abilities.
At Calloway, Cleaver was
active in several clubs and organizations including Beta Club,
Co-Ed Y Club, Speech Team and
Annual staff. In addition she
served as a teacher's assistant
dunng her senior year.
Cleaver was recognized as one
of the "Top Ten" Senior girls at
Calloway and was also a Distinguished Honors Graduate. She
was recently named to Who's
Who Among American High
School Students for both her
junior and senior years.
She will be a part-time student
at Murray State University during
the second summer session. In
the fall she plans to major in
Journalism and Pre-law.

MICHAEL CROUSE
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There will be more stories than
you can count at the 1995 Storyksi
on July 1. The fourth annual edition
of the Murray storytellers' gathering
will begin at 10 a.m. at Murray State
University's Curtis Center.
Professional storytellers Bob
Valentine and Steve Ross will be
joined by special guests and other
members of the Spinners! Storycrafting Troupe, including Frank
and Elizabeth Stokes, Karen and
Zoc Zamora and Murray High
School's Matt Harris.
The full day of storytelling and
fun will begin at 10 a.m. with stones
for "The Young and the Young at
Heart," followed at 1 p.m. by stones
of "Our Amcncan Heritage," and a
final program at 3 p.m. with "Ghost
Stones and Phantastic Phables."
Some of the stories presented will
be those included on Amencana
Televisions' -Storytelkt's Theatre."
which featured members of the
Spinners! earlier in 1995.
The festival is free of charge and
everyone is Invited. For more
information, contact the National
Scouting Museum at 502-762-3383
or 800-303-3047.
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Minor Dents and Door Dings removed from

Murray artist chosen
to create banners
Lee llokomb. a 10.31 Nashville
artist, has been selected to create
banners that wilt hang in the NA•hVIRC Arts Center until No I Pies.
will then be mused the Metropolitan
Nash v ilk International Airport
Lee is the daughter of Buddy and
Mary Hokomb Valentine and the

the laic Frank and
kt.uy A liokomb of Miura) She
urrentls resides in Nathilk

gt.u4.1.Aughict 04

Het sort is also diwl.ic.1 at the
Sa...ifras Shop on Harding Rd and
in the Nash s ilk Art. Center in the
ChurOt Street Center
j][t
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Caladiums Potted Rose Bushes
100's to choose from

20% p,„,Off

$195

^

Dogwoods

•

^

r.ob

E

Pink & White
Many To Choose From

20%Off

Water Garden
Plants 40,40,41‘4
Great Selection
All Priced To Sell

.

Mandevilla Vine,
Bouganville Vine
In Bloom

Reg. Price
^

^

,

Hibiscus

•••••
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Hardy or Tropical Varieties
$495

&

up

Hanging Baskets
N1any To Choose From

••••••••

Garden Seed 1/2 Price-(store Up For Next Year)
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out Ives reported in homes. sera. •
les. and other facilities caused by
unworn mod use of fireworks
wimeless injuries and lire
kisses .an be presented with a babe
aution
Help us to help you hasc a sale
fourth of July holiday Buy only
thole fireworts which are legal kW
vale in the state Remember they too
will cause a fire if proper Laulaotl II
not used There are no cite fireworks'

rmithmk wands throughout the
These wads» are authorued
at
to seal the legal fur works winkling
they have a permit (rum the MAC
1 Office posted in plain
Fire
siva at the stand If they do not
have Naha permit,then they tang**
legally sell any forworts
if you pun:hase 'fireworks to
celebrate the few% airs. pic.or do
not place them in the Rands ot
cluktren. Every year we hare
seseral children injured and numer
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Michael Crouse, a 1995 graduate
of Calloway County High School.
has been awarded an Achievement
Scholarship from Murray State University for the 1995-96 academic
year.
Crousc, the son of Larry and
Cindy Crouse, will be pre-med
major at Murray State this fall.
During his four year at Calloway
County High, he was a member
of the Foreign Language Club,
Co-Ed Y, Beta Club and Student
Council. He was listed in Who's
Who Among American High
School Students.
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KEEP YOUR ORIGINAL
FAC rook. cihd..

Mon -Fro 54 • AN work guerarlearl • NO ASIOI Nlowskorl

Willow Pond

Local storytellers
featured in Storyfest

,ans

Llimuve July I. 1904. • ne*
fireworks law was passed. making
cam:to determine what is a legal'
'The
firewswt and ..hat is
old la* required a king list ut
names and numbers' of fireworks
which were legal for sale in the
saw The new law enables anyone
to readily determine if a firework is
illegal by reading the label on the
item
You should observe the firework(s) and read the cautionary
label If the item has as pat of its
des ice any 'wings. fuis or other
mechanism designed to cause the
desice to fly.' or it canes a label
which includes in the descnption
any of the following terms
'explosive, emits flaming pellets.
flaming balls, firecracker, or
rocket' — they are considered illegal.
Prior to ow big Fourth of July
celebration. legal, common fireworks will be on sale to the public
They will, no doubt. be On Sale at

Crouse awarded
Scholarship to
Murray State

Rose and others
compete in national
speech tournament

irts
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tered in the parade
The Optimist Club believes
strongly in community service.
According to club bylaws, the club
is forbidden to use any money
raises for anything other dtaa community scrs sec or childrens services Money used internally must
come from member dues
The Optimist Club has been responsible for many different types
of community service, such as starting the Murray Soccer Association
several years ago and making many
improvements on the city park.
according to Boyd.
The club meets on the first and
third Tuesday of every month at
Christopher's restaurant at 6 p.m.
Applications to enter the parade
will appear in the newspaper and are
available at the Commerce Centre
and West Kentucky Insurance.
However, anyone who has been in
the parade in the past three years
will receive an application in the
mail.
For more information concerning
the Freedom Fest/Murray Optimist
Club -Biggest Small Town Parade
in America." or any other Freedom
Fest event, contact Freedom Fest
headquarters at 759-2199 or 1-800715-5004.

T..UHSDA v

New law makes it easier to determine
which fireworks are considered legal

'Biggest' parade will
close Freedom Fest week
Everyone loves a parade! The
tith annual Freedom FcA/Murray
Opumivt Club "Biggest Small Town
Parade in Amenca. vi ill be July 4 at
i0 am on Main Street.
Escry year, "The Biggest Small
Town Parade in America' lucks off
the Fourth of July with a bang. As
the last day of Freedom Fest activiWS,the Fourth is jamp- packed with
events for the enure family, and the
parade is no exception.
The Murray Optimist Club sponsors the parade as a community
service, according to Tony Boyd.
who is in charge of coordinating the
parade. The club's motto is 'Friend
of Youth,' and the "Biggest Small
Town Parade in America" definitely
appeals to youth, and all those who
are young-at-heart.
Anyone can be in the parade. and
there are no entry fees to participate.
As in the past,this year's parade will
feature both large, elaborate floats
and small, homemade floats. Prizes
will be awarded for three categories:
rcil aw be the
Most P-atriotibodhichwill
hite and
float with the 'ffibra
blue on it; Best of Show, which will
be the float which uses red, white
and blue in the best manner; and
Most Original, which will be, of
course, the most unique float en-
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Southern Catfish Restaurant
Aurora, Ky. • Hwy. 68 East
Open Monday - Thursday
4:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Friday - Sunday
11:00 a.m. -'9 p.m.

RESTAURANT

For the best catch of the season, reel in these money-saving coupons.•
IMO

Buy 1. 2 or 3 Piece
Fish Dinner &
receive the same for
1/2 pricel

Buy 1, 2 or 3 Piece
Fish Dinner &
receive the same for
1/2 price!

Buy 1. 2 or 3 Piece
Fish Dinner &
receive the same for
1/2 price!

with

this coupon
Not valid with any other promotion
Willow Pond Aurora locatbn only.
EXptres July 31. 1995.

with this coupon
Not valid with any other promotion.
Willow Pond Aurora location only.
Expires July 31, 1995.

with

this coupon
Not valid with any other promotion.
Willow Pond Aurora location only.
Expires July 31. 1995.

Buy 1, 2 or 3 Piece
Fish Dinner &
receive the same for
1/2 price!
with this

•

=Om

O.

Private Banquet Room Available for all occasions. (502) 474-2202

•

—.010114,40..,

•

4

coupon
Not valid with any other promotion.
Willow Pond Aurora location only.
Expires July 31. 1995.
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Smith leads young NBA crop
Minnesota gambles
on 6-10 prep phenom
Garnett with fifth pick
By WENDY E. LANE
Bassartsau Writer
No one made a beg deal about
ToRONTO (APo
Jose Smith when he first got to Marsland in 1991
Sure, he had good sire and an impressive physique.
but the top prep player that year from his home state
1sirginia was a guy named Jerry Stackhouse, who
went to plaY for Dean Smith along with a highly
touted tug man. Rasheed Wallace
In two seasons with the Terrapins. Smith blossomed. and on Wednesday night he became the top
ps.li in the NBA draft, ahead of the two Tar Heel
sophonuxes
•%tien I got to Maryland. no one expected me to

have as successful a season as I had. Smith said do not think I'm the average 19-year-old. Given the
after the Warriors made him only the third sophomore chance, I'm going to prove to all of you that I am
man enough to take what is given and mature enough
ever selected first "I came out and surprised evcrybody. even myself. My confidence sun skyrocketed to give it out."
from Game I. and it never went down "
McDyess, Stackhouse and Wallace are 20. and
Smith. who at 6-foot-10 played center in ,ollege.
Smith
will be 20 next month.
but will be a power forward in the pros, led a crop of
Not
until
the expansion Vancouver Grizzlies took
19- and 20-year-olds at the top of the draft One, fifth
Bryant Reeves, the best true center of the draft, at No.
pick Kevin Garnett, Is just out of high school.
Alabama's Antonio McDyess was taken second to 6 was a four-year player selected.
The NBA's other new franchise, the Toronto Rapthe Los Angeles Clippers, then traded along with Ranmade Arizona point guard Damon Stoudamire a
tors,
ds Woods to Denver for Brent Barry. the Isth pick.
surprise
seventh choice. The Raptors already had a
and forward Rodney Rogers.
Stackhouse was selected next, by Philadelphia, fol- point guard, former Chicago Bull B.J. Armstrong,
lowed by Wallace. chosen founh by Washington from the expansion draft, but general manager Isiah
McDyess. Stackhouse and Wallace all left school after Thomas said Armstrong would be traded.
The selection of Stoudamire drew a mixed reaction
two seasons.
from
the crowd of 21,268 fans in the SkyDome,
Minnesota went fifth, producing the biggest question mart of the draft. Chicago high schooler Kevin where the NBA conducted its first draft outside the
Garnett The rail-thin 6-10 forward is only the fourth United States.
high school player ever selected in the NBA draft.
Page 11A
"I've seen a lot in my 19 years," Garnett said. "1 IN See

NSA Draft List
TOFKATO (AP) — Seleceons in the 1995 NBA
welt
Rrel Round
Joe Smith, Maryland
I. Golden Slate.
Cappers._. Antonio McOyess Alabama
3. Philledetphla. Jerry Stackhouse N Cardona
4. Washington.. Rashosd Wallace, N Groan&
IL Minnesota. ..... _.Kevon Garnett Farrow HS
Bryant Reeves, Okla St
11, Vancouver.
Damon Stour:tenure Arizona
7. Toronto
Shanvi %sport Mich St
S. Portland.
Ed °Bannon, UCLA
S. Mew Jersey
Kurt Thomas, TCu
IS. Mimed.
Gary Trent, Ohio
11. lillustsksisr.
Cherokee Perks, Duke
12. DONN.......—......
13. Seoremente.-----Corksa WiNsamson, Ark
Eric Williams. Providence
14. Boston.
16, Denver..-..-- Brent Barry, Oregon State
Henderson Indiana
IS. Atlanta.—.....
17.,..,..............Bob Sure, Florida St
Theo Flatlet', Wyoming
IS. Detroit
Chskiress, W Forest
Randoir
aton
IS. Detroit.
Coffey. Alabama
......
20. Chicago.
Michael Finley, Wisconsin
21. Phoenix.
, UCLA
22. Charlotte.....-...... .......George
......-....Travis Best, Ga. Tech
23. Indiana.
Loren Meyer. Iowa St
21. Dells*.
.David Vaughn, Memphis.
25. Orlando.
Sherell Ford, Ill.-Ch'
26. Seattle.
Mario Bennett, Arizona St
27. Phoenix.
Utah.
Greg Ostertag Kansas
211.
Cory Alexander, Vi
29. San Antonio,

Englishman booted
after hitting ballgirl
Henman disqualified
by Wimbledon referee
By

STEPHEN WILSON
AP Scions Writs'
WIMBLEDON. England (AP) — Fans
were treated to the longest women's match
in Grand Slam history and shocked by a
British player kicked out in disgrace.
Tim Henman, playing a doubles match
with Jeremy Bates. became the first player
disqualified from Wimbledon in the Open
era when he slammed a ball which hit a ball
girt in the head.
The incident took place during a tiebreaker in the fourth set of the first-round match
Ikeidnesdas evening against American Jeff
Tarango and Sweden's Henrik Holm
After Tarango hit a net-cord winner. Henman whacked a ball in anger. The ball hit
die gal, 16-year-old Caroline Hall. squarely
in the side of the head as she was running to
retneve another ball
'Yeah the speed of the ball, it could hase
killed the girt," Tarango said
The girl fell to the ground. then got up
and walked back to her position an tears
f. doctor and tournament referee Alan

Mills were summoned to coun 14 by Australian umpire Wayne McKewen, who
announced that Henman had been defaulted
for a cock violation.
"The rules precisely state that a player
must be in control of his actions on court
and in such cases there is no choice but to
default automatically on the basis of
unsportsmanlike conduct," a Wimbledon
statement said.
The girl, who was not seriously hurt,
returned to Wimbledon today to receive an
apology from Henman. He presented her
with a bouquet of flowers, put his arm
around her and kissed her several times for
the benefit of photographers.
Hall said her head was still sore and a
doctor had advised her to rest for a few days.
"I know it was a complete accident" she
said. "Tim has said 'sorry' but I had already
forgiven him because I know he didn't mean
the ball to hit me. There's no hard feelings."
Henman was close to tears Wednesday
night when he explained what happened.
"It was a complete accident," he said,
"but I'm responsible for my actions."
"There was no one in line with the ball
before I was about to hit it," he said. "As I

STEVE PARKEFVLedger & Trmes photo

OUT AT HOME: English Farms catcher Drew Henry tags out ProWash baserunror Chris Thorne at the plate in Wednesday evening's Bronco League practice game at the city park.

III See Page 11A

U of L concludes internal investigation
Erni ISVILLE, Ky (AP) —
The 1.0iversit) of Louisville has
,onclZed an internal investigauon into its basketball program,
.oach Denny Crum said.
"To my knowledge, there have
not been any violations of NCAA
rults in this program,•• Crum
said Wednesday nighi
Crum told WLKY-TV the findings of the probe have been forwarded to the NCAA.
U of- L officials said Wednesday that the invisstigation is

focused mainly on allegations
made by former volunteer
strength coach Jimmy Thompson,
who worked for the school for
only six weeks but was a fixture
around the program in the late
1980s and early '90s.
Thompson's main claim, confirmed by former Cardinals star
Lancaster Gordon in a recent
conversation with The Course:Journal, is that U of L owes
Thompson as much as $3,000 for
phone calls he made on the

school's behalf to high school
center Mark Blount, who ended
up signing with Pittsburgh.
Crum said the school also discussed Wednesday a $34,000
sport-utility vehicle' being used
by sophomore center Samaki
Walker on his part-time summer
sob.
Thompson's allegations, widely circulated among local media,
include the illegal sale of players'
complimentary tickets and
basketball shoes. Those charges

were denied by all 12 former U
of L players interviewed by The
Courier-Journal. However, they
did acknowledge that Thompson
associated with many players
from 1988-92.
Kevin Miller, associate athletic
director for internal operations,
said Thompson was banned from
the program for a variety of reasons, including the fact that he
Continued to identify himself as a
U of L coach after his dismissal
in 1991.

Thompson could not be reached for comment Wednesday
night.
Miller said the probe was the
result of an open-records request
from The Courier-Journal.
"We're just checking into
what you all are looking into,"
Miller said. "... There appears to
be no irregularities."
Miller and Crum said that is
also true of the vehicle that
Walker has been provided by
North American Trucking Asso-

ciation, which provides insurance
and finance services to the trucking industry. The firm's president, Anthony Huff, said Walker
works two days a week as a customer service representative
whose primary duties are copying, filing and phone work.
As part of his compensation,
Walker has been given use beyond work duties of a 1995 Ford
Explorer Eddie Bauer-edition
sport-utility vehicle. A spokesman for a local Ford dealership
said the car lists for $34,315.

Rangers ruin Smith streak;
Appier foiled by Cleveland

SHAWNEE SIGNING: Seen Wei*,• Calloway County gradual*, recently signed a letter-of-intent
between gams* M Polk Brooks Stadium in Paducah to play besebee for Shawnee Community College in
'nest year. Shown with Waller vs his parents. Stan and Diana Waller, and Shawnee coach Jim
CIAO
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By BEN WALKER
AP Sports Writer
Any ti,Te Kevin Appier starts
or Lee Smith relieves, the result
has almost always been the same.
Appier and Smith again wound
up with identical results Wednesday. Instead of a win, though,
their sides lost.
Smith's major league record
streak of geuing saves in 19
straight appearances ended when
the Texas Rangers rallied for
three runs in the ninth inning to
beat the California Angels 9-8.
Will Clark fouled off three
full-merit pitches before tying it
with a two-nin double. With one
out. Ivan Rodriguez singled home
the game-winner at The Ballpark
"I'm man enough to give the

old boy credit for getting a hit off
me," Smith said of Clark. "The
man hit the best I had."
Appier, leading the majors in
wins, lost to Cleveland for the
second time this season. Eddie
Murray had A two-run homer,
giving him 2,997 career hits, as
the Indians beat the Royals 5-2
for their first sweep in Kansas
City since 1981.
Appier (11-3) had won five in
a row. Last month, he gave up six
rues to the Indians.
"Of course you remember the
last time." he said. "I was trying
to plan my strategy on the last
ume. I was trying to learn something. I thought I had a beuer
outing this time, but it wasn't
good enough. Not even close."

Smith, baseball's career saves
leader, had not allowed a run in
20 games. The Angels brought
him in from the bullpen before
the ninth inning for the first time,
and he struck out Benji Gil with
runners on second and third to
end the eighth. preserving an 8-6
lead.
But in the ninth, Otis Nixon
drew a leadoff walk, Mark McLemore singled and Clark doubled.
"That's when you like to be in
the middle of those situations,"
Clark said. "It's no secret that
Lee Smith hadn't blown a save or
allowed a run all year. I like facing Lee Smith. He goes right at
you and you have to baule him."
Clark moved to third on a
groandout by Juan Gonzalez.
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Post 26 tops Chaffee, Mo., 7-3
SIM Nowt
1,11imray Ledger & Tomes
Mayfield Post 26 posted
smasher win Wednesday "mums
at Ty Hollsall Stadsum, beating
Chaffee, Mo. 7-3.
Ti. Johnson peached the Ant
three immamis„ Seam Waller the
meat two sad Ethan Crum the

meat three before Brent Anderson
camas am in the wadi
Chaffee Amen colleted just
four hits en the evening, as Post
26 pitchers struck out 14
Cm. maned the scones for
Post 26 with a triple is the thud
mamas He was knocked in with a
double (tom Johnson Ted Booth

doubled in the nett inning with a
follow up single and RBI hi
Tory H w ks
The fifth inning maned aids
Mac Logsdon getting tut by a
patch. Crain singling. three doe
hies in a roe, by Natter. Angier
son and Ruben weather! and
tussles by Casey Johnson and

Booth
Crum. Booth and I ogsdon
ea.h had two has lot Kat 2ei
hal e11C444 149 St Louis this
weekend for the to team T owns
mew of (As:ninon% Post 26's
nest home game will he Jul4 14
when it hosts IJorado Ill . and
Mow hea d

PM NBA
Iderykand
Materna
Carolina
Carolina
mut /4S
)ide Si.
Arizona
kadt St
s, UCLA
es, TCU
M. Ohio
a, Duke
son, Ark
ovidenoe
on Stale
Indiana.
bride St
Nyoming
N.Forest
Alabama
/locoman
k, UCLA
is Tech
Iowa St
Memphis.
-Chicago
irons St
Kansas
nder, Vi

SCOREBOARD

•Smith...
FROM PAGE 10A

Tater Edwards fired a hole-in-one on !hi 170-yard 16th hoes at Sullivan's Par 3 June 14, using a 6-iron. His playing partners for the day
WO Dr. John Ouartennous and JIMIOS Ouartarrnout
LOCAL SPORTS

Sports physicals offered July 8• 22
Sports physicals sanctioned by the Kentucky High School Athletic Association are being offered fret by the Calloway County
Medical Society. Calloway County and Murray City student athletes must have a sports physical in order to participate in all sporting events.
The physicals will be given at Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Outpatient Services Center July 8 from 8 a.m. to noon and 1
to 4 p.m. and July 22 from 8 a.m. to noon. There will be no afternoon session July 22.
These will be the only free physicals offered before the 1995-96
school year. Athletes should contact their coach or school athletic
director to obtain further details. Each student must bring a completed and signed Athletic Competition Health Screening Form.
BOXING

Foreman said to be giving up IBF title
LOS ANGELES (AP) — George Foreman decided to relinquish
his IBF heavyweight championship and not give Germany's Axel
Schulz a rematch, the Los Angeles Times reported.
The move would leave Foreman, who won the IBF and WBA
heavyweight titles last November when he knocked Out Michael
Moorer, without a major title.
Foreman, 46, was stripped of the NVBA title because he wouldn't
fight a mandatory defense against No. 1 contender Tony Tucker.
Instead, he fought Schulz on April 22 and won a controversial
majority decision.

TQD We are proud to use
\60 recycled newsprint.

had called my name"
And McDyets was relieved to
Smith's selection by the Warswap his Clippers cap for one
non was received enthusiasticalwith the Nuggets' name on it.
ly by about 2,000 fans in Oak"It is a better program and
land Coliseum Arena.
situation for myself." he said "1
"You will love this guy," new
will be able to learn a lot from
Warriors general manager Dave (center) Dikembe Mutombo"
Twardzik told the fans. "He's a
Portland, which traded with
blue-collar worker, he's going to
Detroit to get the eighth pick.
do a lot of dirty work for us." took shooting guard Shawn
Last year with the Terrapins. Respen of Michigan State. The
Smith averaged 20.8 points. 10.6 Trail Blazers traded his rights to
rebounds and 2.9 blocks a game. Milwaukee for 11th selection
For the Warriors, he fills a void
Gary Trent of Ohio. and a 1996
up front left by the departure of first-round pick.
Chris Webber, top pick of the
New Jersey followed with
1993 draft who was traded to
UCLA forwird Ed O'Bannon at
Washington early last season
No. 9. and Miami took Texas
after a dispute with former Gol- Christian power forward Kurt
den State coach Don Nelson. Thomas at No. 10.
Webber was also selected first as
The 12th pick went to Dallas,
a sophomore.
which selected Duke center CherSmith is "a guy that has okee Parks. Sacramento cornimproved every year, we think . pleted,the lottery selections with
there's still a tremendous amount Arkansas forward Codas Wilof growth to him," Twardzik liamson at No. 13.
said. "He brings us size and
In all, the Atlantic Coast Conmobility, he can defend and, he ference had a record eight players
can score. He has a great pre- selected in the first round and 10
sence on the floor."
overall.
Stackhouse,-who was projected
Virginia's Cory Alexander.
as the second pick but didn't San Antonio's first-round pick
want to play for the hapless Clip- and the 29th overall, was the 10th
pers, was thrilled to slip to third. underclassman taken in the first
"When I heard McDyess at round, breaking the record of
No. 2, I was as happy as if they nine set in last year's draft.

hit it, she ran straight out in front
of me, so I'm the responsible
party."
It was only the third time in
the Open era that a player has
been disqualified from a Grand
Slam event. John McEnroe was
defaulted from the Australian
Open in 1990 for verbally abus-

lab N. llIth ,ri•st to McDonald.
- Good sertice. 7511-1141111
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"Tae Kwon Do is the best
thing I've ever done
for my child!"
Call Today' For Trial Program'

ing officials, while Germany's
Karsten Ames was kicked out of
the French.Open three weeks ago
for throwing a racket that struck
a line judge in the leg.
The disqualification came at
the end of a day that saw Chanda
Rubin beat Patricia Hy-Boulais
by the record score of 6-7 (7-4),
7-6 (7-5), 17-15, in 3 hours, 45
minutes.

-

(502)753-6111
1413 Olive Blvd • Murray
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LAKES AREAS LARGEST

TACKLE & GUN STORE

OPEN
DAILY
5 AM - 9 PM
IN SEASON

FINANCING AVAILABLE FOR GUNS

753-3853

• Bait & Tackle
• Rods & Reels
• Fishing & Hunting Licenses
• Ouns & Ammo

• Black Powder. Supplies
• Reloading Supplies
• Ashland Gasoline
• Snacks & Ice
"LBL HUNTER PERMITS"

812 Whitnell Ave.
Located Behind Neon Beach Tanning Salon

15663 U.S. HWY 68E, AURORA, KY 42048

502-345-8886
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Calvert R. Colson
• .{
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• *i

Canal R Cobol, 77. pt. I. Also. died Mcmdsy. Just Uo. 1995. as
his home
He was a leered employee of de Teenessee Vane" Mahoney at die
[arid Betimes die Lakes. awl wm a nambee of Trigg Comely Lodge
of Free and Accepted Mascies
Bora Jae 6. 1918. as Trigg Cooney. he was the sem of die late
Ruben Colson and Sadie idle Futrell Calms
Servivors mule* his wde. Mn
Scmt Colson, to whom he
was married as April 22. 1944. four daughters. Frames Faith mid FeeWallace. Murray. and Riad Elias and Ara Peal. Aline). our sea.
Bobby Colin& Rt I. Dexter. sena graadchildreit. Robert Gear ColWIS. Tammy Colson. Eric Elkins, Apnl Peal. Angela Peal. Amanda
g,
Peal and Keats Wallace. out great gramdchild. Tyler Colson
The fuenal will be Friday at 2 p
is the chapel of H Churchill
uncral Home The Rev Paul Bogard will officiate Banal will fonew
ifl Pleasant Hill Cemesery in the Land Bertram die Lakes
Friends may ‘all at the funeral home after 5 pm today (Thariday)

Glenn Barnett Brewer
the
Servhes for (;lenn Barnett Brewer will be Fnda) at 10 a m
.11apc1 of BLakk.kCoknun Funeral Home The Rev Warren Phillips
and the Rev Tommy lowers will officiate Banal will follow in Murray City Cemetery
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m.today (Thursday Maximc rites will he at the funeral home at 7 pm tonight
Mr Breuer. 56. Calven City. died Monday. June 26. 1995. at 530
P m
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DEATHS
Retired bosirestakan
ray. died today. lane

William Riley Furches. 83. Papier SUMet. Mur29, 1995. at 642 am at Merray-Calkiway

County Hospital
He had operated F urchin, Jewelry on the east side of the caertsquare
101 54 years He had ierved as a member of Murray City Council and
was a member 04 First Baptist Church tad Baraca Sunday School
Cu.
•
His wife. Mrs Virginia L.!. 'Fetches. died Aug. 10, 1994. Two
brothers. llturstom Fetches and Fred Finches, also preceded hint la
death. Born April 29. 1912, in Calloway County. he was the ins-of-die
late Harry Thurston Furches and Stella Swann Roches.
Sun *von include one daughter, Mrs. Mary Beth Carruthers and
husband. Tommy, Louisville; one son, William Harry Furches and
wife. Jeannette. Rt. 4. Murray: one sister, Mn. Gels Ellis. Murray:
two sisters-in-law. Mrs. Elizabeth Furches and Mn. Clara Nelle Furches. Murray: seven grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Greg Earwood will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Friday.

Woodrow Wilson Hicks
Woodrow Wilson Hicks. 75. Rt. 3, Murray. died Wednesday. June
28. 1995, at 7:35 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
An Army veteran of World War II. he was born April 18, 1920, in
Trigg County.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Donate Hicks, to whom he was
married on Nov. 29. 1942; three daughters, Mrs. Mersa SzYszkiewicz.
Roselle. N.J.. Mrs. Geraldine Forsythe and husband, Eddie, Water
Valley, and Mrs. Linda Higgir.s and husband, Wayne, Murray; two
sons, Woodrow John Hicks, Stateville, N.C., and Pancrazio (Benny)
Hicks and wife, Diane, Murray; two sisters, Ms. Vonnie Lee Hicks,
Rt. 3, Murray, and Mrs. Mildred Ramsey, Murray; one brother, Odell
Hicks and wife, Wilma, Rt. 3, Murray; 15 grandchildren; five greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev. Randolph Allen will officiate. Burial will follow in Elm Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral from 5 to 9 p.m. today (Thursday)
and from 1 to 9 p.m. Friday.

Mrs. Theo K. Marine
Funeral rites for Mrs. Theo K. Marine will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. Charley Bazzell and
Henry Hargis will officiate. Burial will follow in Tucker Cemetery
near Kirksey.
Friends may :call at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Saturday.
Mrs. Marine. 89, formerly of Kirksey and Murray, died Sunday,
June 25, 1995. at 2:15 p.m. at Phoenix Mountain Nursing Center,
Phoenix, Ariz.
Her husband, Clay Marine, died in 1982. She was a member of
Union Grove Church of Christ. Born June 3, 1906, at Kirksey, she
was the daughter of the late A.B. Fulton and Onie Lee Beach Fulton.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Virginia Dell Benenati and
husband, Pete, Sccittsdale, Ariz.; one son, Charles Hayden Marine and
wife. Grace, Mt. Airy, Md.; eight grandchildren, Pamela Reed, Pattie
Tarter, Peggy Benenati, Tomothy Benenati, Evelyn Engler, Mark Marine, Kerry Marine and Annette Risley; nine great-grandchildren, Regina Reed, Rebecca Reed, Davanna Catone, Holly Engler, Charity
Engler, Darrell Marine, Allison Marine, Emily Marine and Brianna
Marine; one stepgreat-grandchild, Dominic Catone.

A HOME YOU U.BE PROUD TO OWN!
goU
homc Wyoming Murray Country ExtremlyacClub
uv
-course Formal dining room,crown moldings,fireplace,
3 BRs, 2'h BAs A office Master MIMIC has hod& her
closets, whirlpool & shower Large brick patio &
prolessioruilly landscaped

rn an041 are

Mrs. Dorothy Nell Higgins

William Riley Furches

Mn. Dorothy Nell Magas, 55. Abao, died today. 11111C 29, 1995. at
217 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born Jane 9. 1940, in Trigg County, she was the doughty of the
late Frank Canoe and Aline Garland Colson Also preceding her in
death were one sister, four brothers, four half Mien, and one half
brother.
Survivors include ha husband, Andrew Wayne Higgins. one
daughter. Mrs. Ronda MOMS and husband, Dennis. Murray; three
sons. Rodney Wnght and wife, Lena, Alton, Ill.. Randy Wright and
wife, Tina, Murray. and Christopher Higgins. Almo three sisters.
Mrs Nem Colson, Alton, Ill_ Mrs. Patricia !wan. Chicago. 111., and
Mrs Sue Due, Erin, Tenn.; throe half sisters. Mrs. Dean Downey and
husband, Beet, Mrs. Melva Garland and husband. Bruce. and Mrs.
Thelma Harvove and husband, Walter, all of Murray; half brother.
Elmer Colson, Murray: six grandchildren. Jerod and Kayla Moms and
VaRborida and Garret Wright, all of Murray. and Audrey and Mallory
Wnght, Alton, 111.
The funeral will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Elijah Balenune will officiate. Mrs.
Oneida White will be organist and soloist. Burial will follow in Stewart Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Friday.

Hobart Brandon
The funeral for Hobart Brandon was today at 11 a.m. in the chapel
of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. R.J. Burpoe and the
Rev. Bob Dotson officiated. Music was by the Choir of Goshen
United Methodist Church.
Pallbearers were John Brandon, Harold Dunn, Howard Brandon,
G.T. Brandon, Harold Phillips and Garvin Phillips, active; grandsons,
honorary. Burial was in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Brandon, 68, Murray, died Tuesday, June 27, 1995, at 12:21
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
His wife, Mrs. Helen Gossett Brandon, died July 3, 1986. Born
Nov. 17, 1926, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late Tilmon
Brandon and Betty Phillips Brandon.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Paula Palmer and husband,
David, Rt. 1, Almo; one son, Jimmy Brandon and wife, Debbie, Nashville, Tenn.; one brother, Hubert Brandon and wife, Mary, Murray; six
grandchildren, Charles Palmer and wife, Kelly, Michael Palmer,
Timothy Palmer, Nathan Brandon, Eric Brandon and Jamie Brandon;
two great-grandchildren, Justin Palmer and Travis Palmer.

Mrs. Edith McKinney
Mrs. Edith McKinney, 80, 1412 Monroe, Paducah, died today, June
29, 1995, at Good Samaritan Nursing Home, Metropolis, Ill.
She was a member of Calvary Temple Pentecostal Church, Murray.
Preceding her in death were one son, William V. McKinney; three
brothers, Alfred, Clifford and Walter Bushong; and one half brother,
Joe Bunzo.
Survivors include her husband, the Rev. William McKinney; a
sister-in-law, Mrs. Nellie Holt and husband, Ray, Dexter; a brother-inlaw, John Clements, Dexter; special friends. Jim and Carol Albright,
Huel and Maybelle Jones and Evelyn Vaughn.
The funeral will be Sunday at 3 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. The Rev. Johnny Wayne Stalls will officiate. Music
will be by Mr. and Mrs. Johnny W. Stalls and Patsy Lewis. Burial will
follow in Brooks Chapel Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. Saturday.

"PICTURE PERFECT" Is this comfortakde 4 bedroom,
2'h bath home. Located in the city, the backyard will
make you feel like country gentry. Living room, dining
room, breakfast room & family room w/fireplace offer
all the amenities. Detached workshop. $164,900.

DRAMATIC LIVING AREAS! Appealing decor and
excellent Spring Creek Oaks location are great features
of this home. Beautiful double lot, inviting patio areas,
towering 2 story greatroom fireplace, large kitchen and
2nd fireplace set this home apart. Just reduced!

ofr'
I t Xi R Y CUSTOM' Deacnbes .aus quality -built
With 4 bedrooms. 3 baths.
Beautifully
orator A Landscaped, RUM condiuort Tee ft ceilings
A hard% ood floors. huge maw suite. etpantive beck
de,li torn/menus view—are only a few of its many
re ,Senct

753-1222

SELECT THE BEST! By moving into this 4 BR w/2 full
& 2 half BAs,lg. study A rec. room w/wet her. Walnut
cabinetry throughout,lawn sprinkler'yet= lg. parking
area & heated GAR are only a few dale amenities of this
beautifully loomed prop. Offered under S190,000.

Homes FOR ulanc.

feet•res

Our Sign Means Business!!
711 Main St.

753-1222

1111111111111111111111111111ii
PFAU-. A TRANQUILITY! Cam be yours m this 2.3
bedroom, 2 bads quality tank home wall 2.0110 sq ft. of
baring area Cosner beat and au 2gamy*,boss shed and
nestled an wooded lou Tliree munmes from Kennedy
!Ake $52500

SURE TO PLEASE! Spacious 3 bedroom bndk with
formal duung room cosy Florida room and osistanduis
masses bedroom name This one Is designed for ownfort.
Reims 753-1222 far you, private showing SlO's

READY FOR THAT FIRST HOME WITH NO WORRIES7 Remodeled extensively is this three bedroom,
two bath with new appliances new goof Located on a
eluded kitn coy limits Only $56,500

NEAT AS A PIN! This 3 bedroom home has been
lovingly cared for Includes an oveniaed 2 car detached
garage with electricity. Newly pammend amtenor, ready to
move Imo Mid 604.

•

r•l•
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Po'

QUIET St(1 DI DI AK/SIDI PROPEXTY' Oilers
yew 4 bedr‘asms. 1 Kith.. with year around features of 2
limplaces, setereem huge tarpon for boas moray..
weetahop, imidu duk. A paw wili keret) neve All
thee Aandll, INU more Shell maintained property

APP

ALITY BUR.T HOME! Three RR., 2'h BAs mews
with this oandensiala kapondird Ranch knaind ma •
prestigious seighboilkood Deetal cram it morifing. F1PL
*sten logs. both so wall sit. tte UI Silatell DR.
griratreens. sun ream, wooer wale sub. a step down
mums ems Sow anima ends, 5190.0(1)

WIILN THE ORDINARY JUST WONT DO! Take a
look as this beautful 4 bedroom. 3 back borne en great
location Huge same sum downstairs,large greenroom
with wet bar Overused garage weir large storage area
Reduced 10 $132,500.

HOME AND BUSINESS OPPOR11.:NTTY1 hi on,
mop! This 4 BR, 2 BA home has over 2,000 eq. ft id
Irving we..formal LR phis Rt. Also lessmies a 40'itte
eamorme bedding temehle for pop.mossy woelkshap
or sassi hosiases. Loomed as SW Callowsy Cooney
Ms modeoed is S34,900.
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BESTWAY
FURNITURE
WEDNESDAY JUNE 28,9:00 ttl 6.00
THURSDAY JUNE 29. 9.00 til 6 00
FRIDAY, JUNE 30. 9.00 til 7.00

SATURDAY, JULY 1st, 9.00 til 5.00
MONDAY- JULY2. 900 til 6.00
TUESDAY • JULY 4, 10.00 til 4.00

Purchase s3500
Furniture
Pay Only
$9722
per month

This is the Sale you have waited for!!!
We atm high quality name brand Furniture at low, low, discount prices.
Large Sectional
All Dining Rooms Will Be
with Double Recliners
Box Springs &
Sale Priced plus 3 Years
only

$7880°

Mattress Sets By
Dreamline,
Southerland &
Serta All Special
Sale Priced!

BEST PRICES IN THE
AREA - CURANTWED.
CHECK WITH US
BEFORE YOU BUY.

FREE Financing
Large Selection
of Quality
Bedroom Furniture
JUST A SHORT DRIVE
FROM WHERE YOU
ARE. EASY TERMS.

302 N. MAIN STREET
BENTON, KENTUCKY
527-2400
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front
MCCH volunteers with total hours of service of 100 to 800 hours are,
Lavine
Vidmer,
Mary
Cook,
Lillian
Cunningham,
Annette
right:
row, left to
Lebassl,
Caner, Juanita Lee, Billie Russell. Back row, left to right: Marie
Cordella
and
Martin
Marge
Coleman,
Lou
Anna
Rigsby,
Kathy Schnautz, Mary
Taylor.

MADE IN THE U S A

* WAREHOUSE TIRE *
Ronnie

SOO Indtasel Rd • 7113-1111 • Owners

vwi & Getreld Boyd

Newspaper Advertising...
Volunteers with the Murray-Calloway County Hospital are honored annually
for the hours they serve at the hospital. Over 14,000 hours of volunteer help
were logged during the past year. Pictured left to right are volunteers who
have logged the most hourS during their years of volunteering: Katherine
Glover, Marcia Dillon and George Paradise. Not pictured Is Gladys Koca

The Key To Your Success.
ROP Display
Advertising Deadlines:

To report local news call 753-1916

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
MCCH volunteers with hours of service of 900-1800 hours are, front row, left
to right: Geneva Feltner, Nell Smith, Marge Kipp, Winnie Love, Hazel Beale,
Joyce Isaacs, Gene Isaacs. Back row, left to right: Lillie Fuqua, Jo Mathis,
Joan Leberman, Jessie Davis and Harold Eversmeyer. Not pictured are
Barbara Brandon, Sue Wicker, Bud Bennett and Kathleen Lawson.

1(1r lout Contenience Now Oilers

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-1 riday
ship week', Ai Sate Monet'
\if

9

Ms% 611

3 p.m. Thursday

Tuesday Run

3 p.m. Friday

Wednesday Run

3 p.m. Monday

Thursday Run

3 p.m. Tuesday

Friday Run

UPS

m -8 pm Sat. 9 a m -7 pm Sun 1-c p in
7%1 21.0
01%mpic Plata

Monday Run

3 p.m. Wednesday
10 a.m. Thursday

Saturday Run
Shopping Guide Run

Compare Our
Price & Coverage

Call Our
Advertising Department at

For Auto &
Home Owners insurance

753-1916

Ross Insurance Agency
MCCH volunteers with hours of service Of 2000 to 3000 hours are, seated:
Doris Alexander, Muriel Wright, Ken Cook, Louise Swann. Standing:
Margaret Boyd, Audie Mae Nix, Mabel Gallagher, Marjorie Crass, MareIle
Andrus. Not pictured are Lucille Thurman and Mavis Jones.

An exterior house paint

Mary Ann Orr. Fran Faith:
Jennifer Hale or lAwl Andrus

Ronne* Ross & Danny Ross
Office Hours: Mon.-Frl. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Now Also Sat. 9 a.m.-12 p.m.

753-0489

600 Main St.

PORCH AND
FLOOR ENAMEL

ACRYGUARD

Durable, weatherproof and wear
resistant

1492

18!

reg.

reg.

17.99

21.99

5 p.m. Friday

•

:.•

•if

L
•.
if.
• •
•. 71:f
1
ihibi
71:17
7
%t

*e._1144t,;lik,ht;tip.
:
Happy 4th of July
FREE
8" x 12"

849

American Flag

SUPER FLAT

PRO-PLASTIC

to first 50

Economical, attractive flat finish
for walls, ceilings and woodwork

Latex House paint 'Breathes'
moisture to eliminate peeling

customers

starting at

with purchase

:sit).74t,S,!:
10%
Off

Whitten vinyl, assorted
colors, no rust, no fading

Minkaceiling,52 . white.
other colors available

Floor Registers

Outdoor Fan

reg. 29.95
reg 7.49
•

RUSTIC SEMITRANSPARENT STAIN

ALL SURFACE LATEX
PRIMER/SEALER

Enhances the natural beauty of
wood by allowing the texture and
grain to show through

90
16

g90
V Gal

HOMO

lawastalissit Company &sea 11/114

E-Z

Deck

Wash

Vinyl Lattice

BUDGET BARN
8 x 8
64 sq. ft.

8.12
96 sq. ft.

8.16
128 sq ft.

i

'750 $9130 81,150

Bel-Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390
Your

4 x 8' White
Other Colors Available

Single 4' wide door

Treas Lumber Dowit Center
710-6
Sat. 8-4

gallon

FREE 100 Mile

reg.
18.99

21.39

24

Delivery & Set Up

Gal.

reg.

639

7IZ

7304; Bet. 5-4; Sun. 1-5
Bale Prices Good at Murray Store Only • Other Locations — Beaton end Lake City

2 hp
1
Ski! VW', 2/
55150

*Kentucky Sales Tax Now Included•

Circular Saw

Treas Lumber Do-it Center
Bel-Air Shopping Center • Murray, KY
B
II...
Pries* Goad

sly

759-1390

=m

You. Horne investment Company Since 1884

Monday-Friday 7:30-8; Saturday 8-4
Sala ?twos Paul at Murray Stare Owayl • Other Latialseme I.ut & Wag •

1
Arrow- rir-Arrsoer dig

.011.4,41

a. •

•
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i).•-" SUNDAY BUFFET 11-3 $5.95 '..,
Wednesday Senior s night' Buy one get one tree",
i
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Stroud awarded MSU scholarships
sity • chemistry department.
Al Henderson County High,
Stroud was a member of the Octagon Club. the Science Club. Fine
Arts Club, Academic Team,French
Club, BONNET Films, Science
Club and the National Honor Society He was also a member of the
Jun* Opunust Club and Co-Ed Y
Club. With the clubs be paruccoed
in community service projecu and
held leadership positions including
president of the French Club and

Thursday Night •. tro.. Can fat Poperyn "..)r.rirrp .t. • r
J•
' f amous Seafood Buffet
8 4.) ii1
Friday Night
1.•:
Buffet 8
s9
95:/
5 /'
li
Saturday Night Our r.imous se
Lunch
Buffet
11-3
rand
f..Sundjv
,i

Sams Saud cd Hendersos hat
-veer awaided a schohnhip peck•ge to mead WM,SION University.
The 1995 valedictories of Hesem Cooly HO School.Stroud
t
is the sea of Mardis Jame Hardinea
, el Illeadensa and lames Stroud of
Murray. He pleas to major in
dientistry and biology at Murray
State. se preparation for medical
whoa
Every Friday Night!
Stroud has received the University Scholarship, Acluevesnent
Scholarship and Pete Panzer* Meabonal Scholarship. The University
Early Bird Birilo b 30 p rn
Scholarship is a renewable award
Regular B•ngo 7 00 p m
through the senior year at MSU. As
NEW LOCATION - 121 North
Uaiversity Scholar. Stroud will be
a
,Nest to c..
i, co, ••!1, F. lt0u,
ad:rutted into the University Honors
$1000 Latter H
Program. The Achievement Scho* Special Genial
Jackpot Every Week
larship is based on outstanding
Double Bingo Pays
accomplishments during high
(30 cans or toss)
60%, 75% and 90%
school and the Panzaa award was
* Am Conditioned • Acrommodat.00s tOr Smokers and Non-Smokers
established to honor Dr. Pete Panzera,former chairman of the univer.

" Seven Seas

SHRINER'S BINGO

Come Out and Celebrate . .
"Fantify
11 ht in the Park:
triday, June 30-4-- 8 p.m.
Murray City -Park
*Animals
*Food
*Live Music
*Games
*Country Line
*Clowns
Dancing
*Mule &
if
*Helicopter Rides
Wagon Rides
*Fun for The Whole Family
For more information
Headquarters
at 502-759-2199 or 1-800-715-5004
Contact Freedom Fest

Vilig41 WWI TUNINCI W- 11,11
Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury
Is Proud To Announce

of
tj the 1.

president of the Oaanon Club He
also served as lieutenant governor
and governor of the Kentucky -West
Virgisua Dutnct of Junior Optuninktugon International
Stroud was also a delegate to both
the Kentucky Boys Stare and was
deiced a senator there.
A National Merit Commended
Scholar. Stroud was voted most
likely to succeed by his classmates
and listed in Who's Who Among
American High School Students.

HOROSCOPES
FRIDAY.JUNE 311. 1995
(For your personalized daily kane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of bath, call I-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE to visit a newly opened place. Your
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: entrepreneurial talents arc. greater
You will be more impressionable than you think.
VIRG()(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You
than usual. Guard against being led
astray by someone with selfish aims. are now in a good position to help
By building up your resistance to others. The financial advice you
fancy promises. you will learn to gise someone could make a world
concentrate on what is really impor- of difference. A weekend quest will
tant. The year 199b brings new add to yotir pleasure.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Do
financial gains. Curb _an urge to
splurge on things you do not need. not let temporary frustrations turn
You may want to purchase a larger you into a grouch. Trying to do
everything all by yoursclf would be a
home later on.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON mistake. Concentrate on the known,
THIS DATE: singer Lena Home. the practical and the specific.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
former world heas y weight champion Mike T> son, drummer Buddy Co-workers are more helpful than in
recent days. Set a good example for
Rich. actress Nancy Dussault.,.
ARIES March21-April 191: less-experienced colleagues. ConTravel is subject to last-minute structive changes are being dischanges: remain flexible. You need cussed in private meetings.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
to be patient when dealing with
amateurs. A missing link will be 21): A loved one may be too willing
found. Control your temper when to -yield to your wishes. Resist the
temptation to insist on always havaround difficult people.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): ing things your way. Romance
Do favors for those who helped you thrives,on give-and-take. Cater to
in the past. Romantic partner is sym-, your mate's whims this weekend.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
pathetic to your needs and requests.
Trust your intuition. Probe beneath Do•hot let unfounded fears keep you
the surface if you want honest from fulfilling a business or social
obligation. Share good news with the
answers.
GEMINI (Max 21 -June 20): deserving. A relaxing evening at
Business negotiations could be frus- home will help recharge your battertrating.look on the bright side. For- ies. Ask for partner's cooperation.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
mer associates will come to you
with both valuable materials and Your faith is strong, even when you
moral support. Business travel face serious problems. Remain
calm. Your,ability to get along well
enjoys favorable influences.
CANCER (June 21 -July 221: with others makes you popular at
'Fake ads antage of a productive work. Use your skills as a mediator
i-mood to get things done. Teamwork to resolve squabbles.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): A
can accomplish miracles. Domestic
pressures appear minimal. The mail fast-paced day lies ahead. You find
yourself right in the middle of
brings vital financial news.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): You things. Choose wisely wnen presentmay be surprised at all the attention ed with two attractive options. A
you receive now. Your own outgo- long-cherished goal moves within
ing spirit is the big factor here. Plan reach. Practice what you preach.
TODAY'S CHILDREN love to hear the sound of their ovirn voices.
Count on their learning to talk at an early age! A strong nesting instinct
means these Cancerians view their home as their castle — a retreat from the
hectic world. Parents may be dismayed by all of the stuff these youngsters
keep in their bedroom. Born packrats, they are reluctant to part with any of
their possession.s or souvenirs. Conscientious and determined, these Cancerians make excellent advocates for the causes they espouse. Their powers of
persuasion are legendary.

Best Selling Vehicles
In America Are
Right Here In Murray!

CRYSTAL JOHNSON

Local graduate
receives MSU
scholarship
Crystal Johnson of Murray has
received the John W. Carr Scholarship from Murray State University.
The Can award is named after the
first president of Murray State. "His
work record of more than 80 years
was characterized by high academic
achievement, outstanding leadership and a concern for others,"
according to Carmen Garland, director of University Scholarships at
MSU. "Crystal has been selected
for this prestigious award to continue the tradition set by Dr. Can."
The scholarship is renewable for
a second year provided students
maintain a 3.0 grade point average
at the end of the freshman year.
A 1995 graduate of Murray High
School. Johnson is the daughter of
Gary and Shelia Faye Johnson of
Murray. She plans to major in
nursing at MSU.
Throughout her four years at
Murray High School,Johnson was a
Student Council representative and
a member of the French Club,
Future Homemakers of America
and Future Business Leaders of
America. She was cheerleader as a
sophomore and a candidate for Miss
Murray High her senior year. She
also served as senior class secretary
and was a member of the Black and
Gold newspaper staff.

Harrell awarded
WU scholarship
Andrew Clay Harrell, a 1995
graduate of Calloway County High
School, has received a scholarship
to attend Western Kentucky University.
Harrell, the son of Jim and Jeri
Harrell of Murray,received a Commonwealth Scholarship. He plans to
major in pre-law and become an
attorney.

Now Get Big Savings On These American Leaders!
Ford Explorer Is America's
Best-Selling Sport Utility.

William A. Holman, M.D.
Cardiologist

You 11 Love Driving America's
Best-Selling Small Car The Ford Escort.

fiilia

Announces the opening of/is new practice

Holman Heart Clinic
Medical Arts Building
Suite 283W
300 South Eighth Street
Murray, Ky.42071

I Drive Away In America's
-MI Best Selling Truck -

-

The Ford F-Series.

For appointments call

..APLI;Q)

The New Windstar
Outsells The
Dodge Caravan.

502-753-3022

a

til:PRIPC11110

western Kentucky native, Dr. Holman specializes in the diagnosis
and treatment of all types ofcirnlation and heart problems, including
cardiac catheterization,echomnbogram and stress testing.

Ford Taurus - The Best
Selling Car In America.

Dr Holman is a graduale of Murray Stale University. He earned his
medical degree from the Untiersity onouisvie School of Medicine and
completed internship and residency at the Unnersity of Tennessee at
Memphis. He convieled cardiology felowships at the Unnersity of
Tennessee at Memphis and at Brampton Hospital, London, Wand.

Come By Andi.See Our Selection <
Of Full Rangers. The Best
Selling Compact Truck In
America.

He is certfied the American Board oKardiology and the American
Board of Internal Me•Acine. He came to Murray from the Cooper Clinic
of R. Smith, Ark

FORD

Ggi)

To schedule an appointment.cal(502)753-3022 or 1-800-342-#1031

MERCURY

Parker or
Liacolu-Mercury

LINCOLN

701 Main Street

Murray, Ky.

William A. Holman, M.D.
Holman Heart Clinic

partners

%Wiest Arts Budding
300 South Eighth Si.. Suite 283W
Murray. Ky. 42071
5O2-733-31122

(502) 753-5273
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Jazz combo among ,"'groups to perform
"Chuck's Swingin' Buddies,' a
jazz combo, will be one of the
featured acts at the Friday evening
"Freedom Fest" events to take place
in the Murray-Calloway County
Park. The combo will perform at the
new pavilion behind the Old
Schoolhouse between 5-6 p.m.
Members of the audience are advised to bring lawn chairs and
blankets for comfortable seating.
The group is made up of Roger
Reichmuth, saxophdhe, from Murray: Richard Ready, piano; his nephew Bcnji Bohannon, drums; and
Elmo Reed,bass. Ready,Bohannon
and Reed are all from Benton.
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We Feature Name Brand Tkaa
Made in the USA.

•
4.. •
.

Laramlo • Remington
Firestorm • Michelin

ot-a.

kk

--Opole, &Hungers theill Moserb—,

Holland Tire Co.

The name "Chuck's Swingin'
Buddies" as a memorial tribute to
Charles E. 'Chuck" Simons, who
dedicated his professional life to
music as a performer and local
merchant. Sunons influenced hundreds of percussionists through his
teaching, writing and example. The
combo's drummer, Benji Bohannon, was a saident of Mr. Simons.
Selections will include standards
associated with the big band era and
solo features chosen-by each performer. The audience will be invited tq
offer request for favorite tunes. The
performance is free and open to the
general public.
1
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Jonathan Wortul and Andrea Jackson wIll appear In "Jerry Finnegan's Sisterat Playhouse In the Part( on July 7-9 and 14-16.

;.

Hours: Sun. 5:30-2; Mon. Closed; Tues.-Thurs. 5:30-7;
Frt. 5:30-9; Sat. 5:30-8
I kr,
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James I. Schempp reads through a corrections copy of the script for his play
"In Eschers Garden," which Is being published by the Grimpenmire Press of
Springfield, Ore.

I, a 1995
,unty High
cholarship
Univer-

Schempp's play published

n and Jeri
ed a Corn-le plans to
ecome an

Murray playwright James I.
Schempp has had his play "In
Escher's Garden" published by the
Grinpenmire Press of Springfield,
Ore.
The play, which Schempp describes as "a fantasy in two acts,"
was produced by the Kentucky Art
Theatre in the fall of 1994 with
performances in Murray and Danville, as well as Louisville's Ken-

tucky Center for the Arts.
Copies of the script should be
available in August at the Murray
State University Bookstore or from
the publisher.
Schempp it a mexaber of the
Dramatists Guild and a recipient of
an Al Smith Award from the Kentucky Arts Commission. He is also
on the faculty of Theatre and Dance
at Murray State University.

"Jerry Finnegan's Sister," a comedy by Jack Neary, will open at
Playhouse on July 7 at 8 p.m. This
delightful two person comedy will
strike a chord of recognition in
everyone who ever survived the
teen years or is going through those
years right now.
"Jerry Finnegan's Sister" is about
the ultimate crush on the "girl next.
door." Brian Dowd first meets the
object of his affections, Beth Finnegan, when he is seven and she and
hcr family move in next door to him.
He becomes best friends with ha
brother, Jerry Finnegan, but can't
ever seem to makuldiright connection with Beth. is obnoxious and
hilarious efforts to do so form the
basis of the whole play.
Louise Weatherly is directing
"Jerry Finnegan's Sister," with Jonathan Worful and Andrea Jackson
taking the roles of Brian and Beth.
Weatherly is a veteran performer
and director at the Playhouse who
directed "I Do! I Do!" last summer
and performed in "Levi Bolton" this
,.spring. She has appeared in dozens
of plays at the Playhouse and is

directing het tenth production.
Jonathan Wortul is a May. graduate of Murray High School who will
be entenng Murray State this fall as
a Radio and TV major. He appeared
in last summer's production of "Bye
Bye -Birdie" as the nerd Harvey
Johnson and as young Ebencezer in
the Playhouse's production of "A
Christmas Carol."
Andrea Jackson. a junior at Murray High School, has appeared in
"Oklahoma!" and "The Music Man"
at the Playhouse. She is an accomplished dancer and musician and
performs with the Murray High
School symphonic band and with
the choir.
"Jerry Finnegan's Sister" will be
presented on July 7-9 and 14-16.
Friday and Saturday performances
are at 8 p.m. and Sunday performances are at 2 p.m. Tickets are S6
for adults, 55 for seniors and-S4 for
students. All facilities ai the Playhouse arc accessible to those with
physical challenges. Make your
reservations by calling the Playhouse at (502) 759-1752.

Quality

Th-J
Preowned Vehicles

1994 Chevrolet Caprice LS
Leather interior. alloy *het*,
metallic with grey leather

1rt,

1' 1.

:•• .

$14,972.59

1994 Jeep Cherokee Sport
Four door, full power 4 0 liter
grey cloth

yl (An,

$16,923.23

1994 Cadillac Sedan Deville
18.000 miles. CD. security alarm
$24,605.73
polo green grey leather
1993 Nissan Pickup •
Chrome package automatic 19 000 in
$9,263.58
new truck trade

1993 Oldsmobile Cutlass Ciera
Dark grey green metallic with
3 3 V-6 engine 44 000 miles

grey

$10,368.49

1993 Chevrolet Blazer

The Arts &Humanities.

Tahoe package. 44.000 miles, txiroandy
graphite cloth, remote keyless lull po.ser-

There's something in it for you.

$13,908.66
1993 Chevrolet 3/4 Ton Cheyenne

7 •
:•-

"
Heavy duly 350 automatic 37.000 Mil.,
$16,843.36
cloth, air cassette. tilt'cruice

'4!

1992 Buick Regal Custom

So call
Republic,
but don't
wait —
who knows
todays
when
\
will
rates
,
become
history'

53.000 miles, four door sedan charc0,11 (Ii.•,
$9,343.28
burgandy cloth, fully optioned

1992 Nissan Sentra
‘/

1 ,4wasse` thru July 4
-4(
x

Friday - June 23

•

Freedom Fest Beauty Pageant

•
•

Saturday - June 24
Freedom Fart Beauty Pageant

•
•

Friday - June 30

Family

Nent in the Park
Kick Parade

A Bark in the Park

$18,976.08

•

Sulu rdav.

Dark blue, with
owned

1

Black with burgandy cloth, alloy wheels 51 00(1
$13,663.42
miles. automatic

Kielty Van Shelton

1991 Cadillac Devine

Tuesday • July 4 c

Silver with burgandy leather, 45.000 nules
$14,605.73
immaculate factory warranty

1991 Oldsmobile 88 Royale

VIN Veterans' Mama; Serra

whit.
Brougham package, lull power, 39.000
$10,745.80
with burgandy cloth

lAcins Club 58 lir,

1990 Chevrolet Silverado 4x4

Clab
• 'Biggest Small Town Parade in Amerco'
Murray (*mats

•

National Samar* Masan Commun.ty
Appreciation Day

Walk America fa Healthier Base

•

Old Fashioned Street Fair

•

Sue7feat

Sportside bed 350 automatic. split bench all).
$11,873.38
wheels burgandy with red cloth

1987 Nissan Maxima GXE
Burgarszty with beep. cloth. 82.000 miles. automatic.
sunroof, exceptionally clean
$5,904.39

1987 Cadillac Sedan Devine

Art mid Craft Pair

Charcoal grey with grey leather, 70.000 1 owner
$6,405.75)
miles. new Cadillac trade

IM. Slue end Blue Art Fafebitiar.

Motor Scats Garden Tracur Pafl

•

American Red Cross Tennis Toesrasat

•

Malec with • Bane

Mrmbrt 11*. • Murray. 11.entudiv

•

Sunday

Amenan Reid Credo Terra Tammer4

Open 6 Days a Week Saturdays 9- 121

Inr

July 2

Me limindlige rine II11•0441 - Itanaseby ocroadll proemiI el sr
imrcacr
beno•••oser,Colms.4 ktaborw...4-ara

man

•

Whatever it takes, we want to be your Car or truck company."

Briggs & Stratton
Fireworks
Extravagan/a

7ree Sal la %leg Sse wrote asoal

GC4.

For more information call 759-2199 or stop at Freedom
Fest Headquarters,Murray Tourism Commission in the
Commerce Centre - Hwy.641 N. for your FREE official
Freedom Fest Event Guide.

•••

•

PEPPERS

an.

CHEVROLET
•

41110 al• •10

,

$18,863.42

1991 Chevrolet Silverado 4x4

Murray Maw Street Me RsWaa
•

26,000 mile,. k),

48 000 miles. Silverado package 454, 5
$16,406.40
with red vinyl, ready to tow

•08 Boone Memorial Boy Soar Brsakfax

•

blue le,ithor

1992 Chevrolet 1-Ton Dualie

Music
Fest '95
kuturing

Country

Saturday. July I
CAA ID Program

John W. Nix
1201 Main Street
799-1430

;

if

1992 Cadillac Fleetwood

Mai Hurt Memcriallotary Gail Tourney •

& Trust
Company

Sifverado. all the seals. dual AC 1164.((il,r,'. f
boards. 52.000 miles. two tone burg.1041, P.

Murray, Kentucky

Chace Sale 5 Days

REPUBLIC
BANK

1992 Chevrolet Suburban

r

Hazel Anuque Dealers

• Long term fixed rate loans
• No closing costs loans
• Local servicing even after closing
• Finance or refinance

'M cassette 5
Four door, 5 sp. AX, AM,
$5,903.33
interior
grey
with
white

June 30

2420 E. Wood St., Pans
642-3900
lactsinctile
1400-325-3279
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An ordinance pursuant to KRS 81A412
annexing certain property located on Robert
I) Miller and Melvin B Henley Dnves and
owned by Pete Waldrop and Chuck Hoke
!Murray Warehousing, Inc.)
Adopted by the Murray City Council on
Jun• 22, 1995
Wm

N. Cherry
SSAM ayor

Attest: Jo Crass
SS City Clerk

MISCILIA MOUS
410
540
560
570

ORDINANCE 96-1053
An ordinance &crept.% ng for rruuntenaric•
the public nght-a-ways, streets and utilities located ir the Green Oaks Subdivision
Adopted by the Murray City Council on
June 22, 1995
Wm

N. Cherry
SS Mayor

Atte.: Jo Crass
SS City Clerk
Summary prepared by Wm Donald Over
be'City Attorney

ORDINANCE 95-1054
An ordinance further -amending zoning
ordinance number 794 of the City of Murray,
Kentucky, so as to rezone twenty )20) lots
r.ited on N 7th St.. between Chestnut St
ar.d Olive St from R-3
resident:al ) to R-2 (single-family residential)
Adopted by the Murray City Council on
June 22, 1995

•

Wm. N. Cherry
Mayor
Attest Jo Crass
City Clerk
Summary prepared by Wm.Donald Over!..y, City Attorney
a
NOTICE OF NOTE SALE
The Calloway County (Kentucky) Public
Properties Corporation, an agency and instrumentality of the County of Calloway,
Kentucky, will until 10 00 A.M ,C DS.T.,on
July 6, 1995,receive in the Fiscal Courtroom
of the Calloway County Courthouse, Mur•
ray, Kentucky 42071, sealed competitive
bids for $4,085,000 of its First Mortgage
Revenue Bond Anticipation Notes, Series
1995, dated July 1, 1995; said Notes bear
interest from date payable each July 1 and
January 1, beginrung January 1, 1996 and
all mature as to principal on July 1, 1998.
The Notes are being issued in anticipation of
the Issuance of, and are secured by and
payable from the proceeds of the Corporation $ First Mortgage Revenue Bonds,Series
1998(the "Bonds") The Notes are subject to
redemption prior to their maturity.
Bids must be on Official Bid Form contained in the Preliminary Official Statement
deemed near final under SEC Rule 15c2-12
b) Ill available from Ross, Sinclair. &
Associates, Inc. 315 North Broadway, Lexington, Kentucky 40508.
Sale on tax-exempt basis, subject to qualified approving Legal Opinion of Henry M
Reed Ill, Bond Counsel, Louisville, Kentucky; who considers the Notes as "qualified
tax exempt obligations
At the time the Notes are to be delivered
litigation will be pending against the Corporation and the County concerning said
Notes Primp.% two bidders should carefully
review the Preliminary Official Statement
Righ t'to reject bids, or waive informality,
reserved
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NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Amiable Thru Age 64
0.0 most comprerien
sive policy pays lor
Skilled Intermediate or
Win
Coslochal Care
Steck-an s new guide
Ines tor confinement
Nursing Home %tut
anCe 5 more important
than ever

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
7534199
'tree or.a

a- sirvca•

DIABETICS' FREE SUP
PUE S' For those who poet
ity Medicare insurance
bled *Oct for test strips
glucomesers Sets
tacson guaranteed' Liberty
Medical
Supply
800 762 8026 Mention
52070
OUTLAW Construction
We custom build log homes
& have log home supplies
tor 'fit do it yourself person
Approval kcensed general
contactor with 25yrs experience VA FHA 210
HEM warranty For ail your
log home needs call Shannon Hams 502 436-5.210
PSYCHIC reading by Sue
502 876-7398 51 00 per
minute June a quality of
de month
CIV)
Lost
And Found
LOST black & tan Fox
Hound answers to the
name of Ethel Believe to
be lost in New Concord or
Ky Lake area W give
reward D B Grubbs
436 5526
LOST dog in re Green
Plains Church area black 4
'it'll. Wooed red collar
753 2773 or 492 8620

CHURCH custodian
needed light mantartanoe
housekeeping will consider part time or lull erne
'dere situabon for retiree
BIG Apple Cale Puryear Send resume to P 0 Box
Tn snow hinng cooks part 10401 Murray Ky 42071
tree or NI time Apply in
person after liam
1 901 24 5798

AVON see at work home.
anywhere' Be your men
boss' Earn 50%
1 ea> 539 4528 Ind'Rep

POSITION AVAILABLE
Immediate opening for advertising sales representative. Salary
plus commission, benefit package. Must be highly motivated,
dependable and self-started.
EOE. Call Mary Ann at 753-1916
for interview.

County Line Produce
Opening for Season

Sweet Corn
s1.50/doz.
Other varities of sweet corn &
vegtables available soon.
" 121 North Graves/Calloway
County Line Road
Open 7 days a week

MOTOR ROUTE CARRIER
Be An Independent Motor Route Carrier
For The Murray Ledger & Times
Must have own automobile, good driving record
and have own vehicle insurance
Six days per week delivery of Ledger 8 Times
plusgasmileage Earn $11,000-$16,000or more
per year
If interested contact Jeff Duncan, Circulaoon
Manager at the Murray Ledger 8 Times and
complete a resume. No phone calls please

Amef DCAa Second Car

Ugly Duckling
-V"
ocalsons

$1000 WEEKLY stuffing
envelopes Free into Send
self addressed stamped
envelope to Aladdin Dept
45 302 HAS Dr Suite
171 Corpus Chris. Ti
78418
I DRIVERS NEEDED No
'piperlence needed no
taring required to be prehired to 11 86 driving lots
Representative in your
area no week taking amt.
cations
Call today
1 803 999 4317
1 SHONEY'S Inn seeking
ea perenced mairsenanoe
person Please apply at
person tot interview
A GREAT OPPORTUNITY
Shore Christmas & House
of Lloyd party plan Set your
cram hours No collecang
dekvenng or investment
Also booking parties
1 800 264 2166

ATTENTION DRIVER
TEAMS $15000 IN BO
NUS pad monthly quer
tarty & yearly PLUS TOP
CALLOWAY COUNTY (KENTUCKY)
IALEAGE PAY 401(K)PIM
$600 SIGN ON BONUS
PUBLIC PROPERTIES CORPORATION
other paid benefits
By o J D Williams, President
vaosson Assail& Mo dead
has molelfeyover load
ing & unloading COVEN
ANT TRANSPORT Ides
call
and
teams
1 800 441 4394 Students
NOW INTERVIEWING' arid drivvig school grads
Cal 1 800 3316 6428
Take a break from the
9(91•110. ctsiderso moms
ternmer heat Rent a
salsal. dog, & cede TO AUTOMOTIVE alignment
pontoon or 111111VerU11
POSE FOR CABLE TV pro technicsan wanted. bght
nee for•day of(on on
&act ads sewn on 14T14 mecnanicai work know
the lake Call Cypress
4.14RIC.A'S HOMETOWN ledge of Hunter weboel
Call abcpment preterred
NETWORKI
Spr wigs Resort at
Con
71 7 74.611101. otosnovi tact Dennis English
502 416 5496
24 how;
753 2617
ATTENTION MARRIED OPEN Pura Maw Aurae
WOMEN Contestants Open Spin
Closed
vsoromi tor Mrs Kenitacky
114on Tuts Pura &sleds
AVON earn 11•111Sihr Ful
Amerce Peoint For free
hot sondem:nes gyros
Information
call bread sierra Dane in or or part asso No door to
Benefits
1-4100 US4413 You mum
wry out 4141119 or door
1000927 44140 INOSIEP
sok tor JIM
1 00116411 31104

—
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HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars. Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Office 753-6910
1-800- f HE- DUCK

112 So 12th
Murray KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Help Wanted
Kentucky Fned Oucken islooking for help If you are
energeoc, enthusiastic and like people,••e would like to
mai you
ft Food Service Worker'
it Customer Service Workers
ifr Shift Leaders
Atuve average starting salary One week paid vacauons
and uniform furnished
Apply at person at the Murray Kentucky Fried Chicken
restaurant, 1:01-IWF

KFC
Do you have acne prone skin facial
scars, fine lines" Would you like to have
firmer softer younger looking skin in
weeks" Try Glycoligue 3 Step Skin Re
pair Buy a starter kit and quality for the
"Reel Deal"
A new you in four weeks
NO GiMnliCkS
Ask about our natural nail care program
Now you can have pretty hands 8 nails
naturally

Pedicure - $16.00
, rpri $22 On

Acrylic Nails - $25.00
With any hair service receive 15%
off any nail or toot care service
or vice versa.

(Fringe '..1;e1te i.s
""r't
" • I Slim • 759 1874

Nail, • 7511137

COOKS & dishwashers for
day & nightshifts for Murray
& Hazel restaurants AR*
in person Ann's Country
Kitchen
DAVID W Hood Trucking
Inc a hiring OTR drivers tor
West Coast runs Singles
or teams. many benefits
produce experience a
must Meet DOT requiremans 1-800-424-9013
DAY shift clerk for Ropers
Donut Shop Am* in person only 1409 W Main
DERMATOLOGY of Murray requires part time office
help. 30- 351vs per **Oil If
you can type work well with
people, have a pleasant
upbeat attitude 8 enjoy
working in a small well run
office, we want to hear from
you Reese submit resume
to 300 S 81h St. Suite
281W, Murray. Ky 42071
All potential candidates will
be contacted personally for
interview No phone calks
please
DO you need a GED/ Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career/ We have 22 JOB
openings fa people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8•00am -3 -00pm
This project ts funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Kentucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Pnvate Industry Council. The a an
Equal Opportunity program Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities
DRIVER- GET THE MOST
OUT OF DRIVING' OTR/
Shorthaul home weekly
(shonhaul) starting pay up
to 32e/mile 2500 mitivk
(longhaul) 8 top notch benefits, BURLINGTON MOTOR
CARRIERS
1 800-JOIN BMC EOE
DRIVERS CDL- A w/Haz
New trucks, new contracts
lots of mileel If you're an
honest, hard working tnekvi
dual with family values
who would like to work for a
company that appreciates
those qualities call Chai
!anger Motor Freight
1-800-879 9492 to arrange
for a personal interview
DRIVERS EOE quality dnyen Maverick Transporta
tion Inc 1 800 289 1100,
Home most weekends, excellent pay package,(starting pay 26 CPM with yearly
increases up to 36 CPM)
late model equipment tarp
pay dispatch pay quarterly
bonuses (fuel safety drive
referral) 401K, rider pokey
vacation profit sharing cre
dot union, health dental
vision 8 Me Inc Driver must
be 24 YOA 1 yr OTR
DRIVERS KY only'
28t-30phn4e plus benefits
Small Landstar Ligon Fleet
Call Jon
Owner
800 828 8338 for more
information
DRIVERS NEEDED No
experience necessary No
cost training available to
those who qualify Many
companies ready ID pre
hire $30 000 potential For
more information call
1 800-999 4317
DRIVERS OTR check
THIS out' At Advanoed Da
tribueon System quashed
flatbed drivers start imme
drawly' Up to 31t.mile as
signed equipment plus
benefits $OD 646- 3438
EXPERIENCED travel
agent needed lull or pert
terse Send resume to P
Bog 430 Gdoensvele KY
42044
H4NTON I Sons Cash I
Carry row accepting awe
aeons tor kill Imo delivery
sales posroon Must be or
bast 18yrs old wet a void
drivers Oconee Apply at
person at 621 S rirh Sr
nen door to MT Foods

EXPERIENCED carpenter
in framing II finish work
Must be a perfectionist
436-2766
EXPERIENCED auto body
repairman excellent salary
and benefits Send resume
with phone number to P.O
Box 1040K Murray, Ky
42071.
EXPERIENCED office per
sonnel with medical raw
arcs filingskills for busy
medical practce Pleasant
atmosphere cornpetative
wages Send resume to
P0 Box 10401 Murray
Ky 42071
EXPERIENCED framing
carpenter arid finish car
penter needed. Call
753-8823 and leave
message
FRIENDLY TOYS AND
GIFTS has openings for
demonstrators in your area
Part time hrs fullome pay
over 800 items Celebrating
our 40th anniversary Call
1-800-488-4875
GENERAL Laborer Requirements we must be
honest, hard worker, teachable, willing to work full
time Send brief resume 8
phone number to P.O. Box
1040J, Murray. Ky 42071
HIRING immediately- 2 full
time positions. 1 senvce
position and 1 set-up position Must be experienced
No phone calls, please
Apply in person at Gateway
Mobile Homes. Hwy 68E.
Draffenville, KY
HOLLYWOOD MOTION
PICTURE Research firm
needs 100 people to watch
8 rate moves at local theatres Fantastic money, for
details send SASE Audience Response, 8491 W
Sunset Blvd . Dept
497-W4A, W Hollywood
CA 90069
LEGAL SECRETARY The law firm of Hopkins 8
Associates a seeking a
legal secretary. Three
years of secretarial experience is required Prior legal
experience is preferred.
Applicants must be prohoent with WordPerfect arid
have excellent communication skills Mail resumes
with references in confidence to P 0 Box 1040-0,
Murray Ky 42071 Resumes and telephone calls
wd not be accepted at the
office An Equal Opportunity Employer
NEED experienced mechanic to work on small
marine engines, pay commensurate with experience Send cover letter arid
resume to P 0 Box 1040G,
Murray Ky 42071
NURSES Aida/ CMA lull
time 11-7, prefer expenence but will provide trainwig as Stale Certified Medi
cation Aide Pleasant atmosphere. good working
conditions Apply in person
Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505
Stedrum View Dr EOE
PLAYERS wanted summer 8 ball league 3 man
teem now forming League
begins July 18th Call
Br•aktim• Billiards
759-9303 tor details

060
He
Warded

Hee
Weasel

PART time afternoons 5
days. Stirs per day year
around Send resume to
PC Box 1040H, Murray,
Ky 42071

SAFETY advisors
$2150/per me Company
will train. call Mon Fri
9am-1pm
only
615-399-8269

liaise

For Ire*
intoemation cat

Summary prepared by Wm Donald Over
bey, City Attorney
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BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
It you are in average health and can
answer no to a few questions you may qualify for
preferred rates Below are a few monthly preferred
rates at different ages for $4000 policy
MALE
$11 61
14 18

age 50
age 55
age
age
age
age

FEMALE
$920
10 96

NEW LOWER RATES AGE 60 UP
17 50
60
13 09
21 78
65
15 54
19 33
70
27 31
38 77
75
26 18
Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905

SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY

Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1-800-455-4199

PARTS DIRECTOR
An aggressive, knowledgeable,
growth -oriented person required.
Must have working experience in
automotive related parts, acquisition and sales. Excellent
benefits: health insurance, 401K
retirement plan, uniforms, training opportunities, paid vacations
provided. This is an opportunity
to grow with us.
Respond to:

Pepper's Chevrolet
Olsmobile Cadillac Geo
2420 E. Wood • Paris, TN 38242
800-325-3229
Call 901-642-3900 for appointment
Ask for Doug Peppers
CITY OF MURAY
ENTRY LEVEL FIREFIGHTER POSMONS
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
at the City Clerk's Office,
207 S. 5th Street

APPLICATIONS MUST BE RETURNED
by 5:00 p.m. July 14, 1995

BTARTING SALARY
$16,000

Annually

BENEFIT PACKAGE
'Paid Vacation
'Health Insurance
*C.E.R.S.Hazardous Duly Retirement 32500 State Incentive per year after 400
hours training
$1000 automatic raise after 1
year of employment

REQUIREMENTS
To apply applicants

must possess
(1) High School Diploma or G.E.D
(2) Valid Kentucky Operators License
'Applicants are required to go through an
Interview process, pass a written test, a
physical agility test, drug screening test
and a physical exam prior to employment.

Fisher-Price
In response to existing and anticipated employment opportunities.
applications are now being accepted for production operator positions
on the following shifts:
• 12 hour swing (extended hours with lots of off tune)
• 8 hour fixed (bioaday-Pricley. Firse/Second/Third)
• 4 hour fixed (Monday-Friday, 9 am.- I p.m J6 p.m .- 10 p.m .)
Starling pay rates we 55.59 for 12 how work schedules and $5.30 for
8 and 4 how. Positions leading to regular full-time employment offer a
top pay rate ci 58.58 plus a comprehensive benefit package.
If you've got what it takes to wort with the worlds best tornakers.
please contact:
Murray F.asploymeat Agency
201 So. 12th Street
Murray. Ky. 4W1
7S11-2151
As bowl Oppwasify Ikespagreer-WFAIN
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STEWART Home School
Frarsidon. Ky HOUSEPA
RENTS
NEEDED
$14 030,year room & meals provided health In
rearement, etc Seeman
Home School tor mental?
Call
challenged
502-227-4821
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Packallecryinakers.

CASH paid or good used
nlles shotguns and pie
tole Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray
GOOD used mobile home
3br, 2 bathrooms Call
492 8314

SUNOUEST WOLFF TAN
NING BE
Commsecial
Horns Lines From 11199
Buy factory direct and
SAVE' Call Today tor
FREE NEW Color Catalog
1 800462 9197
SWIMMING pool distribii
tor must sell its were woven
lory of new 1994 huge
31119 OD family sized
pools complete with sun
deck. Porde and filter for
Only $95911 Ad taw' 100%
financing' Cal now di free
1 800 759 6058 Ask for
Sue Unused anis
WOLFF TANNING BEDS
Buy direct and save $U
Full body unrts from $3000
month Home and oommer
cal Cal today lot tree °Dior
Catalogue Uva Sunsys
terns 1 803-274 1744

weft»
MOVING saki Frigidaire
icebox, Maytag washer &
ceiling tan 753-0128
161
Home
Funadders
BEDROOM suite 4pc , 2
twin beds with frame, 2
waterbed mattresses, 1
queen, 1 king with healer II
liner, color tv,, 2 maple
diet chine cabinet vnth
light & glass shelves
492-8615

WILL clean houses reasonable rates reliable ser
vice, have openings on
Mon, Tues, Wed Call Denise at 753-8086

ELEVEN piece stainless COUNTRY blue couch &
steel, 3 skillets pots & deep chair, excellent condition.
well cooker, no heat hand- $200 759-9305 after 5pin
les & steamer pot included,
HIDABED couch, $125
$550 set, most never used
bought from Pan Handier, 435-4236 after 5pm
100
100 year guarantee Sell MULTI color hide a bed
Business
less than half 753-5646
couch 1 mauve recliner &
Opportunity
FOR sale almost new wed- rocker, like new, $400 or
BE YOUR OWN BOSS ding dress Call 759-25111 best offer 753-2964
Possible $2500 part time or 759-9215 leave QUEEN sofa sleeper, tan &
$8000 full time monthly, message
brown stripe, brown reprocessing insurance
GOOD clean used lawn cliner 753-8521
claims for healthcare promowers clearance prices. WATERBEDS
viders Investment reJ D Cub, Sears & others
WHOLESALE- Queen softquired Software purchase
Hutson Ag Equipment sided waterbeds $299.00
plus computer. Financing
247-4456
Waveless mattresses from
available
1-800-722-SAMS
HARDWOOD flooring - $44 95 Lowest prices in
Amenca —FREE COLOR
$1 29 per sq tt . delivered
DEALERSHIP- Gourmet
Kiln dried hardwood also CATALOG** Cal loll free
candy, no competition,
1-800-495-7533
available 502-526-2824
8hrs/week, 68% profit
$100K per yr , very possi- LARGE tame plums,
165
ble some financing, limited McKenzie Orchard Must
areas available
1-800-251-8112

Call

FRANCHISE for sale Established territories in Ky,
Tn, II, kb 502-753-1300
9A- 6P. 100 year old industry, 25 yew old company
JUST LIKE A BANKER
Client comes to you 100%
home finanang program
Phone rings off the hook
No competrbon Excellent
commissions
Call
619-569-4300 for details
RETAIL franchise opportunity, existing locations
Call
available
1-800-277-3278
120

DO you want a LOCAL
INTERNET dial-up? For in
torrnabon call 753 6807
SEE HAWKINS RESEARCH FOR YOUR
COMPUTER AND OFFICE
FURNITURE NEEDS.
753-7001.

A

msess
G.E.D
License
hrough an
(on test, a
ening test
tployment.

d $5.30 for

REPAIR & c.bmfiturn
tune A190 1961 Pirrnouiri
Club Coupe tor sale
492 8714

BOW HUNTING EQUIP
hunters de
CLEANING houses is my MENT Bow
business Reliable and ex count warehouse.
archery
perienced, references Call Americas largest
supplier, stocks over 5.000
Linda 759 9553
bow hunting items at
WILL clean houses, rea- 20-40% off retail Call
sonable rates, references 1-800-735-2697 for free
437-4064
160 page catalog

after 1

-10 p.m.)

SNORT ON 811ENORY OR
HARD DRIVE SIZE, SEE
KAWIUNS RESEARCH IN
DIXIELAND CENTER
783-7001.

& Childcare

It

xxtunities.
I positions

PAIR navy wingback
chaos $17S 1913ry color
saunter $75 der rocker
ma $40 Semite glass ks
S25 PIER ixinebis
oeseng machine like me
1.360 obo 492 1299

ANTIQUES by ea piece or
colleceons 753 9433 Clay
or night

1
0

call to place order
753-9468 or 753-4725
LAWN mower, Dynamark,
red, 14hp, 42" cut, Voteorange 15hp, 43* cut
759-4634 or 759-4882
LAWN tractor, 11hp, runs &
mows good, $250 Push
mower, $50 753-8292
MOTORCYCLE helmets,
camping supplies, work
boots Jerry's Sporting
Goods, Mayfield
NEW metal siding & rooting Cover 36" cut to length
in 10 colors galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
it available Portable carport kits 489-2722 or
489-2724
NOW unal July 8th big vinyl
flooring, roll end sale, buy
the whole piece and save
big All grades & weights
greatly reduced This is the
sale you've waited for
Bring your sizes and your
truck 8-5 Mon thru Fn 8 to
12 on Sat Paschall's Floor
Covering 498 8964,
mile from Hazel. KY

I

Per lib

NAV/KIM R ESE A RCN
NOW LOCATED AT
13044 CHESTNUT IN
DULIEUIND MOPPING CENTER. NEXT TO
PAPA JOHN'S PtZ2A
CALL 783-7001

TRUCKERS/
INEXPERIENCED Corn
150
;OM Otir 117111ninr program
Adidas
with anybody's tuition paid
Far
Sab
payments,
school,
no
at our
paid lodging. pad training.
guaranteed employment 2 WHEEL trailer with 16*
BUILDERS TRANSPORT wheels good condition
1-800-4501206,Ext D-6 $300 759-9992
WAITRESS dancers ALPINE 11 bend passive
wanted Dos House Dale E0 with built in crossover
and sub- 'Pm* hook-ups,
Pans, TN 901 62 4297
$170 753-4082
WEEKEND babysitter
needed in my home or BOGARD Trucking and Ex
yours To inquire 759-9510 cavating, Inc We haul lop
soil. gravel. NI dirt, white
rock, rip rap Mon -Fri
070
8-4pm, 753-2446
Dowse&

Computers

)SONS

111
I I

Antiques

NOTICE
Country Pleasures
Antiques & CONCUbleil
Is back.
Grand Opening
July 1st
Refreshments Served
Browsers Welcome

Uncle Jews
Shopping Center
accepting conerrnent

Awns now
Booth apace tor ram

753-1139

CLASSIFIED

Absolute Auction
Saturday, July 1, 1995 • 10:00 a.m.
416 S. 16th St., Murray, KY
From Main Street proceed south on 16th to Sycamore. Watch for signs. Nancy Byars,executrix for
her parent's Mr.& Mrs.Herman Loving estate, will
offer the following personal property for sale at
auction with No Minimums and No Reeerves.
Attention Collectors
Antiques & Collectibles: Cranberry opalescent pitcher
w/6 glasses, many quality figurines, cheese dish, salt &
pepper collection, wood & glass butter molds, glass
baskets, several large pieces matte Hull pottery, many
pieces of Nippon, lots of old Carnival glass, Montgomery
Ward wall phone, old doll collection, Aladdin lamps,
opalescent glass, butter dish collection, graniteware,
Gone With the Wind collector plates, Victorian folding
rocker, Edison cylinder player, toy sewing machine,
collectible Christmas items,covered animal dishes,Gone
With the Wind lamp, miniature oil lamps, hanging
lamps, anniversary clock, many good old quilts, Blue
Willow dishes, old milk glass collection, pink & green
depression, green sandwich glass, Ins & Herringbone
pitcher & glasses.. plus many items still being unpacked.
Furniture: 5 pc. Lane bedroom suite, marble top table,
Duncan Phyfe sofa, wing beck chairs, sofas w/matching
chairs,corner etagere,child's rocker,cane bottom rocker,
Tools: lawn mowers, moton zed edger, hand tools &
power tools, work bench.
Terms: Cash day of sale.
Comae prepared to find much more than listed • we are still
unpacking!

IN TE RNA T K3hAt -Super
C* ream in good =mason
at
weighto nes Osi
Wry 2 row cuainerors
$2000 7133647
TO 30 FERGUSON new
neer we. Kele, front end
loader dean & Magni
runs teat $2960 lem
1962M Farwell rise grew
metre ter $1 360 Nee
362 now Holond welder
maim with lowang auger
good paint $2 250
43.5 4294 Mew 110m
210
Reamed
A FIREWOOD for sale
4.37-4667

SPINET console piano for
immediate sale Low
monthly payments Serious
'Nunes only Sublect to
approval
credit
(800)636 7611

A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL
WEDDING in the Smoky
Mountains Gatlinburg s
little log chapel Charming
rustic, borders national
perk A dream wedding oo ht
budget
your
1-800-5541451
GATLINBURG S PRE
MIER Wedding Chapel
Sanpie to exquisite Indoor
and outdoor settings Eleg
wit, romantic picturesque
affordable No waiting no
blood tests Chapel in the
Glen 1-800-537-1505

SMOKEY RIDGE WEDDING CHAPEL- Everything
you need for a romantic
wedding & honeymoon in
the Smoky Mountains
Gadinburg/Pigeon Forge
wee Beautiful chapel &
setting No tests/waiting
1-800-551-3372

HERE'S an otter you cant
refuse; 7 99% financing
available with only 5%
down payment All 95
model homes dresecady re
diced for quick sale Offer
good now thru July 2nd
Hurry' While the offer last
Volunteer Homes, Hwy 79
Paris, Tn 38242
901 642 4486

bosilmonli
cereal pm nee eireseee
now $300rosio Corpme
RE 753 SON

teed CLAYTON 141140
t mai $14000 71.1
ear Nen

ZIP upsairs art 113
teem
130 St deposit
no polo 76311001 *aim
resemag

LK:30a 0.90•4E LOANS
Siiii•rs Buyers Owners
Gerson Tree Financial 5%
dorm gement Reform
ing Equity bans Lancl
Horne Realtor cats we
come 1 800 221 11204
1 SOO 564 8717
OUAU TV homes dopers,
ebbs sennos. and adord
able primal Demers Mobilo
140m99 inc Hwy 79E
Pans Tn ¶ sad 642 4591
apm Sal ell
weekdirys
,la eV"
69M Sunday 1 P"
One of the largest end old
eat dealershers
WANTED, Good used mo
bile homes Volunteer
Hones rod gyve you top
dollar for !me Wade in on
one col our beautiful new or
reconditioned hones Akio
easy financing available
with either trade n or 5%
cash down Hurry while
super offer lase Volunteer
Homeit Inc Hwy 79 POPS
Tn 38242 901 642 4466
210
Mobile
Homes For Reel
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking de
lance to college 753 5209
2a5
Holds
Howe Lots For Reel
MOBILE Home Village
$80.mo water furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898

DOWNTOWN office space
across from courthouse
$95mo including all uoli
ties Also nice suite of of
floes with windows
$595mo including all uol
toes 753-1266
OFFICE or business 1000
sq ft 308 N 12th next to
Faye s 753 9212
OFFICE Of retail building
zoned 82 approx 1600 tiO
73 NE corner 13th & Pop
tar Call 753-6001

2814 beti & 4 duplex 1909
Waive. Rd 759-1506 or
7536266
28R duplex townhouse
Wiper house appliances
furnished Rent varies
$350 430 Cad 753 1286
for more dolmas

Ire and Hostas Over 900 varieties
Free Plane WI* Pole Coupon

Ow Garden Daily 9 a.m.4 p.m.

C Nursery
753-2993
INE aim left on Van Cleave Rd (l11100, Hokkre
Pontoon) Go 114 niie ken left on Bethel Church
Rd (1483) First rood to left(Cook Rd )Itan Ise 11
Neuss, an 111111 Operas 114 aide)

Nei reopsesekle kr serideass Arosemassamos ilsy et mks isero werw
demo ewer all primed inserisil
So

KENTUCKY Lae Lois
tend Wesley View Ito
apartment utilities on
cluded rent bared on in
come 556 Oder hinclocap
Ckaabled Equal nouselg
Opportuniiy
502 36.4 US
LARGE Ito apt 2 visa in
closets closer then &VMS
very low ultras* 1225mo I
Person $250vno 2 people
753 2339 or 75.1 767
MUR CAL Agronenta now
axepeng appicalions for
1 2 end 31br apartments
Phone 759 4964 Equal
Housing Opportrety

3 Family

Yard Sale
401 N 5th St
Pus & Fn
F arstae
tacycle.
Not wheel 3 ewe*
baby acres. boys
vbomens
Coes
ciotas
fnOril

toys

/03

NICE 3br apt centre us
locaNd on campus closer
*elk than dorms to 1.1SU
very very low utile. 2
people $403mo 3 people
$450,mo 753 2339 or
753 8767
NOW being applications
for Section 8 low rent hous
ling Apply in person at
Southold° Manor 906
Broad St Extended be
tween Barn 12noon No
phone calls please Equai
Housing Opportunity
VERY nice 2bir 1 bath can
Ira gas heat electric air
appliances furnished
$425/no 1 rno depose lyr
lease no pets 753 2905 or
753 7536
110

arlitUre.

Clones
ites

rezveibort
noasetod

Yard
Sale
at Lyn"

Grove

June 29. 30 &
July 1
Come see

YARD SALE
Frt. & Sat.
94 East, turn right
on 1346, right on
Highland Rd., go
Straight to Ledbetter Church.

2•PARTY
YARD SALE
Friday

Canterbury

mowers and

lots of other rings

YARD SALE

Garage Sale
875 Utz Dr

books

(KirVw00(i)
Turn left I mile soum
west past Wevy
Nursing Home
Fri 7a m 2p m
Sat 7a m •7
Nice adult and children's
banes toys household

laPPef

terns T V decorator
items typewriter

Friday only
N. 19th

dices
se
Wirt house
hold pn boat and P

Plus

38R house on Poplar St for
rent 753 3300
38R patio wd hook up
nice yard no pets
$435/rno 7536931

For Rerit
Or Loam
CREEKVIEW Self strxage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40mo 759 4081
NEW mini storage for rent
Al sizes cel Neon Beech
Mini Storage 753 3853

SIDEWALK SALE DOSSNTOSVN
July 4th at
Com-fikustm
Brigh's
D.krt Supply — Fk-tory Disk-curt Shoes
Humdinger's Florist — lanes Aux
Mr J's-Lei h -- fl Smart Stop
The Bookmark — Vintage Rose
* * * * * * * * * *

MISS MARTHA'S ANTIQUES

370

Hazel, Ky.

UvesSect
Ilmiples
STRAW $200 489 2221
753 5066
361
Ass
& brpliss
AKC SIBERIAN Husky
pups reds black grey with
white markings $200
(502)376 2828 call atter
SPrn
AU. birds 8 supplies 30%
off Ava s Aviary 515 S 75n
St 7594119
BLUE Heeler puppies
$30/ea 753 0602
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 14
years 436 2858
FOR saki AKC registered
D•Imation puppies
$125iea 901 352 2416
ROTTWEILER purebred
puppies Reedy in 2 weeks
Two females $150 each 4
males $200 each
436 6063

Inday

9

Saraday

Carport Sale
907 N 20th St
In & Sat
J'..rve 30 it July '
lam II
all
"cusehoid
)30 0erdS
`.3 C3"y Ss: • -

Ra

HUGE
YARD SALE
Hwy 641 & Hal 80
Fri & Sat
7 a rit.4 p.m

7 a.m.-1 p.m.
1506 Beckett Dr.

Lawn

S 1111 St
Beside Murray 1.4/.1
Cle Screxa

7 281.•1

94W

8 a.m. to 4 p.m.

1622 FARMER ittw 1 bath
garage appliances
washer & dryer $495mo
316N Eith 3br 1
bath
appliances washer &
dryer $4.30mo 762 4483
from 8 4pm

Farm 11,1,

Frt. & Sat

7311 •ia

820

Hamm
Fee Red

In cane

en Stia
Oar or Wes

Yard •
Sale

ESTATE &
YARD SALE

YARD SALE

MURRAYManor Apart
mans now ecospeng spoil
cations for I 2bt open
menu Apply on person
1 30pm 4pm Mon Fri
1409 Dusigiud

We've Expandecil
Come visit Martha s SUPERSTORE' W I'
added a new room. lots more display space, and •
ton of neer goodies Come we the new, Misr
Martha. Antiques, with 30% more antiques, but
the same friendly service and quality merchandise
Thirteen years in busineedi in Hazel has carried
us our TOW)
"Fine antiques from dealers you can freer.-

Come enjoy our Freedom Fest sale!

Household arid bat,
kenitse piano
retJet vacuums R.1,•
Cots iCrtys

YARD SALE
Fri & Sat.
7 am.-7
East, three
miles to Parker
Rd., turn right 12
mile.

94

CC4S ci.ithes li4s
hot:served terns el:

YARD SALE
Frt & Sat
8 a in. tilt 7
309 S. 10M St

(North oft Vine St at
dead end)
zarge assortment of
clothing knock kricrits
glassware and odds
and ends

YARD SALE
Thurs & Frl
pm
I

Sat. Morning
8 am.-12 pm

641 North, 3 millet
turn right on Boggess Dr., ist house
bi.1
cismushe It.
ckOn mann len

TO PIACI IA

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2x2 consistency od in
Classifieds every day. including
the Shopper. for S175 a month
(paid in advance)
Pore f MOON, AP"
C95
Cal 753-1916 or details.

CALL

753-1916
DEADLINES
Desdllises oh 1 days Is
Mmes.
A D1t's-rm FlorTS
A rinetein are morning
is Mock tar Mrst bertle
of met Ms for my wror.
Horny tears & Tuko
we be normasibletw only
was Warren larirtle
Any sin dwell be neared Niessitstey so car
mares.W to

ESTATEESTATE AUCTION
Real Estate & Personal Property
MOVING SALE
Rain or Shine
Hwy. 8464 at 15
mll• mkr. Almo
Thursday 6 Friday
8am - 4pm

Antique but/et, 500
gal propane tank,
gas stove & furnace,
king waterbed, AMC
Jeep Eagle, furniture & miscellaneOUS.

28R duplex central tire
eraileble now, $375/mo
Coleman RE 7539898

Come see the blooming DaylollieS. JaPianfallal

FARRIS AUCTION

•

i4a52
1994 IluCaNt
Zer Ibop)yrswervente
ell Located in Fos Moe
riceek $15 000 750 0311

SMOKY MTN MEMO
RIES Intimate, chapel adjoining national park WEDDINGS, simple to (Anent OFFICE space for rent
photographs flowers $350mo plus deposit Con
gazebo, video lodging Or- tury 21 Loretta Jobs Real
dained MINISTER no tors 753 1492 ask tor Tina
blood tests no waiting
RETAIL or Office Space in
1-800-258-6797
S Side Shopping Center
WANTED 10 people who 753 4509 or 753 6612
need to lose weight & make
UNIVERSITY Square
money to test new patented
space available central
weight loss product Phone
gas central air sky light
1-800-417-7311 for details
retail and-or office specie
Cal today, call now'
high traffic area 753 1492
WEDDINGS
OLD- ask for Loretta
FASHIONED Candlelite
ceremonies Smoky Moun1211
tains Chapel, overlooking
river, near Gatlinburg
=
A
9
HORSE DRAWN CAR
Furnished,
1,2,380
opts
RAGE, Cabins Jacuzzis
Ordained Ministers Com- very nice near 1.4SU No
753 1 252
plete arrangements No pets
test/waiting HEARTLAND day-s.7530606 after 5prri
1 -800
-448-VOWS (8697)
1BR dose to urwversity &
hospital some LAMM* paid
27n
753-8756
liable
1 EIS duplex on Hwy 260
Noose Foe Sate
energy efficrent No pets
12X65 3 bedroom newly $285/mo •d•posit
remodeled on
we re
7538848 before 9pm
riled lot Most see at $5250
1BR, nice available now
753-6012, leave message
Coleman RE 7539898
1980 LIBERTY 14x 70 3br 1
1 OR 2br opts near down
bath asking $7.000
dem Murray 753-4109
502 527 1987
1 ROOM efficiency very
1982 EGON 24x52 dou
blewsde on lot 30. 2 full now IASU panel inseam
furnished Available now
baths new 1216 outbuid
Coleman RE 753-9098
ing. low 20's 7536963
1 ROOMS for rent at 1614
1983 14'70 MR 1'4 bath
Olive Utilities furnished
all kitchen appliances con
Dal heat, a/c. new carpet Share kitchen livong room
Wailk
front deck and metal stor- 8 bathroom facilities
age budding Al must be to IASU Coleman RE
7539698
moved Cal 7592562
1905 SPIRAL Law 14x70 213R 1 bath furnished I
block Iron MSU CUTE
2br 2 beet, II appliances
central hie, 18x18 deck. roomy1 Lawn care pro
%idled $360-hno Wiese de
excellent condition
posit no pets' 753-8734
489 2038

W. Dan Parris • CAI Auctioneer Rickard Ferris • Aieseiste
"Ms Sound of Selling'
P.O. Box 149 Hazel, KY (502)492-8796

9

IMAM
Norse Pet We

NEW park newer model
MARRY on a mountain' Be
homes only Concrete
married in a secluded new
drnes 8 walks Trash pock
hilltop chapel surrounded
up & city water $100mo
by trees and Smoky Moun
492 8488
Win views' No blood test
periodl NORTHWIND Mobile
waiting
1 800-729-4365
Home Park 753 9866
PEACEFUL family
beaches in SC with al
amenities near byl Pawleys
Island, Utdifield Lechfieid
by the seal Free brochure
1-800-476-5651 James W
Smith Real Estate

5B

A/NE 21 1 935

THURSDAY

Sat., July 8, 1995 at 10 a.m. at the home place of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Carnle Pierce at Farmington,
Ky. lust off Hwy. 121 between Mayfield and
Murray. Watch for auction suns.

This nice frame house with 2 bedrooms-1 bath-living room-eat in
kitchen with formal dining room Or a 3rd bedroom, could be 2
bedrooms upstairs-full basement wkh shower-storm doors and

N 641 to JC1 464 hen

windows-carport-on large lot wen mature shade in front-house
close to churches, grocery store, bar*. schools and the
community center
Tense on Reel Estate:20% down seeing price <ley of auction Balance on 30 days
and passing of deed

let. go to stcr, turn rcts.
lest house on Nell

Watch next week's paper for detailed listing on personal property,
antiques, collector items and good used furniture

In & Set 0

Real Mato Mid piney •4111

Yard Sale

on

Women dotes, old
viessim
moan.
hOIIN ~Of, txrfs
dotes. Idlateri
I mac.

Paschall Real Estate
Terry Paschall-Broker • 435-4011
Dan Miller-Auctioneer • 435-4144

•

613

f HuFtS0A

ileur4RAY LiCIGfill • TIMES

•

'03 ACRES AI Weed 10%
)411041wee 1• kWh 1 ow
surveyed 2 awns a garage
WOW 114084 • MPS
twee buitersos sad somel ,rons••11 11111111••
311. emiewswide
Nuuade
$70000 75144111
carpor• 4030445 port}
Sr
Show
141101100 011.•
3BR dusitee ler sate
F4 1 0,49 ,,, 1
71535114
1136 5144
sale
3116 th•pisra
13 ACRES sexamf mia
LL
Meier" piestere yew.
•
‘44
)t• web* FOP sale by owner 3 or
Me Zi bate 9'I owe
roams Cossesen Rear IS
rigs herdwood Goofs 011111
IMP 753 Mid
tin. gar Inepiece whirlpool
bedi /6424 maser bed
room to. of closets ie
Name
SoJiriewst scrod district
Sels
mei calk ails* On 2 acres
54$ wooProoiorsey
wit 3Co30 shop Mast ems
3to 2 bath err row tug home Cal roe at
1in Nemec, A worderfol 753 4673
home in a greet nevorticv
brick 2700
000d Cal 753 20't sieve 4- ACRES Ito
se ft okoroorn central
oiessege
h• barn tenced for horses
29R I oar home dr 2 3mi south OI 161.31,111,
saes 41•1$ TC 424 pews 11 $119
75.3 19101
has bean ommodesed *est
48R plus anedied urge
al 131 ,•, $35 C00
1or apartment hardwood
3112 2465
toots taboaous storage
29F1 1 bat -vinyl siding Ova' 2500 14 t1 "am
home tenued bag faro n IASU $84 000 753866'
town cooed to bee at
BFLCK 30i corneal igas,,
S35 OM Call 'Se 1683
hisat and cooeng mid 60 s
2BR 1 bier woe tot
Boo Peon Grey s Proper
town g•Air lir taco housing be$ 759 2001 or 753 3509
Owl miriade
to 100% evenings I4LS83500066
Ana nciog re a oats* CaM
2812.41 ft
759 20C'G,ey s FOR Inyeelore
nevi doge. Fall Brook
Progenies
Sub R•ntai inoorn•
$1100 mo Price $130 000
213F1 1 ear art deo
1928516 or, 762 7221
utety room =se to urvvw
sity 759 1675
FOR la* by owner under
2BR 2 fol bets oenrai constructor+ Ready for you
iong .144#1
h• 46C sci •
3br 2 bat, mats
wee wit 5•Z so • or Sr barroom has whirlpool
grt ceilings hardwood
iviapped rec.,ed poi ch
Fear concrete Oat.° 2 car floors custom cabinets
;WV* wntr pe.ed dr•••
fireplace lots of closets
wa• •Bouwert ww water
3 000 sq ft vi Southwest
s :trig or'at ••"4: *Cite", Vika Subdivision Cal now
Bed
S -3 8:0
at 'S34873
bale
43 4390
A"E61`41-,44 •E'ERASS
NEW hone Cods Camppufd'WX300. 2EIR Wok just outside city ground Rd 3br ?bath can
.03"W XOWW
•
••' ea-ze
Val gas & electric 190054 ft
Imes sonroorn carport
coo zolises90%, ,ervorows carer A a $47900 Core living area on 1 22 acres
..; t S • 44 )OC P..orw man RE 753989$
nice Cali Ake Cal %lorry
jg enap Posips Itauva
753 4444

•

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy 641 North • Murray, KY 42071

-10o SE r- area Z 2915
6;
•5 3 '3: ' a
"6 "; •
r or sale
4-89:
• oiro ba•-is axi a :
ton", _tars 'red 53 •30.
489:• •6
•

Hrs Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:W p.m.
Anytime By Appointment

502-759-1333
Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices

Rear,
' as

iv" is tr
oomes a or ice •ages
Art."^34-.3,-,c
zoetact
:4 saDvne
..,s
.00s
a.,00ts .1' "5-3 •:::y sioc
oioat "" Man St

Complete Indoor display for your privacy and year around convenience.

/ ALPINE.

U-P CA_ Remo proles
siona our maw menage
oornmet
-overt ,434•040oa show .34 10 handle yOUI
•wai estate headaches A
aotrig occopency
goon.; 'ego, "53 4444
'AE a ioos •^..ke ar! oner
2h, wee property Wed.+
;eat, • 2 Sci...tt Caa
'53 50036

4$
)
°d(rilti r
°S
qab•

,

clarion

.

Tapes

CD's
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard MAU'
Dtilrland Center

7E4-0113

Labe
F4fMk•OF

%it•*"'

,..s•E LC' SA-E Estate
ilies ler private
%2* horhe
•11,0 4C-0114531 C Kon1133",
'001 $8 90C Financing
REE coo, orocnure Cal
83O 858 1323 all
e
395' Woodand acres
0o-T S T A)iD!NG walerfront
ortedence with beaubhil
view boat dock ergs o,eat
rocvn 2 tredaces
oous master sone 3 decks
designer deux & mixt,
prime
more Lac.ased n
eakerkrprt
Oli C.101411 10
1114.07
Rnce pust ',goad
make you, dream a realrtyl
AILS, 3000229 Contact
kopp•,..,c1
R••Ity
753 1222
J1.40
Fee Salo
'7.2 B. ZOG Net on high
way 94 East of Murray oty
water Cr" 753 5203

I

•
Under coonstructon Ready for you July 15th Three
tecroorn 2 bet master bathroom has wenpool 9
• ceiings hardwood floors custom cabinets
*egad§ tots of closets 3 000 SO ft in Southwest
Vita Subchnsion Cali now at 753 4873

We have been your Custom builder in the
past We are now expanding our business
to better meet your needs In addition to
custom building we can now take care of
your rernOdeting needs, additions wind or
water damage or replace your roofing

'Bruce Green
'Building Contractors, Inc.
FREE Felines« 73.14343

2 LOS c Poiston Hoghts
a/ utirfse available lot size
'3C1230- ead, 753 9741

3
•

untleirOund

1979 GMC 4a4 LONGIN(D
truck 350 automatic
$750 502 538452I

all

Jaime 7534444
PEACE I cowboy can be
-1 mei ate ownageste
Ito home on 73 acres See
erat out buildings included
Great Watson Mimed at
597 SOO ML.5.43000254
Contact Kopperud Realty
753 1222
PRICE recksoed 413R 2
bet home tinth 2 car ger
age and stables two
looncts all fenced and cross
lanced MO 80s Bob Per
'in Gr•y s Properties
759 2001 or 753 3509
"venni)* IALS43500065

HERE

Y' Appraisal Ser.....
v state desired

weilieres Wainer

BUSINESS
HOURS
ARE:
M -F 8 om S pm
S3I 8 am -11 am

1988 YAMAHA Warrior
350 red *hie runs good
looks good must sell
$1 700 Call after 6pm
489 2820

or

•le By Owner

4 bedrooms. 2'/: baths, 9-10 ft
ceilings, hardwood floors. view thru gas

3 or

1963 FORD Crown Vic
Iona the car is worked Out
of and runs everyday,
108 XXX miles nee
brakes new Ores $t 500
obo 759 9320 or 762 4496
(Jennifer)
1986 GRAND Am fully
loaded with sunroof 8 Ow
mileage 753-4586

1902 CREST Se•annen
arms 3011 powwow boo
Cue tom made cans es
cmfoikw undoeure tea DPI
down to screens to cruse
nip or a rernowebte 11 51P
r amens outtelard nose
inceAoss gas gra ports
potty true n woe chest
memo regissored capacity
22 persons Boar a n ex
ceder* condos:at and hes
seen Mee use $14000
CaI to see at 7594396
1903 YAMAHA Waverun
net el 7530690
BOMBER To apple Maw •
tufty rigged to fah 89 bow
93 90hp Johnson $7 500
hrm 492 8220

HYDFK> Sport bass boat
158. new 1•411 I carpet 2
1088 FORD F250 while on depth finders live well
bkie auto. mi. plo 361 cooler. 50hp Jotrison troll
✓ 8 nevi tires. nice' ing motor $13 500
474-2003
$A 850 502 875-4050
1990 TOYOTA 4x4. arnilm, SEADOO'S 94SP. $3.875
air Sip 4cyl, 711,XXX 1903 GTX 3sealer. 14.750
rnies new tires. $9,000 1903 XP. $4.475 1989 SP
$2.796 437-4723
ow 474 8679
1991 CHEVY pick-up red
red New Wm and exhaust,
loaded up very clean
753 7976
FOR sale 15188 Chevy
Silvered° blach I way with
gray interior, loaded,
79 XXX miles 527-5294 atSr Scim
FOR sale 1971 I ton
Chevy WfaCkIW needs motor, fast sell, $2.000
642 7668 leave message
and number
$10
Campers
1980 20 HERITAGE cam
per self contained air extra
nioe Can be seen at 1303
Story Avenue 436-373 or
753-6538
22FT BONANZA camper
for sate. new upholestry,
52.000 437-4838
22FT CAMPER/ trailer,
sleeps 6 roof air
474-0116

520
Boats
I Molds
FT ARROWGLASS
ski boat 140hp I/O,$3.800
753-1404 0(759-9240

1990 CHAMPION bass
boat dual console, 18ft
kept inside 8 loaded,
$15,000 436-2242

530
Services
Meted
Al Al A TREE SERVICE
hedge rimming landscap
mg mulching 8 mulch haul
ing gutter cleaning Cleanup punk garbage Odd yobs
Moo At household moving
Free esbmates Tim Lamb
438-5744.
Al Tree professionals
Stump removal. tree spray
irig, serving Murray Cabo
way County since 1983
Free estimates 436-2247
or 492 8737
A and A Lamb's lawn mowing light hauling, tree trimming Mark 436-2528
ALCOA vinyl siding 8 trim
Replacement windows Bill
Speed 492 8103
ALL around hauling, mow
mg tree work, junk dean
up cleaning out gutters
Joe 436 2867

Four Star
Mobile Home
Parts & Service
Everock Vinyl
Under p nning
Lifetime Warranty
i4x70 2W aug right
1364.00
k Rock Underpinning
Silver & White Roof
Coatings
Doors Windows Bathtubs
Decks, Treated Lumber,
Handrails. Banister or
Lattice
4 x a $275.00
x '0 - $425.00
10 x 18 - $775.00
stair Roots Over Deck
Available
5 miles south of Murray
on 541 Hwy
(502) 492-84841

Exterior Construction and
Repairs - Roofing - Siding

ler MAZDA BX 7 turbo II
Sisp very good condition
502 527 9554

No Job Too Small
40 Years Experience
Free Estimates
Call Maurice
502-354-B537 or 502-362-7685

1988 HONDA Prelude Si
$4 800 Cal 436 2778
1989 BERETTA GT V6
loaded moonroof extra
clean. 74 XXX miles
$6 050 753 7668
1990 TOYOTA Carnry DX
wagon automabc pow°,
package 35 XXX miles
$8 950 753 7668
1991 CHEVY Lumina Euro
50 800mi 31 V6 It blue
alum wheels ac pwr
locks Sit, cruise very dean
car $7 995 obo 759 9973

bedroom, lots of closets In Soutrwest
Vase

with 30x 30shop Must see this home Call

1990 FORD Aerosols, Ed
doe Bower Edoon 16 000
502 474 2796

Devi() S goatee, war
mom We dean seryi beck
dr•30 ways solowysie aso
Ode Wises RV 7584714

ANTIQUE reareateng
news repair I custom
voodoo/tang 753111064
APPLIANCE

REPAIRS

cry Pomo by 3 maid
manufacturers Al wort
and pans warranted Ask
to Andy at The Appliance
Works 753-2456
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30. yews ex
p•ri•nc•
BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN 'spec link
onstaliabon, repair,replacement 756-1515
BACKHOE Service- ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways hauling. foundations.
eto 759 4664
BACKHOE Service complete foundations septic
systems R H Nesbitt Con
struceon Phone 492 8516
pager 762-7221
BOATS for rent, call for
rates and kinds, also utility
trailers 753-3547
BOBS Plumbing Service
Installation and repay all
work guaranteed
753-1134 or 436 5832
BUILDER new homes, ad
drtions garages, framing
starting at $2 a square ft
Sorry no roofer or cabinet
maker Tripp Williams
753-0563

DRYWALL levateng re
pen addeora and blow
rig ceilings 753.4761

Oared

MULC)4 eseoesoe Morse
area 43115610
PAINTING wit eat ail
types of horns repay tree
asernates Cab anylive
4365032

PLUMBING repairman wish
HANDYMAN Seneca Cal sante day senesce Cori
tom II 5 bee issameles 436 5256
reenters esker**, light
PRESSURE wastwig vinyl
hauling 436 2722
houses house radars Pee
J IC MCM Envies now imsernaise Cal 485 2375
ckung annual inspection
and general aircraft manse RE11001ELJNO sad Insurnanos At J I C Anseue ance repairs. Call is tor
Airlieid Hwy 80 East or all your construction
ServIc• Pro
Brewers & West of Hardin
Cat bolas you come in M-1774.
1 502.527-2205
ROCKY Colson home re
paw plumbrng roofing ad
KITCHEN CADNET RE
FACING Make your old rig 11 additions Al type
new again with Formica Al horns I mobile home recolors free elitunates. pair Free estimates
Wulff s Recovery Murray. "4742307
KY 436-5560
SEAMLESS gutters in
K & K PAINTING tee est staled residential or corn
mates 20yrs expenence meroal Servall Gutter Co
contact Ron Kaufman Call 753-6433
753-4312
LAMB Brothers Tree SOI
vice 502436-5744
LAMB S Tree Service, tree
trimming 8 removal haul
rig. etc 436-2269 Paul
LARRY'S Small Engine
Repair Services and re
pair for all makes and mod
els weedeaters chain
saws and mowers Prompt
dependable serrvces, all
work guaranteed with over
20yrs experience Pick up
and delivery available Bus
mess 492-8437 after 5pm
492 8548

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with hit
line of equipment Free es
bmates Day or night
7535484
THE Gullet Co Si/emboss
aluminum punters, variety
of colors Licensed, insured Estimate available
759-4690
TODD Rooting, tree esU
males Call 492 8657 day
or night

BUSHHOGGING Gardens
plowed, disked. drereways
graded
Milt Jones
437-4030.

LAWN care, mowing 8 trim
ming 436 2528

WALTER'S Contracting,
Gerald Walters, owner.
Vinyl siding painting,
decks, additions, rooting,
20yrs experience free esti
males 753-2592

LAWNS
mowed
(502)759-3133

WANT to mow yards Call
753-8908

BUSHHOGGING blade
work, lawn mowing 8 weedeabng 489-2077

LEES Carpet Cleaning
carpets, upholstery, free
estimates 753-5827

CARPET 8 Upholstery
cleaning Special $25 00
per room Free SootchGard
Deodorizing
1-502-436-2654

WOOD VCR- repairing
vcr's, camcorders, microwaves, Mon- Fn 9-12, 1-5,
free estimates 753-0530

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203

ZEBS VCR Repair- free
estimates, cleaning $15,
average repair, $30
753-3557

MB GENERAL CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE carpentry, paint
560
CARPORTS for cars and ing electrical siding, other
Free
trucks Special sizes tor &
apt
maint
Column
motor home boats, RVs (502)436-2819 fax or
and etc Excellent protec2 GRAY tabby kittens Free
modem avail
tion, high quality, excellent
to good home 436-5290
value Roy Hill 759-4664
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Com- FREE 1 female calico kitCARROLL'S Custom garplete installation and ser- ten,6 weeks old 474-2382
den tiling, grader blade
vice
Call Gary at
work, bush hogging lots,
759-4754
free
estimates
502-492-8622
CUSTOM bulldozing and
CARR'S Mobile Home Ser- backhoe work, septic sys354-8161 after 4pm,
vice, Kool seal roof coating tems,
special, also do underpin- Horace Sholar.
ning 502 489 2499

CHILI chim Chimney

COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wutff's Recovery Murray
436-5560

Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916
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The 1995-96 CCHS Boys Varsity cheerleaders are:front row,left to right, Nikki
Dick, Courtney Lyons, Cherie Moore, Emily Pyle, Hilary Lyons; back row, left
to right, Ladonna Boren, Chanda Dawson, Whitney Coleman, Kelley Travis,
Shea Stonecipher, Kill Carson and Rosie Miller. Sponsors not pictured are
head sponsor Vicki Simmons and co-sponsors Dana Stonecipher, Fran
Garrison and Cindy Adams.

4..

A Professional Service
Specializing is Kitchens & Bathrooms

.46

To help yew piss year New Klicbee er Bathroom

Call 753-6869
AP'

for free quote or ceeseltbeg.

,\)Broibe
Igor sou \„0:
401/:..
/
F,ae Estrges
24 Hu Selo

Trie Tnmnwi;
Tree Fiernevaf
Lindsey);

*en Tree Service
Lcrit Haufn; Etc
ipoe Trvniturc
Yid

Owned & Operated By TIM LAMB
Locensai tl Insured

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262

O
ERRY9
S
CUSTOM ICITI:Wel CANNETS
CUSTOM 110004•001040
Al Typos Of

Custom Woodworking
arid
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

school dtstrict with city utilities, on 2 acres

Au.. carpentry 1 5yrs esp
toundesons saws sow.
WWI Owv•wierl 1:0•44121194
FIWIX3014010 WWI% AGC
ordeal 45111 2214

lin emu.

M & M Remodeling
Service

1092 LUMINA ildr Z34 low
mileage 1987 GMC S 15
pick up extra cab 4.4
489 2183

Sharp 19 Cavalier 124.
17,000 inks. AWFM
case-. M. PM. P/S.
eh. mere. sunroof.
15.500 or
whech.
OBO 502-436 5496

imam
Onmell

STORM DAMAGE??

1967 CUTLASS Supreme
Brougham very sharp 8
dean Call 492 6566 after

fireplace, whirlpool bath, 16x24 master

now at 753-4873

1946 FORD 150 XLT peg
up pip pr. arc mower
top 46 350 miss Marry
te old good Wes $6 500
7534826

1990 YAMAHA Virago 550
kooks bigger only 2 500
miles as new $2500 1960 VIP 16tt run-about
753,4437
90hp Johnson. looks good
runs great. all equipment
included, $1.700 obo
490
759-9196
Used
Cars
1986 17FT Thundercratt
looks 8
1979 OLDS V 8 4dr ac ski boat 14Chp
cruise 91 XXX mitts very runs greet $4400 see at
Mansard Island Resort
dependable $975 obo
753 3900
901-642-5590

1994 PONTIAC Grand Am
red CO player 3 XXX
mike $11 500 753 5500
ask for Debbie after 5pm
753 6433

BEAUT{FUL flat lot
urotergrounCI city Aloes vi
dg gas Last available
lot in Preston fleighls lo
cootio behind Gatesbor
ough $13900 753 2339

197e CJ7 GOLDEN Eagle
tim V$ *28411

1994 BIG Bear 4 wheeler, 33FT LONG Coachman
4,4 with winch excellent 1979 camper. 5th wheel
" 0001 I010tradm- excellent condition
con0410
$4500 492.8761
435-4564

1904 CAMARO 228 blue
loaded lady Omen 18,500
TIMM &Slung $16 500 obo
Phone
frankfort
502 227 0015

8- ACRES Herren New
Concord area Neat ky
Lak• Beautitul site for
home or cabei 436 5713

SOUTHWEST area I
sae busking loSs ewe wet
20041 road Montego re
$12 SOO
strict•d
435 4548 alter Sem

Motorcycle*

1993 FORD Escort 4dr.
blue *JP 39 XXX mikes
$5900 1992 Buick LeSa
bre limited. champagne
with leather. 38.XXX mules
$13500 7535.5(5)

2 IiCE walk coif vrasseiront
sots on promoted cave r
Pine Soh Shores E sow
wet water loosing out on
men Wee Over 200ft eon
tag* Reckomd to $40000
'or both iotsfA.r C* Ream
'53 4444

Iliad
Tamen
1974 JEEP Cherokee
$11100 ar trade 763-0002

WALK to dem USU. basketball lAcDonalds and
tit Dairy Queen and sell
hie on ore of Murray-s
most beautiful streets On
Otos Skid we have a 5br 3
bet house. 2 story home
esti formal long 8 dining
room Mindy room wit hreplace. newly remodeled all
whet kitchen with beautiful
eland plus a hi study
Price reduced- immediate
possession 4 large beautiful lots all with tees in
Gatesborough Call Pete
Waldrop at Shroat 8 Wtadrop Real Estate 75.3-9662
or 753,749
4170

'6'5 6.64 • .72.9

liSa CHNNYSLER Tome 5
Camay ewe van melee
$elf writer warr•nly
xxx owe $14 SOO
1110 4737

NEW afeardabie hooves
2rcay Starts at ewe
60$ ensnare) kr•ametee
m ran rent
&e
Setleweilbe Worm yams
OAS I

Ilawleas
Mosel

SIM
NOM

VMS

NEIN 3Ihr homes promo
70sIlles triereang av
able ere oorisrosi tr ade
753 3672 *Aar Spier

VERY arractres 3br 2 bath
douberinde motels home
with brick foundation
cared* ming* hrepLece
living room $44000
AILSO3000318 Contact
Kopp•rud
Realty
753 1222

753-1916

•

NEIN 2 Mery ONO hems in
cop eer 3o bate
786217'4314013 or
'314010

YOUR
I)
COI II)

('

Bot
sat

Nom
41111

MIMS
NW So

kr Sip
.•

AME 111 '105

• Ono Pt And See Our Showed., •
ems %yours Mime teesers bow greed
753-5040
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1995-96 CCHS Girls Varsity cheerleaders are: front row, left to right,
Ashley Rose, Angie Murphy, Kimberly Stalls, Michelle Boardman, Nikki
McMillen; back row, left to right, Shawna Rushing, Robin Nowak, Aimee
Henson, Melody Wojciechowskw and Michelle Phillips. Sponsors not
pictured are head sponsor Vicki Simmons and co-sponsors Dana Stonecipher, Fran Garrison and Cindy Adams.
I he

Cheerleaders attend camp
The Calloway County Varsity
Cheerkaders just recently attended
L'CA camp at Murray State University.
The Boys Varsity cheerleaders
received three blue supencx ribbons,one red excellent ribbon and a
spirit suck each day. The Girls
Varsity cheerleaders received one
blue superior ribbon, throe red excellent nbbons and a spirit suck
each day. Final awards were given

on the last day of camp with the
Boys Varsity receiving the UCA
Leadership Award. first place overall cheer, four yellow superior ribbons in the categones of cheer,
sideline, porn routine, and partner
stunts, and a spirit stick. The Girls
Varsity received third place overall
porn porn routine, four yellow
superior ribbons in the areas of
cheer, sideline, porn routine, and
partner stunts, and a spirit suck.
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DEAR DR (.OTT I corked at a
nursing home for nine years and we
had a unique say of healing bed
sores vihich are so common among
the infirm We cleansed them aith
peroxide filled the ulcers troth sugar
and peaced the affected part under a
heat lamp for 10 minutes without the
lamp being too close Many people
expersenced relief this way and it may
help some of your readers
DEAR READER I hare been taken
to task in the past by specialists in
wound care. when I endorsed the kind
of simple strategy you describe for
treating bed sores I was told in no
uncertain terms that such "home
remedies" have been completely
superseded by more sophisticated
methods of which there are several
commercial varieties
Bed sores can best be treated by
frequently repositioning the patient If
the skin continues to bleak down.
despite repositioning and good nurs
ing care, techniques such as The
Scott Protocol System iwhich uses
special coverings and gels , are more

appropnate than peroxide sugar and
beet Sorry Time niarrhes Go
DE 4k DR GOTT I suffer from
headaches s doctor feels they err
caused from the arthritis in my sparse
Very seldom do I Rase headaches at
night only %then I get up in the morn
ing and begin musing around
Nersousness comes on then too Fre
had my eyes teeth and ears checked
but nothing *as wrong there What s
causing the headaches'
DF.Aft READER Along aith being
one of mankind most ubiquitous ail
ments headache is also one of the
most difficult to cure
Headaches have many causes
ranging from the most senous ,brain
tumors, infection , to the plebeian
i tension, muscle contraction,
It is possible that your spinal arthn
tis could cause a secondary muscle
spasm in your shoulders and neck.
leading to headache If so. you might
be helped by gentle exercises. max
sage, heat. physical therapy, muscle
relaxant medication (Robaxin and
othersi, acupuncture. even hypnosis
However, before beginning your
quest for cure, you should verify that
your headaches aren't caused by

DAILY COMICS

r Seamless
all. variety
*need, ina available

:ontracting,
ea, owner.
painting,
no, roofing,
am, free ask-

a
yards Call
CALVIN and 1101311ES
CANAAAA.

Utters. Free
436-5290.
a calico kit!. 474-2382.

AD
I BE

916

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.

Tea years ma
Moving vans hew rolling woo
Murray on lime 25 COMM& the
first shipmenu of colincuoas fur
the Nauonal Boy Scout Museum
to but at the lamer University
School bedding on Murray State
Universsty campus
As apparent tornado on the
night of Jaw 27 canted damages
to houses on Clayton Creek Road
Berths reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mn. Keith Evan,.
June 23: a boy to Ms. and Mrs
Daryl Coles and a gut to Mr and
Mn. Rick TillUe0all, June 24, a
boy to Mr. and Mn. Darrell Wilson. June 25: a girl to Mr and
Mn. Ronnie McDaniel and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs Harold Cowan,
June 26
Twenty years ago
Alvis Calhoun. 17. died June
27 at Lourdes Hospital. Paducah.
from injuries sustained when a
car he was working under fell off
its jack stands on June 26 at his
home near Lynn Grove.
Charles Hale. property valuatson administrator for Calloway
County. and Eva Hale and Celia
Williams. deputies in his office.

were among 40 property valua
tan administrators and deputies
frum IS statistics in Nest Ken
tikky who partaLipated in a one
clay workshop lane IV at M urray
Slaw University
Mr and Mrs Gerald Cotes and
kluidren. Andy. Timmy and She:
ne. have returned home after a
two weeks motor uup throughout
the western stales
Mrs Bailey Riggins. Mrs
Charles Robertson, Mrs Esc0
Gunter and Mrs Angie Gibbs
presented lessons at a wrung of
North Murray Homemakers Club
held at the Riggini• home
Thirty years ago
Signalman 'Third Class Gewse
Catku USN. son of Mrs Nellie PA Blanton. is now bock in
the states after an eight-month
deployment with U S Seventh
Fleet in Western Pacific He was
serving aboard the amphibious
assault ship USS Princeton
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis
was elected vice chairman of
Ken-Lake Area Development
Group at a meeting held at
Mayfield
Mrs. RI) Mi.Daniel. Mrs

TODAY IN HISTORY

free estii2-8657 day

repairing
lers, micron 9-12, 1-5,
753-0530.
Ispair- free
ening $15.
lair, $30

sometki•g more serious sat-k as
hypertension I t an t be tertara
*nether the pain i• .•used by your
rwrsousness or the neserce
In any case I suggest a referral to a
neurologist for further testing such
as an isIttl scan Or if you se been
fighting Your headaches for Years you
might be helped by a chronic pain or
headache clinic These resources are
as &debit- in most large hospitals
To giye you snore information I am
sending you •free copy of my Health
Report Headaches Other readers
also could like a copy should send 12
plus a long self addressed stamped
envelope to PO Box 2411 \cm York.
i0163 Be sure to mention the title
4NNA
isms WSse Wilt

CATHY
'
T SLEEP
I CAN

THE R0001
'
51
'

TOO DARK... I CAN'T SLEEP.
THE ROOKs TOO BRIGHT... I
CAN'T SLEEP. THE ROOM'S TOO
HOT. NOIN iT'S TOO COLD. THE
COVERS ARE TOO THICK. THE
BED'S TOO HARD. THE PILLOWS ARE

vTHE AIR CONDITIONER'S TOO
LOUD. THE CLOCK'S TOO LOUD.
THE SINK'S TOO LOUD. THE
WALLPAPER'S TOO LOUD. THE
DUST IS TOO LOUD. THE MICROSCOPIC, FIBERS Of THE
CARPET ARE TOO LOUD.
Nr.--71T-74
:
:
/:
"7
40

FOR BETTER or EOR WORSE

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. June 29. the 18(Xh day of 1995 There are 1Ns
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 29, 1767, the British Parliament approved the Tow nshend
Revenue Acts, which imposed import duties on glass. lead. paint, paper and tea shipped to America. Colonists bitterly protested the Acts,
which were repealed in 1770.
On this date:
In 1776. the Virginia state constitution was adopted, and Patrick
Henry made governor.
In 1941, Polish statesman, pianist and composer Ignace Jan
Paderewski died in New York, at age 80.
In 1946. British authorities arrested more than 2,700 Jews in Pales14 MOM SS,„;RE.
MAIBE S.-rts
WAS 14-111Catts:"G ibGe- thElLsr tine in an attempt to stamp out alleged terrorism.
ST STRANGELILY)
In 1949, the government of South Africa enacted a ban against
SAAR '4C4
7-TOMAY`f
racially mixed marriages.
PVT On TI•risT
In 1954. the Atomic Energy Commission voted against reinstating
Dr.
J. Robert Oppenheimer's access to classified information.
s et
In 1966, the United States bombed fuel storage facilities near the
,tsr;
- North Vietnamese cities of Hanoi and Haiphong.
In 1967, Jerusalem was reunified as Israel removed barricades
separating the Old City from the Israeli sector.
In 1970, the United States ended a two-month military offensive
into Cambodia.
In 1972, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled the death penalty, as it aS
being-meted out, could constitute "cruel and unusual punishment."
(The ruling prompted states to revise their capital punishment laws.)
In 1992, a divided Supreme Court ruled that women have a constitutional right to abortion, but the justices also weakened the right as
defined by the Roe vs. Wade decision.
Ten years ago: The release of hostages from the hijacking of TWA
Flight 847 was delayed, with Shiite Muslim leaders calling for guarantees from the U.S. and Israel that there would be no retaliation
Five years ago: Fernando Valenzucla of the Los Angeles 1)odgers
and Dave Stewart of the Oakland A's became the first pitchers to hurl
no-hitters in both the National and American Leagues on the same
day. (Oakland shut out the Blue Jays in Toronto, 5-0, while Los
Angeles blanked the St. Louis Cardinals 6-0 at Dodger Stadium )
One year ago: Japan's parliament chose Tomiachi Murayama to be
the new prime minister, succeeding Tsutoma Hata. In a British TV
documentary, Prince Charles said he'd been faithful in his marriage to
Princess Diana "until it became irretrievably broken down."
Today's Birthdays: Actress Ruth Warrick is 80. Actor Gary Buscy
is 51. Former U.S. Representative Fred Grandy. R•lowa, is 47.
GAN I STILL I4AVE
Thought for Today: "It is quite gratifying to feel guilty if you
MoNEY?
haven't done anything wrong: How noble! Whereas it is rather hard
Hannah
and certainly depressing to admit guilt and to repent"
Arendt, German-born American philosopher and historian
(1906-1975).

ClarenteI, vlsc'r,Mrs ()dell Cot
boo and Mrs Lowell Palmer were
ckv.ted as lightest of Wadi-savory
Homemakers Club at a meeting at
the Palmer home
t'e.elia have IA alla.c and
Mi5 had t ens), Crossett were
merited lane IM at Murray
woman s Club House
Fatty svan age
Joe Rumfelt and Jim Ott hate
returned home alter spending 10
days at Red Cross National
Aquatic Sthool at ('amp limber
lost. Purdue t nit ersity.
LaGrange. Ind
John Byk-r. Joe Ray. Jimmy
Robertson, John Sanderson. Bob
by Key and Bur Williams
attended the State Rosa! Ambassador Camp Intermediate Week at
Cedarmorc Baptist Assembly.
Bagdad
Mrs N C Ellis, Mrs Howard
Tiuvrotth. Mrs Walter Baker,
Mrs Maurice Crass Sr Mrs
David Hopkins and Mn R L
Wade were iii%Uillcd as Oillters
of Christian V•omen's Fellowship
of First Christian Chur‘h
The Res Paul Dade), pastor
of Benton Baptist C'hur.h. will be
speaker at res is al se rs a es start
ing July 4 at / lint Baptist
Chunh

DEAR ABBY
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we kite been rats

nog Jerr% • Ii r i,e.or old

daughter

with little or i.' bol1 Irr,aii

him

of
h. • ni.•yud into nor
den Ile is bright intelligent and
artostitall% gifted loit he sorters
from low self e•teern ,orid sees nu
reason I. look for a toll torn.. rob
.lerr‘ is now

in the pro( ells

anti

1.Vheti he dtsett
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alt

it s

part time

hi.• paid under the tattle
4 hit g.rrayzy
full I Its Isurs•aial
hclongifigs. V.I. «ill t park it ar
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inside
leert has been laded is

e
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is using
drugs I ern pa t hitt w it)) 1111 N lir
when the say • she feel. a strong
•
oblogatittri ti help hur .111 Shy
tip
%he lose« hint Mid he''.
still% as It orug
hi. a ants
sat Jem is,rld enough to get
tune reason to belie%r iii-

out and fend for tnals..I1

Ile will

....it
n.liance if he dr.eftri't havt• tn
I am morr than willing to (onto'
to. taking rare hi• daughter since
Ill) *If,. and I are III a better pawl

fleser learn responsibilit% arid

tool to pros ode .1 safe and I at Ing

environment for her
What do you think'

will

Mode tut %our decision
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FRI
IN
s.ANTA BARBARA

DEAR FRUSTRATED: Give
this talented. bright artist one
month to get a job and remove
his belongings from your
garage. or prepare to support
him for the rest of his life.
You do him no favor by (-rip.
pling him with kindness. Trust
me.

1/I.:AR ABBY My

daughter, who

is it cttlit•OZI. sophomore

has intro

(fut.-tiller father and me to a sery
nice toting man who post graduated
fnan college 'I )at.e- has spent quite

a bit of time
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DoubtfPre4 Fiend
9 °tasting
SOund

12 As far - —
know
13 Say
14 Mine find
15 Essence
17 Connschon
19 Author
Gardner
21 Draft agcy
22 Opens
25 Skyward
29 Compass
point
30 Shoot from
cover
32 Central
American oil
tree
33 Likely
35 Actress Day
37 Farness nil
38 Indiana city

40 Least loose
42 Inventor —
Howe
44 Jabs
45 For what
reason'
47 Cans

441 Futile
52 Blood
vessels
55 King or
Judah
58 Sierra
58 Sorrel
59 Damp
60 Cnrcitan
61 Egg drink
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with us and we expect
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hr hardlit toter

remoyes hi. haseliail ap I was
raised to belie‘e that a jell'Iltivfllari
rt:111.0. es hot hat inside the
alw
house I am to schrpoltea her, and
still insist that tsiys take IT their
caps in the (limier-4.m
I haye rya said anything ti Dave
because I don't want hi make a lag
deal out of it, but it grates on MN'
nerves As ii compromise I will tol
crate the tap being worn iiithe
Nowa.. but not at the dinner table
Abby. hov. should I handle this

that
males are weanng baseball raps all
over the plate these day• hut I find
espy( rally .it the dinner
at tacky
table

'
I realise
sticky situation

Should I suit something to this
young

man'

6-290 1995 United Feature Synats
8 Cannel of
Tiber
9 Distress
sigrial
10 Theater sign
(ebb')

MEM MAMA ENE
MEM MEM IBM
MIME! MIMI=
MOM dlIM
WWIIIMMEd dEddld
AMMIld MIME
MEM dINIMA MEM
WIMMINNIMM
WNW MI=
ddidIMMIld 111111dd
MOM MINIM MUM
MUM MINIM MOM

ti Chadian
16 War god
16 Cann era
20 Novelist
George —
22 Custom
23 Katmandu is
its carnal
24 Sow that
mamma torn
and-aft sea
28 Conon lOsin

DEAR MOM: May nothing to
the young man; he's not one of
your student*. And if he graduated from college, it's safe to
assume he has plenty besides
hair under that baseball cap.
However, if you prefer he not
wear it at the table, mention it
to your daughter.

DEAR ABBY Ern the kind of
wife who tells her husband every•
thing And he's the kind of .on who
tolls his mother everything And
she's the kind of person who tells
her neighbors everything. Now,
everybody in Pone Bluff, Ark ,
knows my business
Abby, how do you get. man to
keep his mouth shut? Or should I
tell his mother to keep hers shut'
TM.IMD ABOUT
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Family fun,food offered
at June 30 park activity
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LOOkIng Over layette arts dentate! 10 VW mnsiy 11111I
llautrerC110.11,
COunty Hospital are (from left). Liman RObertIOn. petIfdent Of Vii UMW.
group at First tinned Methodist Church. Pony Myers, vice president of the
U tW : MCCH Social Services Director Cindy Ragsdale. and Brenda Nun.
RN, vetti rut nursery unit.

Women's group presents
layette sets to MCCH
The First United Methodist Women s group in Murray recently
presented layette sets to the MurryCalluwaa Hospital s nursery
unit

•

"The ckirusted layette sets are
specifically designated for infants
determined to be in need of the
items.' explains MCCH Social Scr•
s ice Director Cindy Ragsdale "We
are so grateful kw the hard work
done by the l• M W at First United
hlettiodot and the members of their
k:ongtegation. It is much spreeuted "
The chur.h members brought
donations on Mothers Da) for the
lay cue sets and placed them in a crib
as they entered the church. The
1.1 V. group- added bath items.

4

Rural Economic and Community
Des el.,pment, formerly Farmers
' Home Administration, will host the
•
at the Calloway Counts

8:30-4:30 Tues. thru Frt., 9-3 Sat. &
Sun.. Closed Mon.

Featuring

T- Shirt Special — Reg. $8.99 Sal* $6.99
Humorous and Southwestern Transfers
CP4er 150 Transfers- 12 seconds to apply *flee you shop
Also FREE estimates on business advertising
transfers for hats. t-shirts and sweat shirts.
Shop here for your Southwestern needs.
753 9546 — Store • 753-9055 — Homo
5 1.4.166 at*

_H_wy..._9.4 Itrpiy

_

$2.55

startng
• Entre* • Egg Roll • Roca. • sesame Seed Wang
°C0‘1
16
. l'Oe
fp
co

Ho's Kitchen
Hoky

COIN

7,(A)' We are proud to use OD
\4s19 recycled newsprint.

6.11 S •
-ay Ky • i 50, - • 7 Days A Week • 6 am 2 pm 5 pm 10 pri•

IT'S A BIRTHDAY
PARTY...
AND YOU'RE
INVITED!

4:.•••
.•'."
• •
•

Public Library. 710 Main St.. Murray.
The program offers 100 percent
financing. loan-s on new or existing
homes and 30-year mortgages with
a fixed me at market interest rates.
The maximum loan available is
S77,197 and mortgages may include
closing costs and other fees.
Those interested in attending
should notify the local RECD office
at 751-0162 to make a resersation.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Fair Exchange Is No Robbery
When the jack wins, he ruffs a
club and finesses the queen of hearts
At this point, instead of cashing the
ace in the hope of finding the suit
divided 3-3, declarer makes the
subtle move of ruffing dummy's last
club The purpose of the ruff is to
EAST
guard against losing two diamond
• 4
tricks, which is now the sole danger
•.;
in the hand
•.1 7 4
South then plays a heart to the
•K IU32 ace, supremely confident of the outsot TH
come When the hearts fail to divide
• A K Q 97 3
3-3. declarer does not attempt a dia• 7
mond finesse — which would prove
• A 4.4 t•
fatal as the cards lie — but instead
.eads dummy's last heart and discards a diamond on it
•-st
ts4itith
North East
The result is that West wins the
•
i '3,
••
l'ass
heart and finds himself in a position
•
Pav.
i'a•s
where he must return a diamond
•
into the A-44 or yield a ruff and
—
of Liuiy,
discard by returning a club Either
"I he loser-on-loser play is a way, declarer makes the slam.
e‘ery c,.mpetent declarer
By adopting this method of play.
.r-r.- in 1.;s haicof tricks It 148 play South in effect swaps one loser for
,
, he cosi-iced...I a trick he another He deliberately loses a heart
•
•
se in order to gain trick he doesn't have to lose in ex•
. : • r.i•rwise have lost
change for a diamond he does have to
I iike this,Aso. .'••• IiVest leads lose In the process he creates a
•• • • •;,.ides I teclarer situation that is certain to yield the
is'.
rii,inds of trumps crucial twelfth trick Who could oc
• . • t !le IC IL Of hearts
for anything more'
Tomorrow Bidding quiz

Chrysler Corporation was
; founded by Walter P.
Chrysler 70 years ago, in
June of 1925. So,to celebrate, we are offering our
best deals of the year.
Plus, from today through
June 30, everyone who
buys or- leases a new or
used car or truck will get to
choose one of 70 envelopes containing prizes
including:
'Free lube/oil & filter
coupons
'Free Mopar accessory
coupons
'Free T-shirts
'Mystery gifts
'Even a $1000 U.S.
Savings Bond

••:

•

N.0),Q,N1 70TH BIRTHO

4k
CHRYSLER

EVERYONE WINS!
'95 EAGLE SUMMIT
'95 DODGE NEON

Cpe., Green

4 Door, Red

'95 DODGE STRATUS 4

Door, Blue

'95 CHRYSLER CIRRUS LX

Orchid

'95 EAGLE TALON while
'95 DODGE INTREPID ES Orchid
'95 CHRYSLER CONCORDE Met., Red
'95 DODGE CARAVAN
'95 RAM 2500

Driftwood

Silver

11,299,
'11,999
14,599
18,499 p 4C
16,299
'
18,999 k
Nli\
'
15,999'
20,999
$20,299

)

FREE FUEL WITH EVERY NEW VEHICLE

The Only
Ylfec9k7rOfiVaiti)erekeentZ4b
,
In Western, Ky.

rho Tom LE. no. amo on Pow
bawl ,
.

Foe

SOB

Pisces Good Thu 6-30-0

i

dpencv Manager. Ray T. breach: Aeltfit. Rob CornelLion

aln'stet

CHRYSLERPLYMOUTH-DODGE•JEEP-EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray

753-4703

Retired From Bnggs Now Open

..

•

•

Cherokee
Trading Post

Indian Pottery. Moccasins. Jewelry. Cards. Pictures. lAandatas, Peace Pipes. Blankets. Rugs.
Dream Catchers. Ceramics and Toys. Rebel and
Kentucky Souveniers. Sports Cards. Hats.
Sweatshirts. T-Sturts

Noon Buffet (M-F, 11-1:30)
Daily Chinese Dish -

and organitcd the layette scts
for inf.uit boys and guts in groups of
V• inter and summer packages.
The sets include things like onepiece outfits. sleepers. diapers. Ishirts. socks, shoes, baby bottles.
blanket. v.ash rag. etc.
The Si Johns Episcopal Church
%%Omen s group has also worked to
donate Llyette sets for seseral years
hile the work of these groups will
help man) of the infants in need.
there still are many other infants
needing these basic items
Any cis lc group, church or community organitiation interested in
helping with this worths% hile project
is encouraged to contact Peggy
Myers at (502) 753-5747 or Cindy
Ragsdale at (502 762-1108

*City & County
Coverage
*Farm Owner
*Home Owner
*Auto
*Life *Blue Cross
*Retirement
*Business
*Long Term Care

I

• 2 Meats • 4 Vegetables • 2 H•ces • Roll • Dessert

CL .

KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU
INSURANCE

such as Iantic!cakes, hot dogs,snow
cones and drinks as fund-raisers
The cost of a huge pine filled
with wonderful Capra Cookout fare
will cos a very reasonable $4 99
At this price, the entire family can
enjoy a delicious supper at Family
Night in the Park
Don t let raur family miss out on
anything Family Night in the Part
has to offer
From the Capin
Cookout to helicopter rides to
games for all to petting zoos, there s
sure to be something for everyone
For more information concerning
the Capan Cookout, or any other
Freedom Fest event, contact Freedom Fest headquarters at 759-2199
or 1-800-715-5004

All You Can Eat - 52.95-Ado $2.65-s.catia.

Financing meeting set for July 13
An information meeting about
,the Rural housing Guarantee Program, which helps families with low
and moderate income les cls become
horncow nen without 3 required
dov.n payment, will be held on
Thurulay. July 11 at 6 p.m

You haw,already beard about
Freedom Fest '95s spectacular
Family Night in the Park un lane 30
The Casa Cookout is only osse
more reason to conk out and enyoy
the faintly fun and food
Sponsored by Seafood Express,
the Capin Cookout will feature such
Ocherous food items as barbecued
chicken. steak and shrimp kabobs.
grilkd fries. coleslaw. crawfish.
putaso salad and even more Tlic
cookout will be set up alongside
other food booths in the Playhouse
in the Park parking lot in conjunction with Family Night's Taste of
Murray featuring Taco John s and
Papa John s. Several other nonprofit groups v. ill be selling ST13‘ks.

310 South 4th St.
Murray. Ky.

753-6448
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THE SMART STOP /

0DPAIL

• Complete Exhaust Systems
/,\
• Brakes •Shocks
work
Helpers
SMARTHome
ter & Lube
• Oil, Filter
STOP
\ / • Math Flash Cards
20 Years Expenence
Fbnnr• Greer, Owner • Ow

• Gift Ideas • Wood Puzzles
119 S. 4th St.

753-5968

Murray

CONSUMER
INFORMATION
CATALOG

R 6 G Exhaust

514 S 12th St (Next to WW1

Of Interest...
Making 11 Easier to Shed
Pounds page 4
Finding Legal Help page 7
&Sporn page 4

Buying A Safer Car page 2
Guide to Federal Government
Sales page 3

•

D./I/Ells/Ty

Owners-Robert & Linda Kilpatrick
1503 Stadium View Dr. •
Muray753-96

753-8868

k.‘
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(502) 753-6831 or 753-3571

_

619 South 4th Street • Murray

Helping Your Child Learn Responsible
Behavior. Designed for children up to nine
Buying A Safer Car. These comprehensive
charts compare the safety features and crash
test results of 1995 model year vehicles. Also
identifies vehicle theft rates 12 pp (1994
DOT/FTC) 501B. Free.

Buying A Used Car. Learn about your rights
2
Cars
2
Chikiren
Learning Activities
Parenting
3
Erriployment
3
Federal Programs
Benefits
3
Food & Nutrition
4
Health
4
Aids
Drugs & Heakh
5
Medical Problems
5
Mental Health
Hous'-•
Buying & Financing
Home Improvements & Safety
6
Money
Credit
Financial Planning
6
Small Business
6
Travel & Hobbies
7
Miscelaneous
Sources of Assistance
7
Participating Agencies
8
How To Order
8
Publication Pricing

APPLE TREE
SCHOOL

_

• Geo Safari • Math Safari

.

.,

when buying from an individual and about
the 'Buyer's Guide" sticker required on all
used cars sold by a dealer 8 pp (1990 FTC)
301B. 50C.

Collecting Used Oil for Recycling/Reuse.
Explains how and why oil recycling helps the
environment and saves energy 6 pp (1994
EPA)502111. Free.
Consumer Tire Guide. Learn how to check
tor proper air pressure and signs of uneven
wear, how and why to rotate your tires, special care in cold weather, and more 12 pp
(1990 DOT)3020. 50c.

Cost of Owning & Operating Automobiles, Vans,and Light Trucks. Tables show
depreciation, maintenance, gas. insurance
taxes and more - based on 1991 prices
28 pp (1992 DOT)3038. 50c.

1995 Fuel Economy Guide. Lists miles per
gallon estimates for city and highway dnving Formerty called the Gas Mileage Guide
16 pp (1994 DOEJEPA)5038. Free.

Glee Mileage Guide: 1994. Lists miles per
gallon estimates for city and highway driving 16 pp (1993 DOE/EPA)5048. Free.
Glove Box Tips. Five booklets to help you
get your car ready for summer and winter
driving, choose the right repair shop and get
the best work from your mechanic 10 pp
(1994 EPA) 3048. 50g.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Books for Children, #10. Lists the best
children's books recently published for preschool through junior high school students
24 pp 1944 LOC)1018. $1.00.

Check It Out! The New Food Label. Helps
kids learn how to read the new nutrition labels Includes an activity kids can take to test
their nutrition knowledge 8 pp (1995 FDA)

5908. Free.
For more information on tha now
food Sabra, turn to pogo 6.
Children + Parents + Arts. Five pamphlets
with creative ideas to help children develop
their artistic skills in theater, wnting, music,
.visual arts 25 pp (1992.
dance. and
7
SOC.

Helping Your Child Be Healthy and Fit.
Easy and fun activities to do with your children (3-8 years old) to help them build
healthy eating and exercise behaviors
50 pp (1993 ED)3088. 50C.

Helping Your Child Get Ready for School.
Activities from birth to age five help your
child develop socially. mentally. and physically Guidelines for what to expect from
your child at each age level 56 pp (1992.
ED)3098. 50c.

Helping Your Child Learn Geography.
Designed to teach children geography in a
style that's challenging and fun 33 pp (1990
ED/USGS) 3108. 50e.

In The Market
For A New Car?
Kentucklis
we West
Cimit tlY and volume
dealer
oldest
,
6...._A*0.

Tire & Auto Inc.

ii
Parker Ford

1406 Main St. • Murray, KY 421371

Lincoln-Mercury

502-753-4994

701 Maui St • 7S.1- SZ71

....464Z,
,

Helping Your Child Learn to Reed. Fun and
practical activities to help you and your child
lay a foundation for a lifetime of reading
Primanly for children under 10, but helpful
for older children too. 64 pp. (1993. ED)
314B. 50t.
Helping Your Child Succeed in School. 15
fun activities to do with your children (ages
5-11)to help expand their imagination, obey,
organize, help oihers. and much more
50 pp.(1992 ED)315B. 50c.
Timeless Classics. Lists nearly 400 books
published before 1960 for children of all
ages Divided in grade groups of kindergarten - 6th grade. 7th-8th, 9th -12th grade 3 pp
(1994. NEH)384B. 50c.

Parenting
Child Health Guide. This pocket-sized booklet provides information about immunizations,
tests, child development and more Helps
parents keep track of doctor visits, exams,
shots. etc. 40 pp (1994 HHS) 102B. $1.00.

Feeding Baby: Nature and Nurture. Explains why breast milk is best for babies and
compares milk based and soy based formulas 4 pp (1990 FDA) 5068. Free.

Growing Up Drug Free. Shows parents
what children should know about drugs, including alcohol and tobacco, at each age
level 55 pp (1989 ED)507B. Free.

Kids Aren't Just Small Adults. Important
information about giving nonprescription
medicine to your children 1 pp (1992 FDA)

New Car Buying Guide. Discusses pricing
terms, financing options and various contracts Includes a worksheet to help you
bargain 3 pp (1992 FTC)3058. 50t.
Nine Ways to Lower Vow Auto Insurance
Costs.Is on what to do to lower your e•
penses Includes a chart to compare
discounts and lists slate insurance depart
mints 6 PO (1990 OCA)3068. 50s.
Your Car(or Truck)and the Environment.
How you care for your vehicle and dispose
of its fluids and parts can have an effect on
our or. water, land, and ozone layer Here
are eps to help make environment-tnendly
decisions 27 pp (1993 EPA)5058. Free.

years old to help develop fairness, respect,
courage, honesty, compassion, and more
Helpful for adults too 46 pp (1993 ED)
313B. 50c.

5088. Free.
Preparing Your Child for College: A Resource Book for Parents. Work sheets and
Helping Your Child Learn History. Makes
history interesting to 4-11 year olds with lots
of activities and fun things to do 50 pp
(1993 ED)311B. SOC.
Helping Your Child Learn Math. 26 meaningful and fun activities to help your children
(ages 5.13) see math as a positive and inot life 65 pp (1992 ED)
ap
insoi.
part
teresting
3

enteel
ninM
ingan
all
Pitt

checklists to help you and your child plan
for college academically and financially
Gives examples and charts of typical college
costs, suggests ways to save and invest,
discusses financial assistance, and much
more 49 pp (1994 ED)5108. Free.

Schools Without Drugs. An action plan for
parents, teachers, school administrators. and
students that can help fight drug use 87 pp
(1992 ED) S118. Free.

HELP 0 HERE

Need A Job?
Need To Him A Worker?
'Over 30 Years At Same Locaborr
_ industry Appiications Available
you need help. we are hero.
4116en
PRICES
FAIR
AT
WORK
QUALITY
*
Mow Tees •011
a
.
o
llarr•ka
• Ilmoroat
• Woe=
• Allgorareals •Slamok•
•111.•••••lt ••Pair
• Merolla* Stevie* Wert

• Bra.

•
wow.=
4119 N. ea St onevan
Many

(sal 713-4Tre

($02) 753434.

Murray Employment
Agency
201 & t2th St. • Murray • M-2150
..--.
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PHONE
NUMBERS
EMERGENCY
Emergency 911
Ambulance 753-9332
Police Department 753-1621
Posion Control Center 753-7588
Sherriff 753-3151

County Fire & Rescue 753-6952
Hospital 762-1100
Fire Department 762-0322

571
may

)nsible
to nine
-espect,
more.
)3. ED)

EMPLOYMENT
Compliance Guide to the Family and
Medical Leave Act. Learn who is eligible
and what is required of employees and employers for extended leave-without-pay
under special circumstances 22 pp (1993
DOL)316B. 50t.

Fun and
iur child
eading
helpful
)3. ED)

The GED Diploma. Learn how to earn your
General Education Development diploma.
Includes what the tests cover, how to prepare, and where to get more information.
16 pp. (1991. ED)512B. Free.

vol. 15
n (ages
n, obey,
more.

Handy Reference Guide to the Fair Labor
Standards Act. Explains the federal laws on
minimum wage, overtime pay, child labor,
and more. 16 pp (1994. DOL)317B. 50c.

D books
n of all
idergarle. 3 pp

Health Benefits Under COBRA (Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation
Act). How to keep or buy coverage for yourself and family after a Job loss, reduced work
hours, divorce, or death. 24 pp (1994. DOL)
5138. Free.
Hiring Someone to Work in Your Home.
Discusses federal and state laws you should
know about when employing a household
worker, such as a housekeeper, cook, nurse,
or caretaker. 4 pp.(1993 DOL)3188. 501i.

xi bookizations,
1. Helps
exams.
I. $1.00.

How to File a Claim for Your Benefits.
Here's what to do if your claim or appeal for
health, disability, vacation, or severance benefits is denied Covers what the law does,
waiting periods, and more 2 pp (1991 DOL)
5148. Free.

ire. Ex*les and
formu-

parents
-ugs, inbch age

Is There Another Degree in Your Future?
Discusses ideas on how to choose among
professional and graduate schools Charts
a decision model for selecting a school and
lists where and how to get more information
14 pp (1994 DOL)1428. $1.25.

-*portant
eruption
Q. FDA)

r. A RsNits and
lad plan
inc'a fly

Matching Yourself With the World of
Work. Requirements, prospects, and earnings for 200 occupations 10 pp (1986 DOL)
10413. $1.00.
Occupational Outlook Quarterly. Reviews
new occupations, salaries, job trends, and
more Available in 1 or 2 year subscriptions
(DOL)
1 year (4 issues) 2508. S9.50.
2 years(8 issues) 251B. $19.00.
Resumes, Application Forms,Cover Letters, and Interviews. Tips on tailoring your
resume for specific lobs and how to score
higher on employment tests Includes
sample interview questions and more 8 pp
(1987 DOL)1058. $1.00.
Tips for Finding the Right Job. Learn how
to assess your skills and interests, prepare
a resume, wnte cover letters, and interview
for a lob 28 pp (1991 DOL)1068. $1.25.
Tomorrow's Jobs. Discusses changes in
the economy, labor force, and job opportunities to the year 2005 Provides information
on careers, training, financial aid, and more
14 pp (1994-95 DOL) 1078. $1.25.
Working for US in the 1990's. How to find
and apply for federal while-collar government Jobs Explains qualifications, tests.
forms, and procedures for more than 100 occupations 30 pp (1993 DOL)1098.11.50.

FEDERAL PROGRAMS
Are There Any Public Lands for Sale? Describes the federal program to sell excess
undeveloped public land and why there is
no more available for homesteading 12 pp
(1994 DOI) 1098. $1.00.
Guide to Federal Government Sales. -{ow
to buy land, houses cars, and other items
from 18 federal sales programs, including
seized and unclaimed property Tells how to
get more information 15 pp (1994 GSA)
1438. $1.75
How to Buy Surplus Personal Property
from the Department of Defense. Lists
types of items for sale and includes bidders
application 51 pp (1992 DOC)) 1108.111.00.

icollege

I invest.
d much
S.

plan for
ors, and
87 pp

The Job Outlook in Brief: 1992-2005.
Protects pob prospects for nearly 250 occu.
pillions to the year 2005 Gri“ antictpated
demand decline related lobs, and more
MI pp (1994 DOL) 1038.113.00.

How You Can Buy Used Federal Personal
Property. Describes how the U S General
Services Administration advertises and sells
used government equipment and industrial
items Lists where to call for more informa
loon 8 pp (1994 GSA)3198. SOS.

U.S. Real Property Sales List. Lists gov
ernment properties for sale that are sold by
auction Of sealed bid Tells how To gel more
information on specific properties 16 pp
(Revised quarterly GSA)5158. Free.

Medicare 0 & A Answers tl‘* common',
asked quest,ons including eligibility enrol.
ment - who pays deductibles
benefits and much more 28 pp (1994
HCFA)5238. Free.

Your Social Security Number. Explains
why we have social security numbers when
and how to get one and how to protect its
privacy 10 pp (1993 SSA)5168. Free.
tits Q

BE

D ot
it

•

:Oa
5CO

Federal Benefits for Veterans and Dependents. Lists medical educational home
loan guarantees insurance compensation
pension and other benefit programs for Sur
vivors and veterans 80 pp 11994 VA)
11113 $2.50.
Guide to Health Insurance for People With
Medicare. Fill in gaps in Medicare coverage
and avoid paying for duplicate benefits
37 pp (1994 HCFA)5198. Free.
A Little Short Between Pay Dort? Will you
eam less than $24.396 in 1995 and have at
least one dependent child living with you If
so. you can get up to 5105 a month in your
paycheck Here's an overview of how to
qualify for a special tax credit 6 pp (1995
IRS)5178. Free.
You'll Moo find -IRS Guido to Fro*
Tax Sanitato"on pogo 10.
Medicare & Advance Directives. Explains
how to set up a living will or power of arta
ney to help you receive the medical
treatment you want if you become physically
or mentally unable to communicate 4 pp
(1993 HCFA)5198. Free.
Medicare & Your Physician's Bill. Explains
how Medicare determines its payments for
physicians services and what to do if you
disagree with a payment or charge 11 pp
(1993 HCFA)5206. Free
Medicare Coverage for Second Surgical
Opinions. Nine important questions to .1%.
before any elective surgery 5 pp it )
HCFA)5218 Free
The Medicare Handbook. Learn who is
glob, how to apply till out claims events that
can change your Medicare protection what
is and isn't covered and your right to appeal 64 pp (1994 HCFA)1128.114.00.
Medicare Pays tor Flu Shots. Why when.
and where Medicare recipients can get free
flu shots 5 pp (1994 HCFA)02211. Frei.

,
sos911 IL

.
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1,60 4.
less
'61
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Pocket Guide to Federal Help for Individuals With Disabilities. k ederaily funded
programs provide for vocational renabilita
bon employment housing and more Here s
how to make use or what s available 34 pp
(1993 ED) 1138. $1.50
Request for Earnings and Benefit Estimate Statement. A form to complete •nd
return to Social Security to get your earn
ings history and an estimate of future
benefits 3 pp (1993 SSA)5248. Free.
Social Security: What Every Woman
Should Know. What women should know
about benefits upon retirement disability
widowhood or divorce 15 pp 11994 SSA)
5206. Fre*
Understanding Social Security. E spleens
retirement disability survivor s benefits
Medicare coverage Supplemental Security
Income, and more 41 pp 11993 SSA)
SESS. Free

FOOD & NUTRITION
A Consumer's Guide to Fete. Describes
the different types of fats and cholesterol and
their effects on your health Includes glos
sary of common lit words 5 pp (1994
FDA)5998. Free.
Soo'WNW.N babe to 11W
Pounda..."on Me neat pogo tot
atom db.InkuntaIlon.
Eating Delensivety- Food lately Advise
Ion People with AIDS. f ood poisoning can
be life threatening Here are practical tips
for buying and preparing food and eating otA
7 PP (1990 FDA 5278. Free.

PSI

RE

INFORMATION
NEWCOMER
Transit Authority 753-9725
Chamber of Commerce 753-5171

bis

• hero

sent

City Clerk 762-0350
Health Department 753-3381
Senior Citizens 753-0929

9-2150

r

Circuit Court Clerk 753-2714
Transit Authority 753-9725
Post Office 753-1512
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Health ik

For More Up-To-Date
Health Related Information
/C.N
See '
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Walter's Pharmacy
604 S. 12th •753-7688
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Every Friday In The
Murray Ledger & Times.
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Eating for Life. Tips or making healthy food
that may reduce your risk of developing cancer and heart diseases 24 pp
(1988 NIH) 1148.111.00.

Quick Consumer Guide to Sate Food Monday.Avoid food poisoning by learning how
long some foods can be safety frozen or refngerated 8 pp (1990 USDA)53113. Free.

Eating to Lower Your High Blood Cholesterol. This revised guide can help you
choose go easy on and decrease certain
foods Includes menus. guidelines, cooking
tips. and comparison charts 104 pp (1994
NIH) 1158. 64.25.

Scouting for Sodium: The New Food Label. Gives tips on how to use the new food
label in choosing foods for a low-sodium diet
5 PP (1994 FDA 6008. Free.

Food Allergies: When Eating is Risky.
Learn the difference between food aliergy
and food intolerance diagnosis and tips on
now to prevent an allergic reaction 5 pp
f 1994 FDA I 6048. Free.
The Food Guide Pyramid. Choose what and
Noa much to eat from each food group to get
the nutnents you need and not too many calorid's fats cholesterol sugar sodium, or
alcohol 33 pp 11992 USDA) 1178. $1.00.
A Fresh Look at Food Preservatives. De-.
scribes now and why food preservatives are
used arid what safety standards are followed
Includes a list of foods and beverages that
contain various amounts of sulfites 5 pp
.1994 FDA)5098. Free.
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Vegetarian Diets. Careful and proper planning is required to get all the nutnents you
need Describes six types of vegetarian diets and provides tips on developing a wet
balanced det 4 pp (1992 FDA)53213. Free.

HEALTH

Get Hooked on Seafood Safety: knportant
Health Intormabon for People with Diabetes Mellitus. Learn about selecting.
storing and cooking seafood 8 pp (1992
FDA)SM.Free.

Decoding the Cosmetic Label. Provides a
list of common cosmetic ingredients and their
functions to help you select safe products
4 pp (1994 FDA)6028. Free.

How to Buy Fruits and Vegetables. Use
these tips on buying canned frozen and
fresh fruits and vegetables to make healthy
decisions based on nutntrve value prices.
wholesomeness quality and convenience

FDA Consumer. Articles based on recent
developments in the regulation of foods
drugs and cosmetics by the Food and Drug
Administration Annual Subscnption • 10 issues (FDA)25213. 815.00.

How to Buy Canned & Frozen Fruits.
22 pp (1993 USDA)3208. 501.

Getting Fit Your Way. A 12-week program
to help make exercise a lifelong habit with
an emphasis on strengthening your heart
Quitting smoking, and losing weight Sug
gest% ways to handle some common
exercise problems and much more 47 pp
(1989 D00)1118. 1325

How to Buy Canned & Frozen Vegetables. 18 pp 11993 USDA)3218.501.
How to Buy Fresh Fruits. 26 PP (1993
USDA)3228. 50e.
How to Buy Fresh Vegetables. 26 pp
(1993 USDA)32311 50e
Making Healthy Food Choices. This large
print easy reading booklet can help you cut
salt fat ancl cholesterol in your dist 17 pp
(1993 USDA)111111. $1.50.
Making It Emile, to Shed Pounds The
New Food Label. Helps the diel-consciou.s
select nutritious foods for they weight-loss
pan 6 pp 11994 FDA)0009. Rms.

Lead Threat Lessens, But Mugs Pose
Problems. DISCIASSIS the risks °Head poisonrig from ceramic and crystal ware Preece
advice to prevent exposure to lead from these
item 5pp (1983 FDA)5358. Free.
Menopause.Detailed information about es
howl replacement therapy. cardiovascular
diseases. mid 001)1110 with the emotional ups
and downs Late resources and organize
bons to contact for more information 36 PP
(1992 NIH) 1208.$2.50

Personal Health Guide. This pocket-sized
booklet describes ways to work with your
doctor to be as healthy as possible. Also provides charts to record dates and results of
preventive care tests 32 pp (1994. HHS)
1218. 81.00.
Silicone Breast Implants. Where to get
more information, report problems, and precautions to take if you already have implants.
4 pp.(1992. FDA)53713. Free.
Walking for Exercise and Pleasure. Includes illustrated warm-up exercises and
advice on how far, how fast, and how often
to walk for best results. 14 pp. (1986.
PCPFS)1228.$1.00.
Why Do You Smoke? A quiz to help you
understand your smoking motives with
practical Suggestions to help you kick the
habit 5 pp.(1992. NCI)5368. Free.

DRUGS & HEALTH AIDS

Hocus-Poctss as Applied to Arthritis. Discusses fraudulent cures and medically sound
treatments for arthritis, rheumatism, and
gout. 7 pp.(1989. FDA)6058. Free.
Kids' Vaccinations Get a Little Easier.
Some vaccinations are now combined.
Learn what they are and how they work to
keep your child healthy. Includes a vaccination schedule.5 pp.(1994. FDA)5458. Free.
Mammography Facilities Must Meet Quality Standards. As of October 1, 1994 all
mammography facilities must be accredited
and federally certified as meeting quality
standards. Learn what has changed to better your chances of early detection of breast
tumors. 5 pp.(1994. FDA)6068. Free.
Patient Restraints. These devices help
people with disabilities and bed-ridden individuals maintain good posture and avoid falls
while providing physical safety. Here are
guidelines for safe use. 5 pp. (1992. FDA)
5468. Free.

Aspirin: A New Look at an Old Drug.Americans consume an estimated 80 million aspirin
tablets a year Learn its history. how it works.
and its use in disease prevention and treatment 3 pp.(1994 FDA)6018. Free.
Aspirin can also be basinful. Ss*
"Rey* Syndrome"on parr S.
Buying Medicine? Help Protect Yourself
Against Tampering. 2 pp (1992 FDA)
5398. Free.
Cancer Tests You Should Know About: A
Guide for People 65 & Over. Describes six
tests that can help detect cancer early.
Checklists included 16 pp (1992 NCI)
5408. Free.
Choosing a Contraceptive. Compares 12
methods of birth control according to effectiveness, health risks, convenience,
availability, and how well they protect you
from sexually transmitted diseases 8 pp.
(1993 FDA)5418. Free.
Depo-Provera. Discusses the benefits and
risks of the iniecbon that prevents pregnancy
kx three manta 3pp (19133 FDA)5438.Flee.
Eye Weer. Describes your rights to your eyeglass prescription and contact lens
specifications. Tees whet different eye specialists do, and lei..es questions to ask when
shopping for eyeglasses or contact lenses.
PP (1994 FTC)3250. aos.

Prescriptions to Help Smokers Gull About
17 million Americans try to stop smoking
each year This booklet describes two products designed to help smokers quit- nicotine
chewing gum and the patch Explains how
they work, possible side effects. and success
rates 5 pp (1992 FDA)5478. Free.
Some Things You Should Know About
Prescription Drugs. Even prescription
drugs can be dangerous Here are tips for
safe use 4 pp (1984 FDA)6078. Free.
Steroid Substitutes. Discusses the dangers
of using allernatrves to anabolic steroids to
enhance athletic performance 4 pp (1992
FDA)54118. Free.
Using Over-the-Counter Medications
Wisely. Tips for safely using OTC medications for colds. coughs. and dieting 3 pp
(1991 FDA)5498. Free.

Call Our Advertising Department at 7534916
To Reserve your spot in the Upcoming Fall edition of

"The Consumer Information Catalog"
••!••
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Chicken Pox. Describes symptoms and
treatments of this common childhood disease. 3 pp. (1993. FDA)55113. Free.
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Chronic Fatigue Syndrome. Learn the
symptoms and what treatments are being
studied. 15 pp.(1990 NIH) 3268. 500.
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Dizziness. Explains the various causes, diagnostic tests, and treatments for people
suffering from dizzy spells 27 pp (1986
NIH)1238. 61.25.
Don't Lose Sight of Glaucoma. Because
glaucoma is a leading cause of blindness,
find out who is most likely to develop it, what
the symptoms are,andhow his treated 5 pp.
(1993. NIH)3278. 50t.
Fever Blisters & Canker Sores. Discusses
causes, treatments, and research on these
mouth infections 12 pp (1992 NIH)3298.50t.
Headaches. Information on possible causes
and treatments of headaches, including migraines 36 pp (1984 NIH) 1248. 62.00.
Insulin-Dependent Diabetes. This chronic
disease often begins in childhood Learn
symptoms, treatments, causes and more
21 pp.(1990 NIH) 3298. 50t.
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Lyme Disease. Symptoms, treatment and
tips to prevent contracting this disease that
often resembles arthritis 20 pp (1992 NIH)
3308. 50t.

1CCeSs

Periodontal Dittoes*. Gives useful information on diagnosis and treatment of venous
periodontal(gum)diseases and provides tips
on how to keep your gums healthy 12 pp
(1994 NIH) 3318. 504.
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Preventing Strohm. Discusses what a stroke
is, warning signs. and risk factors Includes
a chart to estimate your stroke risk 8 pp
(1994 NIH)31168. 50t.

itions
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can cause serious health problems. Limn
what to do to protect your child 3 pp.(1994.

Rey* Syndrome. Giving aspirin to children

FDA)5538. Free.

"Specializing in Quality Work"
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David Ryan

Darren Howard

753-4736

So You Have High Blood Cholesterol.
Guidelines for lowering your blood cholesterol through diet, medication, and exercise
36 pp.(1993. NIH) 1258. 61.75.
Understanding Urinary Tract Infections.
Discusses the risks, symptoms, and treatments of this common and frequent infecbon
Prevention tips and where to get more information 20 pp (1988. NIH) 3328. 50t.
Varicose Vein Treatments. Explains various treatments, their nsks and side effects.
gives questions to ask your doctor, and
warns about fraudulent treatment claims
8 pp (1994 FTC) 3338. 50t.
When the Spine Curves. How to detect and
get help treating scoliosis. an abnormal curvature of the spine that may show up during
adolescence. 3 pp (1985 FDA)5548. Free.
Women & AIDS. Discusses the increasing
rate of HIV infection among women and provides information on prevention and
treatment 5 pp (1993 FDA)5558. Free.

Let's Talk About Depression. Helps teen
agers team the symptoms of depression and
where to get help 3 pp (1991 NIMH)5568.
Free.

Budding Materials • Pfurribmg
Electrical

Buying & Financing

Guide to Single Family Horne Mortgage Insurance. FHA (Government) insurance
protects lenders against losses on mortgages
so they can offer you more generous terms
Learn what the costs conditions and options
are 21 pp (1994 HUD)1268. $1.25.

Healthy Lawn,Healthy Environment Pre
ventrve and practcat tips on soil preparation
grasses watering mowing pestiiuries
choosing a lawn care service and mon20 pp (1992 EPA)34211. 50e

Home Buyer's Vocabulary. Defines corn
mon words and terms used in the real estate
world Especially useful for the first time
buyer 14 pp (1987 HUD) 1278. 61.00

Home Buyer's and Seller's Guide to Radon. Learn about testing options and what
to do before buying or setting a home 32 pp
(1993 EPA) 1298. 61.50

SA

Home Electrical Safety Audit. How to den
tity and correct electrical safety problem
11 PP ( 1 984 CPSC)3448 50c

HOME IMPROVEMENTS & SAFETY

Consumer Handbook on Adlustabkt Rate
Mortgages. Basic features. advantages.
risks, and terminology associated with adlustable rate mortgages Explains how
ARM's work. how to reduce your risk, and
more Includes a tabie for comparing mongoose 25 pp (1990 FRB)3348. 50e.

Answers to Questions About the Motional
Flood insurance Program. Property owners may pureness insurance against flooding
losses Learn the requirements. questions
to ask. and mueh more 50 pp (1992 FEMA)
56111. Free.

•

The Inside Story A Guide to Indoor Air
Quality Household products building ma
tertais pets heating systems and more can
affect your health Learn how and what to
do about them 32 pp 11993 E PA,CPSC)
3458.50*.
Pesticides in Drinking-Water wells t earn
how to test water from your private or corr

•••

munity well and what to do if it s unsale
I 3 PP

(1990 EPA)3468. 50e.

Rehab a Hanle With HUD's 203(k). Learn
how you can get a long-term mortgage that
includes the costs 00 reconstructing mod
smiting and eliminating health and safely
hazards in your home Find out what prop
@dies are eligible what ,mprovements Are
Covered and how to apply 30 pp (1994

HOD)3478.50*.
Repairing Your Flooded Home Step by
step advice on cleaning up and repairing
your home and its contents after a flood and
how to protect yvur home in the future 55 pp
(1992 FEk4A) 5638. Free,
Weller Treatment Units. Discusses various
options for purifying drinking water and how
to awed deospirre ss pitches 4 pp 11993
FTC)3488.I.
Your Home Fire Safety Checklist Hoe to
reduce the risks or lee where lha Ter spots
are, and what to do if bra occurs 10 pp
(1992 CPSC) 3508 50t
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Citizen's Guide to Pesticides Tips for con
trolling pests in the home and garden How
to measure and mix chemicals safely and
how to choose an exterminator 24 pp (199,
EPA)3418. 5tk

The Mortgage Money Guide. Explains dif
torent types of mortgages and financing
options Includes a table of monthly moor
gage costs at various rates 18 pp (1993
FTC) 1218. $1.25.

HOUSING

Houck, Broker (502) 759

304A North 12th Street

klm••••••11.

A Consumer's Guide to Mortgage
Refinancings. What the costs are and now
to tell if the time is right to refinance your
home 8 pp (1988 FRB)3368 50c

How to Buy • Manufactured (Mobile)
Home. Tips on selection and placement
manufacturer's retailer's and appliance war
remiss. site preparation, transportation,
home installation inspection and more
23 pp (1994 FTC)3398. SOS

Schizophrenia: Questions and Answers
Discusses this chronic debilitating illness its causes, treatments side effects and much
more 25 pp (1966 NIMH) 5598 Free

Your Complete
Home Improvement
Headquarters

Backyard Bird"Problems. How to controi
common problems such as destruction 0i
garden plants, nesting in gutters and cum
neys. and damage to your home s exterior
30 PP 11993 DOI) 5628. Free

The Horne Inspection & You. 11 questions
with answers about how and why to get a
professional home inspection before you buy
or sell 7 pp (1993 USDA)3378. 50e.

Panic Disorder. What to do when anxiety
or sudden fear seems too much to handle
Lists symptoms. treatments and where to
get help 7 pp (1991 NIMH) 5568. Free.

753-1222

A Consumer's Guide to Mortgage Lockins. How you can lock in interest rates and
points when applying for a mortgage Lists
questions to ask when shopping 14 pp
(1988. FRB)3358. 50t.

NING ORDINANt

Over 65 and Feeling Depressed. Provides
a checklist to identify symptoms of depression and explains causes and treatment for
clinical depression 12 pp (1990 NIMH)
5578. Free.

753-1222
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Conveniently Opened
Seven Days A Week
Monday-Friday 8-5
Sunday 10-6
WAI:MAIrri

THURSDAY, JUNE 29, 1995

AMEN
RICA EXPRESS
FINANCIAL ADVISORS
Since 1894, American Express Financial
Advisors have been helping people like you
achieve their financial goals without overtaxing themselves Call today for a free
introductory consultation.
AMERKAN

Hwy. 641 North

MONEY
Direct Deposit. EN:mans the benefits of this
transaction and how the law protects you 4
an er for occurs 4 op 0 1993 FRB)3518.50c.
Federal Credit Unions. How they iwor. *that
services a'e offerer, and now to become a
a-temper 8 pp 41992 NCUA 3528. 50t.
IRS Guide to Free Tax Services. Ho* to
get rree services by telephone arid in person including free publications and tax
forms Describes common tax errors to
avoid how to file electronically and what to
oo if you have a tax problem with the IRS
32 PP 1 1994 IASI 5648. Free.
Making Sense of Savings. How to compare
tne various types of banking accounts avail
able Describes the different services and
fees and gives questions to ask about rates
12 pp (1994 FRB)3538. 50e.
Look for snore booklets in Financial
Plantes,g en the nest column.
Shopping With Your ATM Card. Describes
The new and expanded ways you can use
an ATM card Also provides safety precau
tons and a iisting of ATM networks and
affiliated shopping services by state 28 pp
(1994 USDA 5658. Free.

CREDIT
Choosing & Using Credit Cards. Credit
cards vary widely in the,, charges and how
tees are calculated Learn how to compare
costs for the best deal 5 pp (1993 FTC)
3548. SOe.
Consumer Handbook to Credit Protection
Laws. Ho* to apply for credit what to do if
rt s denied and how to correct mistakes on
your credit report 41 pp (1993 FRB)3558.
50e.
Fehr Debt Collection. Describes what debt
collectors may and may not do if you owe
money How and where to complain If you
are harassed threatened or abused 7 PO
(1992 FTC)3578. 50e.
How to Dispute Credit Report Errors. Descnbes what s in your credit report and how
to obtain a copy Also gives tips on correcting errors registeling a dispute and adding
inscownabon to your Ne Includes a
sample
dispute letter for r•Serente. 7 pp (1994 FTC)
3588 50e
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(502) 759-2197
100 North 5th Street
Murray, KY 42071

Lost or Stolen: Credit & ATM Cards. Explains what to do if any of these cards are
missing or stolen Suggests how to protect
your cards 7 pp (1992 FTC)3598. 50C.
Managing Your Debts: How to Regain Financial Health. Learn where to begin - what
you can do for yourself how credit counseling can help facts about personal bankruptcy and more 8 pp (1994 OCA)38613. 50C.
Shop. The Card You Peck Can Save You
Money. Charts for 149 credit card plans help
you compare annual percentage rates, types
of pricing grace periods and annual fees
17 pp (1994 FRB) 3878. 50e.
Solving Credit Problems. Explains how to
build a good credit history tips on dealing with
credit arid debt problems and where to find
neip 4 pp (1992 FTC)3608. 50C•
FINANCIAL PLANNING
Buying Treasury Securities. Learn all
notes and bonds issued by the
U S Government 16 pp (1993 TREA)
566B Free.
about bills

Deposits & Investments. Explains the diflerences between bank deposits and
investments Highlights what is. and is not
,nsured by the U S Government 9 pp
I 1993 TREA)5678. Free.
Facts About Financial Planners. What they
can and cant do, what credentials to ask for
and what costs to expect Includes charts
for organizing your financial records 17 pp
(1995 FTC) 3888. 50e.
An Introduction to Mutual Funds. Explains
what they are how to compare them what
factors to consider before investing and how
to avoid common pitfalls 14 pp (1994 SEC)
3838 50e
Invest Wisely. Basic tips to help you select a
brokerage firm and representative and make
and monitor an investment Identifies questions to ask and warning signs to look for to
"old Probtems 15 pp (1994 S(C)3618.50e.
Investment Swindles: How They Work
and Hew To Avoid Them. How to protect
yoursell against illegal yet legromate-sound
mg telemarketing and direct mail offers
20 pp (1993 CFTC)54118. Free.
Investors' Bill of Rights. Tips to help you
make an informed decision when making inr,
vestments
7 pp (1993 CFTCAJSPS)511118.
Free.

CAN'T FIND THE INFO
YOU NEED HERE? SEE US.
We carry a complete line of
reference material as well as
reading for pleasure.

READMORE
BOOK-N-CARD 4*
Chestnut Hilts • Murray

•-•••

FAR LANDS
TRAVEL AGENCY.,
Serving The Murray Area
With Experienced Staff

:-..'0"i
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502 Maple St.
Murray
753-4646

Make the Smart Exchange. Convert your
paper Treasury Securities to "paper-less"
book-entry accounts and keep your holdings
both safe and convenient 7 pp (1992
TREA)57013. Free.

Reporting and Disclosure Guide for Employee Benefit Plans. Lists various forms
for pension and welfare plans and tells when
they must be filed with appropriate federal
agencies 1 pp (1991 DOL) 5728. Free.

The Savings Bonds Question and Answer
Book. Detailed information on Savings
Bonds purchase interest, maturity, replacement, redemption. exchange. and taxes
13 pp (1994 TREA)3628. 50C.

Small Business Handbook. Discusses
minimum wage and overtime pay child labor, employment of alien workers and
veterans whistleblower protection, plant
closings and layoffs, family leave, and much
more 80 pp (1993 DOL) 5738. Free.

Staying Independent: Planning for Financial Independence in Later Life. Helps you
evaluate your present financial status and
determine if changes are necessary 7 pp
(1990 USDA)3638. 50e.
Check out "Request for Earnings..."
on Pori 5.
Understanding Opportunities and Risks
In Futures Trading. Explains the commodities market, the risks involved, and
regulations governing it 46 pp (1986
CFTC)3648. 50e.

TRAVEL & HOBBIES
Discover America: A Listing of State and
Territorial Travel Offices of the United
States. Use this list to order free vacation
information including maps calendars of
events, travel guides, and more 8 pp (1990
DOI)3698. 50e.
The Duck Stamp Story. Help preserve wetlands and wildlife refuges by becoming a
collector of these unique stamps 7 pp
(1993 DOI) 5748. Free.

What You Should Know About the Pension LAW An explanation of your rights,
information about benefits, payment schedules protections and more 60 pp (1988
DOL)365B. 50e.
Your Guaranteed Pension. This revised edition answers 29 frequently asked questions
about the federal agency that insures private
pension plans including benefits and plan ter
mination 14 pp (1994 PBGC)571B. Free.

SMALL BUSINESS
Basic Facts About Registering a Trademerit. Defines trademarks and their functions
Includes an application form with instructions 32 pp (1993 DOC)1308. $2.50.
General Information Concerning Patents.
Learn about patent laws application procedures costs, and more Includes application
60 pp (1993 DOC)131B. $2.25.

Fly-Rights. Practical advice for airline travelers on how to get the best tares and what
to do when faced with lost tickets and baggage canceled or overbooked flights, travel
scams, and much more 58 pp (1994 DOT)
1338. $1.75.
Fly Smart. Lists more than 30 things you
can do to help make your flight a safe one
Includes a passenger checklist 7 pp (1994
DOT)5758. Free.
For The Birds. Three separate booklets describe how to attract different species of
birds feed them and build or buy suitable
homes (1991 DOI)3708. 50C.

Guide to Business Credit for Women.Minorities, and Small Businesses. Explains
the preparation and application process to
obtain commercial credit 13 pp (1990 FRB)
3668 50e.

Foreign Entry Requirements. Embassy
and consulate addresses where visas may
be obtained along with any special requirements 20 pp (1994 DOS)3718. 50C.

Invention Promotion Firms. Questions to
ask before you hire a company to help sell
your product or service Lists common scams
and warning signs of fraud 7 pp (1994
FTC)3678. 50e.

Lesser Known Ames of the National Park
System. Listing by state of more than 170
national parks, their accommodations. locations and historical significance 49 pp
(1991 D0111348. $1.503.
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National Park System Map and Guide. Full
color map is revised and lists activities at
more than 300 parks, monuments, and historic sites (1994 DOI) 135B. $1.25.

Earthquakes. Describes where and why
earthquakes OCcur, how they happen, how
they are measured, and techniques used to
predict them 20 pp (1994 Uci(iS)1448.$1.25.

National Trails System Map and Guide.
This full color map describes eight national
scenic trails and nine national historic trails
(1992 DOI) 1368. $1.25.

Emergency Preparedness Checklist. How
to develop a family emergency plan, what to
keep in a car emergency kit, and other tips
4 pp (1991 FEMA)3748. 50e.

New Horizons for the Air Traveler With a
Disability. Descnbes accommodations, facilities, and services that are required to be
available and accessible 33 pp.(1991 DOT)
3898. 50e.

Finding Legal Help. Tips for reducing the
costs of legal help plus practical information
for older people on public and private resources 20 pp (1994 LSC) 3908. 50e.

Passports & Customs. Three booklets that
explain how to apply for a passport and provides useful customs advice for returning U.S.
residents (1992 DOS TREA)3728. 50e.

Funerals: A Consumer Guide. Tells what
costs and services a funeral provider is required to give you when you inquire in person
or by phone 4 pp (1994 FTC) 3758. 50e.
"Green" Advertising Claims. Learn how to
evaluate packaging and labeling terms to help
select products that are less harmful to the
environment. 5 pp (1992 EPA)57813. Free.
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How to Protect Yourself. Seven booklets
describe how to protect your home, car, and
neighborhood, how to spot a con artist, and
how to conduct a security survey (1994
DOJ)3768. 50e.
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Stars in Your Eyes: A Guide to the Northern Skies. Helpful hints on how to find the
seven best known constellations and explains how they were named 23 pp (1992
DOD)1378. $1.50.

MISCELLANEOUS
The Americans with Disabilities Act:
Ouestions and Answers. Explains how the
civil rights of persons with disabilities are protected at work and in public places 19 pp.
(1993 DOJ)5768. Free.
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Metric Measures Up. Everything you need
to know to use metric in everyday life Includes metnc conversion charts, a cookie
recipe in metric, and more. 10 pp (1992
DOC)3778. 50e.
Naturalization Requirements and General
Information
on becoming a citizen of the
U S Who is eligible, what forms and papers
are needed 46 pp (1992 DOJ)3788. 50e.
Protecting Your Privacy. How to check your
credit file and medical record, handle telephone sales, and have your name removed
from mailing lists 5 pp (1990 OCA) 5798.
Free.

Antitrust Enforcement and the Consumer.
Explains how laws governing business competition are enforced and how consumers
benefit 12 pp (1994 DOJ)5778. Free.

The Selective Service System: information for Registrants. Explains rescionsfOlel
ties, rights and obligations induction, claims
and the appeals process 16 pp (1968 SSS)
5808. Free.

At-Home Shopping Rights. How to deal
with late delrvenes. unordered merchandise,
billing errors and much more when making
purchases by mail or phone order 5 pp
(1994 OCA/USPS)3738. 50e.

Swindlers Are Calling. Eight things you
should know about telemarketing fraud, nine
tip-offs that a caller could be a crook and ten
ways to avoid becoming a victim 7 pp
(1990 CFTC/FTC)37913. 50e.

Civil War at a Glance. This color map illustrates and briefly descnbes mator Civil War
battle campaigns (1991 DOI) 1398. $1.26.

Why Save Endangerad Species? Ways to
get involved in saving plants and animals
7 pp (1992 DOI) 58113. Free.

SOURCES OF ASSISTANCE
A Consumer's Guide to Postal Services
and Products. Discusses the vanous product and service options the Postal Service
offers to he you choose the right service to
meet your needs and save you time and
money 37 pp (1994 USPS)5828. ROL
Consumer's Resource Handbook. Lists
contacts to he with consumer problems or
complaints 123 pp (1994 OCA)5838. Frye.
Federal Information Center. Lists tele
phone numbers across the country to call
when you need assistance from the *dorsi
government 3 pp (1993 GSA)5146.Free.
Getting Information from FDA. Covers
drugs.foods. pesticides, medical devices.rediabon safety. pet foods, and more 4 pp.
(1994 FDA)61158. Free.
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The initials of the federal office sponsoring a booklet appear in parentheses near the end of
each publication entry Please use the list below to translate the initials into the agencies names
CFTC
CPSC
DOC
DOD
DOE
DOI
DOJ
DOL
DOS
DOT
ED
EPA
FDA
FEMA
FRB
FTC
3SA
-4CFA
-4HS
-IUD

Commodity Futures Trading
Commission
Consumer Product Safety
Commission
Department of Commerce
Department of Defense
Department of Energy
Department of the Interior
Department of Justice
Department of Labor
Department of Stale
Department of Transportation
Department of Education
Environmental Protection Agency
Food and Drug Administration
Federal Emergency Management
frlarricY
Federal Reserve Board
Federal Trade Commission
General Services Administration
Health Care Financing
Administration
Department of Health and
Human Services
Department of Housing don
Urban Development

iRS
I CiC
SC
NC;
NCuA
NE A
NE H
Niti
NIMH
OCA
PCPF S
PBGC
SEC
SSA
SSS
TREA
USDA
USGS
USPS
VA

Internal Revenue Fiero. e
Vary of Congress

Legal Sennces Lorpt.xation
National Cancer Insmute
National Credit ur.on
Administration
National E ndowrnert for the

Arts

National I nOnirmerit or the

Humanities
National Institutes of flealtt,
National Institute of 11.4enta,

Health
U S Office of Consumer Affairs
President s CoUrril or. Rhyroi-*/
Fitness and Sports
Pension Benefit Guaranty
Corporation
Securities & 1 'change
Cornmissaon
Social Security Administration
Selective Service System
Department of the Treasury
U S Department of Agriculture
U S Geological Survey
U S Postal Service
Department of Veterans Affairs
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Lista de publicaciones federates en
espenol perm el consurnidor. Free Spanish
publications available from venous Federal
agencies 20 pp (1993 GSA)5868. Free.

SALES BOOKLETS
On page 8, fill in the quantity and total
price of the sales booklets you want to buy.
Enter the total number of sales booklets
ordered. Ad up the prices and enter your
'Total Sales Price.'
Quantity_Discount If you order 100 or more
copies of a single sales booklet. deduct 25*.
off the price of thus booklet Discounts do
not apply to 50e booklets.
Inter-J.1111120W OrClers To cover extra handling
costs for shipments outside of the United
States. add 25°0 to the total sales once of
your order

FREE BOOKLETS
On the back cover circle the tern number
for each free booklet you want You may order up to 25 different tree booklets
Fill in the number of free booklets you are
ordenng in the space provided on page S.
Also note the $1 00 service fee on page 8
While there is no charge for individual
free publications, there is a $1 00 *WYKe
fee to help defray program costs For that
$1.00. you may order up to 25 different
tree booklets

Staying Healthy and Whole: A Consumer
Guide to Product Safety Recalls. Lists
products regulated by eight federal agencies
10 pp (1991 OCA)5878. Free.
U.S. Government TOO Directory. Phone
numbers of agencies and congressional of
hoes with Telecommunications Device!' for
Pie Deaf 72 pp (1994 GSA)511118, Free.
Where to Write for Vital Records. How to
obtain candied copies of brrth. death, mar
flags. and divorce certificates 32 pp (1993
HHS) 1418. 82.25.
Your Right to Federal Records. Use the
Freedom of Information Act and Privacy Act
to obtain records from the federal govern.
mint 25 pp mods OCURISA)3926.

Payment can be made by check or money
order made payable to the -Superintendent
of Documents" or charged to your VISA
MasterCard or prepaid GPO deposit •C
count On credit card orders, please be
sure to include the expiration date and
your signature
Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery
Prices guaranteed through September 30
1995
Mail Your Order To
It you ordei ONLY
order to

free

booklets mail your

S..James
Consumer Information Center
Dept RP
Pueblo, Colorado 81009
If you order 80TH sales and free
sales booklets mail your order to
R. Woods
Consumer Information Center
Dept RP
Pueblo. Colorado 81009

58

or

ONLY

58

Fax Your Order To
You can tax us ex,' VISA Master( arri or GPO
deposal account order Just he in the miming
label order bents) fiarneo information and
lax A to 7194464724 Sorry no COO orders
or correspondence can be accepted

Thom•no St 00 liennui is.tor PIO serve.s woreanion
boom MO *get to you Me ei• eyeing
wow Jai/
1•0•11•1 Woo and 'Num W ui MIA your ogler
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(quantity) free copies or next quarter s Consumer Intimation Catalog
a bulk mating list application Nonprofit groups able to desotiAri 25 or mote copes of
the Consumer Information Catalog each quarter may check here
information about how to obtain consumer information electronically
Name
Address
City. Stale Zepcode

Name
As you look through the Ca148109. you may wonder why some booklets have an individual
price and others do not We have three different categories of booldets in the Casio.Book
Isis we altered without individual chart)* to the consumer 4 Pis sponsoring agency can pay
Pie ()riving and destribubon costs When a booklet Pies a sates price. Is pan of the Government Printing 011k?it(GPO)sates program GPO seta the price to cover printing, distribution
and fasted costs, prices vary smarten* Wius a booklet is 50e. the mg:dishing agencies
paid by GPO
are able to share in some of Me costs
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Consumer
Information
Catalog
ORDER UP TO 25 FREE BOOKLETS!
.
100

2528

•
S1500

100

3 00
100
100
125
125
150
100
100
250
400
¶50
00
4 25
100
150
325
250
100
100
125
2 00
175
175
1 00
125
150
$ 2 50
$ 2 25
$ 1 75
$ 1 SO
$ 125
$ 1 25
$ 1 SO
125
$725
$ '25
$ 1 75
$ 1 25
9 50
$19 00

30113
3028
3038
3048
3058
3068
3078
3068
3098
31013
3118
3129
31313
3148
31513
3168
3178
31813
31913
3208
3218
32213
3238
3258
3268
3278
3298
3298
33013
3318
3328
3338
3348
3350
3:11143
3378

xsos

3418
3428

6S686666886668g105666886888SEKg68686866

1018
1028
1038
1048
1058
1068
1078
1068
1098
1108
1118
1128
1138
1148
1158
1178
1188
1198
1208
1218
12213
'230
1248
1258
1268
1278
1298
1298
13013
1318
1338
1348
1368
13613
1378
1398
1418
1428
1438
1448
2508
2518

P,ice Tot& $
3448
$ .50____
3458 _
_ $ .50
3418__S 50
3478
50
3498
$ .50
3508
$ .50 _
3518
$
3529
$ 50 _
3539
$ 50
3548
.50
3559
$ 50
3578
$ .50
3588
__$ 50
3598
_ S 50
3608
_$ 50
3618
_$ .50
3628
_ II 50
3638
__
50
3648
_$ 50
3658
.S 50
3668
$ 50
3678
__ $ 50
3698
$ .50
3708
___
.50
3718
__ $ 50
3729
$ 50
3738
_ $ 50
3748
__
50
3758
$ .50
3768
_ $ .50
3778
S 50 _
3788
_$ .50
3798 _
.50
3828
_ S .50
3838
_
50
3018
$ 50
$ 50
3SSS.
50
$ SO
YIN
._
$ 50
3/408
S 50
3108
_ $ 50

Toted seise pnce $
Total saws bees ordered
11 any include $1 service fee
Total tree Nies ordered
Paymento
me1hd (Press
- honored until W3095)
Total cost

Circle the ;tern numbers of the booklets you want You may order up to 25 different
tree booklets.
5018
502B
5038
5048
5058
5068
5078
5088
5108
5118
5128
5138
5148
5158
5168
5178
5188
5198

5208
521B
5228
5238
5248
5258
5268
527B
5288
5318
5328
5358
5378
5388
5398
5408
5418
5438

5458
5468
5478
5488
5498
5518
5538
5548
5558
5568
5578
5588
5598
5618
5628
5638
5648
5658
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sweet..
Ctockrnoney order payable lo -Supwslienilsnt al Documents"
.....
jGPO Depose Account
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Address

Weft

5848

5688

5858

5698

5868

5708

5878

5718

588B

572B

5898

5738

5908

5748

5988

5758

5998

5768
5778
5788
5798
5808
5818

6008

5828

6018
6028
6048
6058
6068
6078

If you order ONLY free booklets mail your
order to

If you order BOTH sales and tree, or ONLY
sales booklets, mail your order to

S. James
Consumer Information Center - 58
Dept. RP
Pueblo, Colorado 81009

R. Woods
Consumer Information Center - 58
Dept. RP
Pueblo, Colorado 01009

Or see page 14 to learn how to tax us your order.
• US Gewernmary Amnia 011/•• 1995 387645.00301
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This Is your insane label. Please print in Mk or type Please do not detach.

5838

The total number of free booklets ordered is
Also fill in this number on
page 15 Don't forget to include the $1.00 service fee
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567B

Get your wheels turning
with more than 200
free and low-cost federal
publications listed inside.
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